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from Inside A Prune

Judas!

Hello everyone and welcome to issue 17, the second of 2006. For many of us, though,
the year is only really beginning now that Dylan is off on tour again. The anticipation and
curiosity about how this year’s live shows shape up is one thing, but the ever-increasing
yearning for the new album is something else again. It promises to be an exciting year for
Dylan fans yet again as he just keeps on giving; such stamina in someone about to reach
the grand old age of 65.
In expectation of a well-deserved, glorious celebration of the 40th anniversary of the
release of Blonde on Blonde amongst both fan and mainstream media, I asked for contributions toward making this issue a celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of Desire so
that it would not be forgotten in the Blonde on Blonde tribute deluge.
So, you now hold in your hands a Desire themed issue and we thank Nick Hawthorne
A. J. Iriarte, Lucas Stensland, Jonathan Shimkin and Peter Vincent very much for their
responses to my request for such reflections.
Anniversaries are all the rage in this editorial and issue. There is a five-year-later look
back from myself on the Never Ending Tour in 2001. It seems extraordinary to me that
this is already five years ago; can you remember when five years felt like a long time?
When, for example, it could encompass everything from Bob Dylan to Blonde on Blonde.
Back when a five-year gap between albums was simply unimaginable. Not that it seems
like nearly five years ago that “Love And Theft” came out to me, despite the date being
unforgettable due to the atrocities committed that desperate day.
‘Five years stuck on my mind, five years, what a surprise’ as David Bowie once sang
and it seems indeed such a surprise to me but perhaps that is just your old editor showing
his age. Whatever, I present you here with the 2001 chapter from the ongoing update to
Razor’s Edge, my book on the Never Ending Tour. That update has been delayed due to
the publisher’s varying demands and situation; I suspect we’ll now be looking at it
coming out timed for yet another anniversary – the 20th one of the beginning of the
Never Ending Tour. Keith persuaded me that you would be interested in reading portions
before then, so here is the next full chapter from where the first edition ended.
Away from anniversaries, we are indebted to Robert Forryan, Pádraig Hanratty and
Stephen Scobie for contributing articles on, respectively, The Everly Brothers, ‘A Hard
Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’, Pat Garret & Billy The Kid. Pádraig’s article is dedicated to his
mother, Mary Hanratty who passed away in October, 2005.
Thanks to all who sent in letters and e-mails, yes even those marked ‘not for publication’. Please keep them coming, especially those for publication, if that does not seem too
churlish.
We have many delights lined up for you later in the year; interviews with Mike
Marqusee and Larry ‘Ratso’ Sloman; and another fascinating interview centring around
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the Cardiff 1966 show; D. A. Carpenter makes a welcome return to our pages with an
insightful and thoughtful article in issue 18. As well as that there will be the usual reviews
of Dylan-associated books, DVDs and so forth. One of those will be released before issue
18 hits the streets, if it arrives on schedule. That is Michael Gray’s The Bob Dylan
Encyclopedia, due to be published on June 15. The pre-release blurb tells us that:
‘In order to resist the forces of infinity pushing this book beyond all bounds, it was
decided to exclude some categories of entrant. There are, inevitably, exceptions, but in principle the following have been omitted: background business people like concert promoters,
accountants, lawyers, managers, music publishers, booking agents, film producers and so on;
the majority of photographers, album-cover designers and magazine editors; and people
whose only connection with Dylan is that they have made cover versions of his songs.
The many different kinds of entry that are in the book include: Biographies of singers,
musicians, songwriters and composers who have influenced Dylan and/or worked with him;
Critical assessments and factual details (including place and date of recording, date of
release and original catalogue numbers) for all Dylan’s albums and for a large number of
individual songs from all through Dylan’s decades of work; Dylan’s key career and biographical moments; Biographies of writers, poets and other key cultural figures who have
impacted on Dylan’s work and/or who are mentioned within it, from William Blake to
William Carlos Williams and from Lenny Bruce to Franz Kafka, in each case delineating the
often surprising ways in which they connect to Dylan’s work; Short biographies of music
critics and authors of books and major websites on Dylan; Critical assessments & facts on
Dylan’s own books and films; Discursive subjects, from Dylan Interpreters to Cowboy
Heroes, and from The Use of Hollywood Dialogue in Dylan’s Lyrics, to “frying an egg on
stage”.’
Obviously the book will include much of Michael’s material from Song & Dance Man
III but large portions of The Bob Dylan Encyclopedia consist of fresh, original writing.
Some 850 pages with over three quarter of a million words, and suitably illustrated,
the hardback will sell for $40 in the US, £25 in the UK.
Due to the foresight of a clever advisor it will also include ‘a CD-Rom with hyperlinks
from entry to entry – e.g. if the entry on Johnny Cash mentions Tony Glover (who has an
entry of his own), you can click on Tony Glover and it’ll send you straight to that entry.’
So, that is more reading for you to look forward to. Meanwhile I hope you find much
to enjoy in this issue which comes with special thanks to Peter Vincent.
I hope you all enjoy your Bobbing about. See you next time.
Andrew Muir
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The Song Of A Poet

‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’ Revisited

by Pádraig Hanratty

Bob Dylan’s performance art often proves the old maxim that familiarity breeds
contempt.
A set list that contains ‘Desolation Row’, ‘It’s All Right, Ma’, ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna
Fall’, ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ and ‘All Along the Watchtower’ is likely to be greeted with an
indifferent shrug by die-hard fans. However, a set list containing ‘Black Crow Blues’,
‘Peggy Day’, ‘Emotionally Yours’, ‘Billy’ and ‘Alberta’ would probably have the same fans
scrambling for mp3s of the performances.
Of course, the novelty of the new wears off very quickly as well. ‘Jokerman’ in 1994,
‘Down in the Flood’ in 1995 and ‘If Dogs Run Free’ and ‘Country Pie’ in 2000 were all
quickly consigned to the ‘same old, same old’ basket, as far as many fans were concerned.
Perhaps ‘Romance in Durango’ would have suffered the same fate if Dylan had stuck with
it a bit longer in 2003.
Sometimes the contempt is on Dylan’s part. You don’t have to look too far to find
performances of him practically yawning his way through some of his greatest songs.
The problem with all this is that we can sometimes forget just how good the songs
are. If Dylan is capable of turning previously dismissed song into sudden gems on the
concert stage, he is equally capable of turning masterpieces into performance wreckages.
One masterpiece that has had a lively life on the road is ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’
(referred to in the rest of this article as ‘Hard Rain’). This song has recently returned to
prominence after Scorsese’s No Direction Home (where it features both in the documentary and the accompanying CD) and the Starbucks release of Live At The Gaslight 1962.
The song has been a fairly regular participant in most concert tours. Some performances have been sublime. In other performances, Dylan has sung the song as if his own
tongue ‘were all broken’. It’s very difficult to point people to the power of the lyrics when
all they can hear in the concert hall is a half-hearted Dylan wolfing and gargling and
upsinging and mumbling his weary way through the barely remembered words.
Before going on to look at some memorable performances of the song, it is worth
going back to the source. Try to forget all the live performances and listen to the version
on The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan. Note how carefully Dylan sings each line, sounding as old
and confident as a cantankerous Old Testament prophet.
Carefully read the lyrics. Focus on the individual lines that catch your attention and
then look at how they combine into such a powerful cumulative effect. See how the lyrics
become as persistent as the hard rain they evoke.
4
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And what did you hear, my blue-eyed
son?
And what did you hear, my darling
young one?
I heard the sound of a thunder, it
roared out a warnin’,
Heard the roar of a wave that could
drown the whole world,
Heard one hundred drummers whose
hands were a-blazin’,
Heard ten thousand whisperin’ and
nobody listenin’,
Heard one person starve, I heard many
people laughin’,
Heard the song of a poet who died in
the gutter,
Heard the sound of a clown who cried
in the alley,
And it’s a hard, and it’s a hard, it’s a
hard, it’s a hard,
And it’s a hard rain’s a-gonna fall.

For convenience, here are the lyrics:
Oh, where have you been, my blueeyed son?
Oh, where have you been, my darling
young one?
I’ve stumbled on the side of twelve
misty mountains,
I’ve walked and I’ve crawled on six
crooked highways,
I’ve stepped in the middle of seven sad
forests,
I’ve been out in front of a dozen dead
oceans,
I’ve been ten thousand miles in the
mouth of a graveyard,
And it’s a hard, and it’s a hard, it’s a
hard, and it’s a hard,
And it’s a hard rain’s a-gonna fall.
Oh, what did you see, my blue-eyed
son?
Oh, what did you see, my darling
young one?
I saw a newborn baby with wild
wolves all around it,
I saw a highway of diamonds with
nobody on it,
I saw a black branch with blood that
kept drippin’,
I saw a room full of men with their
hammers a-bleedin’,
I saw a white ladder all covered with
water,
I saw ten thousand talkers whose
tongues were all broken,
I saw guns and sharp swords in the
hands of young children,
And it’s a hard, and it’s a hard, it’s a
hard, it’s a hard,
And it’s a hard rain’s a-gonna fall.

Oh, who did you meet, my blue-eyed
son?
Who did you meet, my darling young
one?
I met a young child beside a dead pony,
I met a white man who walked a black
dog,
I met a young woman whose body was
burning,
I met a young girl, she gave me a
rainbow,
I met one man who was wounded in
love,
I met another man who was wounded
with hatred,
And it’s a hard, it’s a hard, it’s a hard,
it’s a hard,
It’s a hard rain’s a-gonna fall.
5
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Oh, what’ll you do now, my blue-eyed
son?
Oh, what’ll you do now, my darling
young one?
I’m a-goin’ back out ‘fore the rain
starts a-fallin’,
I’ll walk to the depths of the deepest
black forest,
Where the people are many and their
hands are all empty,
Where the pellets of poison are
flooding
their waters,
Where the home in the valley meets
the
damp dirty prison,
Where the executioner’s face is always
well hidden,
Where hunger is ugly, where souls are
forgotten,
Where black is the color, where none is
the number,
And I’ll tell it and think it and speak it
and breathe it,
And reflect it from the mountain so all
souls can see it,
Then I’ll stand on the ocean until I
start sinkin’,
But I’ll know my song well before I
start singin’,
And it’s a hard, it’s a hard, it’s a hard,
it’s a hard,
It’s a hard rain’s a-gonna fall.

wrote it, I thought I wouldn’t have
enough time alive to write all those
songs so I put all I could into this one.’
For Paul Williams, this is the key to the
song’s structure. Each question in the song
leads to the starting point for a new song:
I believe the individual lines in ‘Hard
Rain’ were for the most part written
spontaneously: what we hear is what
came up for Dylan when he asked
himself these questions.1
Although the song’s power comes from
the combination of the lyrics, music and
vocal performance, certain lines leap off
the page. There is lots of effective alliteration (as opposed to the cheap wordplay of
alliteration for the sake of alliteration).
Examples include ‘twelve misty mountains’, ‘seven sad forests’, ‘wild wolves’, ‘a
wave that could drown the whole world’
and ‘damp dirty prison’. These are effective
because they conjure up clear images.
Each word adds something to the picture.
Some of the imagery works particularly
well. The horror of war is concisely
captured in the image of a ‘black branch
with blood that kept drippin’’. The branch
is black probably because the tree has been
burnt or has died. (The word ‘black’
appears four times in the song. Later on,
the entire forest is black.) The word ‘kept’
adds power to the image, because it implies
that it is the tree that is bleeding; nature
herself has been wounded in the conflict.
The line about the ‘white man who
walked a black dog’ brings to mind the Civil
Rights Movement. Indeed, this line is as
concise a summary about racial inequality
as the movement could wish for.

Despite the song’s length, it contains
some of Dylan’s most concise lines.
Indeed, in the liner notes to The
Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan, he claimed that
the song could have evolved into an entire
album on its own:
‘Every line in it,’ says Dylan, ‘is actually
the start of a whole song. But when I
6
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The contrasts in the song work well
also. For example, the image of a man
‘wounded in love’ is essentially a romantic
image. However, such romance is abruptly
shattered in the stark violence of the next
line, where another man has been
‘wounded in hatred’.
When Dylan sings about ‘standing on
the ocean’, he portrays the performer as a
mythic figure, one who is capable of
walking on water. However, such
pomposity is neatly deflated in the
humour of ‘until I start sinkin’’.
Many years later, in ‘Forever Young’,
Dylan would pray that his listener would
‘build a ladder to the stars’. In this song,
the young baby is surrounded by wild
wolves and the ladder is all covered with
water. The flood has cut off access to
heaven.
Certain lines would take on extra
meaning over the years. As various types of
hate crimes increased, many would be
‘wounded in hatred’. As crimes became
more faceless, more and more executioners’
faces would be well hidden. The problems
of gun crime and juvenile violence would
recall the image of ‘guns and sharp swords
in the hands of young children’. The image
of a young woman whose body was
burning would later come to life in some of
the horrific photographs of the Vietnam
conflict. The idea that ‘pellets of poison are
flooding their waters’ would gain resonance
as concerns about water pollution and the
general state of the environment came to
the fore in the 1980s.
The idea of famine being caused by
unequal distribution of food and wealth
can be seen in the line about one person

starving and many people laughing. As
images of the famine in Africa were
beamed into American and European
living rooms in the 1980s, it became clear
that hunger was still ugly and many souls
had been forgotten. Dylan would later
somewhat prosaically return to this idea in
‘Slow Train’:
People starving and thirsting, grain
elevators are bursting
Oh, you know it costs more to store the
food than it do to give it.
Dylan’s speech at Live Aid on 13 July
1985 showed that he had his own unique
analysis about world hunger and deprivation. His plea on behalf of the poor farmers
of American led to the Farm Aid concert
on 22 September 1985. If Live Aid was a
very public performance disaster for
Dylan, Farm Aid was a very public
performance triumph.
Indeed, ‘Hard Rain’ is partly an exploration of the very act of performing. The
last verse offers a powerful image of the
dedicated performer:
And I’ll tell it and think it and speak it
and breathe it,
And reflect it from the mountain so all
souls can see it,
Then I’ll stand on the ocean until I
start sinkin’,
But I’ll know my song well before I
start singin’.
How ironic that last line has become
since the 1980s! Dylan’s vocal tricks to cover
up forgetting the lyrics have become one of
the more amusing aspects of his performance art.
7
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These lines present the classic image of
the committed performer bringing the
message down from the mountain and
sharing it with the people. In the Biograph
liner notes, Dylan is aware of the responsibilities and dangers that come with the
role:

Of course, what Dylan thought he was
reflecting and what people saw were not
always the same thing. No matter how
clearly the song is reflected, some people
insist on darkening the mirror. In
Biograph, commenting about ‘You’re a Big
Girl Now’, Dylan made clear his thoughts
about such people:

I think of a hero as someone who
understands the degree of responsibility
that comes with his freedom, someone
who’s not afraid to jump in front of a
freight train to save a loved one’s life. To
draw a crowd with my guitar, that’s
about the most heroic thing I can do. To
play a song to calm the king, well,
everyone don’t get to do that. There’s
only certain things a king wants to hear.
And then if he don’t like it, he might
send you to the gallows.

Stupid and misleading jerks sometimes
these interpreters are.
Many interpreters have sung the song’s
praises. Paul Williams regards it as a
song whose genius and power are so
great that our analytic minds (not our
hearts) may have difficulty accepting
and recognizing its simplicity.4
Anthony Scaduto says of it:
‘Hard Rain’ is filled with spare,
sparkling images that evoke the terrors
of national injustice and of international insanity diplomacy. Never
mentioning nuclear war or fallout, the
evils of segregation or man’s inhumanity to his own kind, but forcing the
listener to conjure with such terrors out
of his own emotions.5

However, sometimes the king simply
doesn’t listen. In later years, when Dylan
sings of ‘ten thousand whisperin’ and
nobody listenin’’, he could be referring to
his own concert audience. As Christopher
Ricks notes:
We’ve all been at Dylan concerts
when this was infuriatingly the case,
except that the ten thousand weren’t
whispering, they were talking or
shouting.2

Dylan’s then girlfriend, Suze Rotolo,
left New York for Italy in June 1962 and
she didn’t return until January 1963.
During this time, Dylan seems to have
thrown himself into his writing in order to
cope with his loneliness. One of the songs
he wrote during this period was ‘Hard
Rain’.
He premiered the song in the Gaslight
in September 1962 and it had an immediate impact on the audience:

Sometimes, according to Dylan, the
performer is reflecting the song high
above the audience to another listener:
The highest form of song is prayer. King
David’s, Solomon’s, the wailing of a
coyote, the rumble of the earth. It must
be wonderful to be God.3
8
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have invested a lot more time in the
writing of this song than previous ones:

It was immediately evident to everyone
who heard it that he’d written a masterpiece that brilliantly and terrifyingly
encapsulated the most dangerous
moment in world history up until that
time.6

Q: How long does it take you to write a
song? Say a song like ‘Hard Rain’?
A: Well, I wrote ‘Hard Rain’ while I
was still on the streets. I guess that was
the first three-dimension song I wrote.
It took me about – oh, about two days.

He performed it during his Carnegie
Hall concert on 22 September and then
performed it again in the Gaslight in
October. On 18 May 1963, he included the
song in his set at the Monterey Folk
Festival.
The song was recorded, in one take, for
The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan on 6 December
1962 and it reached a wide audience when
the album was released on 27 May 1963.
One of the best early performance was in
Carnegie Hall on 26 October 1963, where
Dylan insightfully analysed the song’s
complexities by saying ‘A hard rain’s gonna
fall means something’s gonna happen’. This
version is included on the No Direction
Home soundtrack CD.
Dylan apparently wrote the song in a
room above the Gaslight, using a typewriter belonging to Hugh Romney (who
would later reinvent himself as Wavy
Gravy). However, Dylan would remember
a somewhat more bohemian setting for
the song’s birth:

Q: Is that normal?
A: No, that was kind of long; usually I
write them a lot quicker, sometimes in
a couple of hours.
Q: Would you say that your songs
contain sufficient poetry to be able to
stand by themselves, without music?
A: If they can’t do that, then they’re
not what I want them to be. Basically,
I guess I’m more interested in writing
than in performing.8
Many of Dylan’s best songs get their
strength from, in Joan Baez’s phrase,
‘keeping things vague’. What is blowing in
the wind? Who are the masters of war?
Where is Desolation Row? Who is the
tambourine man? Why must everybody
get stoned? The songs raise questions that
they often refuse to answer.
‘Hard Rain’ presents another example of
this vagueness. What exactly is the hard
rain? This issue is further complicated in
this case because of Dylan’s (probably deliberately) contradictory explanations of the
song. The liner notes to The Freewheelin’
Bob Dylan contain the following:

I wrote that at the bottom of the Village
Gate in Chip Monck’s place. It was his
apartment, a real cruddy basement
apartment but it had wall-to-wall
carpeting and the carpet even ran up
the walls. It was a great place. That’s
where I wrote ‘Hard Rain’.7

‘Hard Rain,’ adds Dylan, ‘is a desperate
kind of song.’ It was written during the
Cuban missile crisis of October 1962

The song marked a new departure for
Dylan in a number of ways. He claimed to
9
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when those who allowed themselves to
think of the impossible results of the
Kennedy-Khrushchev confrontation
were chilled by the imminence of
oblivion.

On 14 October 1962, American spy
planes spotted ballistic missiles and
nuclear missile bases under construction
in Cuba. Photographs of the bases were
presented to Kennedy on 16 October. After
consulting his advisors, Kennedy made a
radio address on 22 October, announcing
that bases had been discovered in Cuba
and that America was putting in place a
naval blockade around Cuba. Many saw
the blockade as a preparatory step to an air
strike or invasion against Cuba. The crisis,
and the threat of nuclear war, continued
until the end of the month.
Although tensions between Russia and
America over Cuba were evident for some
years, the first most people knew about the
Cuban missile crisis was the radio address
of 22 October. Given that Dylan had
already performed ‘Hard Rain’ in the
Gaslight and Carnegie Hall in September,
it is clear that the song was not written as
a direct response to the Cuban missile
crisis.
The song obviously taps into the
general Cold War fear of nuclear war.
However, to say it is ‘about’ the Cuban
missile crisis is what Stephen Scobie calls
‘another instance of retrospective myth
making’.11 In No Direction Home, the song
is still linked to the Cuban missile crisis.
Such retrospective errors crop up
again and again in Dylan’s work. Some
people argue that Blood on the Tracks
chronicles Dylan’s divorce from Sara and
others are convinced that Time Out of
Mind explores Dylan’s battle with histoplasmosis.
Of course, Dylan’s songs are rarely
‘about’ one specific thing anyway. The

Dylan would later say that the song
was written in response to the fear of
nuclear annihilation:
We just hung around at night – people
sat around wondering if it was the end,
and so did I. Would one o’clock the next
day ever come? … It was a song of
desperation. What could we do? Could
we control men on the verge of wiping
us out? The words came fast, very fast.
It was a song of terror. Line after line
after line, trying to capture the feeling
of nothingness.9
Indeed, he claimed that he wrote the
song because he wasn’t sure there would be
much time left to write many more songs:
I wrote that when I didn’t figure I’d
have enough time left in life, didn’t
know how many other songs I could
write, during the Cuban thing. I
wanted to get the most down that I
knew about in one song, the most that I
possibly could.10
Tensions between Cuba and America
had been growing since Fidel Castro came
to power in 1959. 1961 saw a failed invasion by American-backed anti-Castro
Cuban exiles at the Bay of Pigs. In
September 1962, with further tensions
between America and Russia erupting
over the fate of West Berlin, President
Kennedy warned Russia not to use Cuba as
a base for nuclear weapons.
10
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liner notes to The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan
claim that Dylan is more interested in the
emotion evoked by any particular situation and this is what distinguishes him
from other topical protest singers:

Bill Flanagan: It’s funny, When I was
growing up people would always say
Bob Dylan, oh, he writes a lot of songs
against the Viet Nam War’ and I had
all those albums and I’d always say…
Bob Dylan: Which ones? [Laughs.]

Unlike most of his song-writing
contemporaries among city singers,
Dylan doesn’t simply make a polemical
point in his compositions. As in this
song about the psychopathology of
peace-through-balance-of-terror,
Dylan’s images are multiply (and sometimes horrifyingly) evocative. As a
result, by transmuting his fierce convictions into what can only be called art,
Dylan reaches basic emotions which few
political statements or extrapolations of
statistics have so far been able to touch.
Whether a song or a singer can then
convert others is something else again.

Bill Flanagan: Right, ‘cause the songs
they’d cite – like ‘Hard Rain’ and
‘Blowin’ in the Wind’ – all predated
Viet Nam.14
In 2001, Dylan pointed out that his
most famous ‘anti-war’ song was about
something else entirely:
I’ve said before that [‘Masters of War’
has] got nothing to do with being antiwar. It has more to do with the military
industrial complex that Eisenhower
was talking about.15
Similarly, Dylan claimed that it was
incorrect to assume that the hard rain
referred to nuclear fallout. The hard rain
he was thinking of referred to floods of
propaganda that war unleashes:

On one level, the song is an anti-war
song. Dylan himself has contributed to
this interpretation:
I’m only 21 years old and I know that
there’s been too many wars… You
people over 21 should know better.

It’s not the fallout rain, it isn’t that at
all. The hard rain that’s gonna fall is in
the last verse, where I say the pellets of
poison are flooding us all [sic]. I mean
all the lies that are told on the radio and
in the newspapers, trying to take
people’s brains away, all the lies I
consider poison.’ 16

Robert Shelton says that, in the song,
‘lines etched in acid paint the ruins of
war’.12 Joan Baez had an emotional reaction to the song:
When he starts singing … ‘Hard Rain’,
I cry and have to leave the room.13

Of course, Dylan never saw himself as
the great spokesman of the anti-war
movement (or any other movement). This
was just another label flung on him. As he
said during his troublesome interview on
60 Minutes in 2004:

However, seeing Dylan as the great
anti-war protestor is always likely to lead
to problems. This is something Dylan
touched on when he talked to Bill
Flanagan about his songwriting:
11
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free-verse poem in the tradition of the
French symbolists. Dave Van Ronk tells an
amusing story about how Dylan tried to
hide his knowledge of symbolist poets:

It was like being in an Edgar Allan Poe
story. And you’re just not that person
everybody thinks you are, though they
call you that all the time. ‘You’re the
prophet. You’re the savior.’ I never
wanted to be a prophet or savior. Elvis
maybe. I could easily see myself
becoming him. But prophet? No… My
stuff were songs, you know? They
weren’t sermons. If you examine the
songs, I don’t believe you’re gonna find
anything in there that says that I’m a
spokesman for anybody or anything
really.

On his shelf, I discovered a book of
translations of French symbolist poets
that had obviously thumbed through
over a period of years! I think he probably knew Rimbaud backward and
forward before I even mentioned him. I
didn’t mention Rimbaud to him again
until I heard his ‘A Hard Rain’s AGonna Fall’, his first symbolist venture.
I said to Bob: ‘You know, that song of
yours is heavy in symbolism, don’t
you?’ He said: ‘Huh?’ 19

In a revealing interview with Robert
Hilburn in 2004, Dylan could clearly
remember the hard rain coming over the
radio and argued that it no longer really
mattered whether the song was about the
Cuban missile crisis or not:

Clinton Heylin has noted how the song
drew on many sources:
[A] twenty-one-year-old Dylan encapsulated the magic and mystery of a fivehundred year ballad, the deep dark
truths of Dante, and the apocalyptic
symbolism of the French poets and the
beats into six and a half minutes of
sheer terror.20

All I remember about the missile crisis
is there were bulletins coming across on
the radio, people listening in bars and
cafes, and the scariest thing was that
cities, like Houston and Atlanta, would
have to be evacuated. That was pretty
heavy. Someone pointed out it was
written before the missile crisis, but it
doesn’t really matter where a song
comes from. It just matters where it
takes you.17

Shelton also marvelled at how much was
going on in the song:
A landmark in topical, folk-based songwriting, here blooms the promised fruit
of the 1950s poetry-jazz fusion of
Ginsberg, Ferlinghetti, and Rexroth.21

Even if Dylan did write an anti-war
song about the Cuban missile crisis, it
would end up being about much more.
And ‘Hard Rain’ explores a lot more than
Cold War politics. Indeed, it inspired
Leonard Cohen to start writing songs.18
As noted already, the song was a new
departure for Dylan. It started out as a

Many years later, on 60 Minutes, Dylan
would look back on this songwriting
period with awe:
I don’t know how I got to write those
songs. Those early songs were almost
magically written… Try to sit down
12
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road, rain falling on my shoes’ (‘Tangled
Up in Blue’). Indeed, the album closes
with a song about how the storms outside
can mirror the storms inside:

and write something like that. There’s a
magic to that, and it’s not Siegfried and
Roy kind of magic, you know? It’s a
different kind of a penetrating magic.
And you know, I did it. I did it at one
time.

Buckets of rain,
Buckets of tears.
Got all them buckets
Comin’ out of my ears.

In No Direction Home, Allen Ginsberg
spoke of how powerful some of Dylan’s
writing could be:

A less whimsical image occurs in ‘Where
Are You Tonight?’:

Poetry is words that are empowered,
that make your hair stand on end. That
you recognise instantly as being some
form of subjective truth that has an
objective reality to it because somebody
has realised it. Then you call it poetry
later.

There’s a long-distance train rolling
through the rain,
Tears on the letter I write.
Of course, rain is also an image of
renewal and redemption, acting as a
reminder of the waters of baptism and the
springs of life. This is why every culture has
its own rain myths and why rainmakers are
held in such high esteem in some societies.
Rain is needed for successful crops and
livestock and so is central to the very
survival of a community.
Because of this, rain has become the
subject of many superstitions and old
wives’ tales. Aching limbs or a cat washing
behind its ears are seen as signs that rain is
coming (or that the cat is going out on a
hot date). If rain fell on Ascension Day, it
was said to have healing properties, so long
as it didn’t touch rooftops or trees.
‘Let Me Die in My Footsteps’ contains
a vivid image of how the rains of nature
can refresh the body and soul:

The song explores many themes that
would crop up again in Dylan’s songbook
over the years.
The key image in the song is, of course,
rain. In many songs, rain is a symbol of
external or internal turmoil. Those fraught
folk22 on Desolation Row were either
‘making love or else expecting rain’.
Sometimes, the rain is a druggy haze, with
the singer ‘lost in the rain in Juarez’ (‘Just
Like Tom Thumb’s Blues’) or seeking the
solace of the ‘Rainy Day Women’ when
‘everybody must get stoned’.
More often, the rain symbolises a
stormy relationship. In ‘Just Like a
Woman’, the singer is stands ‘inside the
rain’. In ‘If Not For You’, the end of the relationship would be signalled when ‘rain
would gather too’.
Some years later, on Blood on the
Tracks, a bewildered lover would find
himself ‘back in the rain’ (‘You’re a Big Girl
Now’) and ‘standing on the side of the

Let me drink from the waters where the
mountain streams flood.
Indeed, as Shelton has noted, the rain can
symbolise both pain and healing:
13
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I see rain as a fluid image, like blood –
nature’s blood, bringing life to deserts –
as well as flood, tears, pain, loneliness,
sensation itself.23

I was really knocked out by the
eloquence. Particularly, ‘I’ll know my
song well before I start singin’’. ‘Where
all souls shall reflect it.’ You know, ‘I’ll
stand on the mountain where everybody can hear’. It’s sort of this biblical
prophesy.

The rains of redemption also bring to
mind the biblical flood of Noah’s time,
when the world was destroyed so that it
could be reborn:

Dylan would return to the biblical
flood many times over the years. In the Big
Pink basement, he declared:

And behold, I Myself am bringing
floodwaters on the earth, to destroy
from under heaven all flesh in which is
the breath of life; everything that is on
the earth shall die. (Genesis 6:17)

Well, it’s sugar for sugar
And salt for salt.
If you go down in the flood,
It’s gonna be your own fault.

Other Dylan’s anthems of the period
also recalled the story of Noah. ‘The
Times, They Are A-Changing’ warned that
the ‘waters around you have grown’.
‘When the Ship Comes In’ talks about
‘when the tide will sound and the wind
will pound’. And ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’
asked:

In 1971, Dylan decided the sequencing
of the songs on Bob Dylan’s Greatest Hits,
Vol. 2. He placed ‘Hard Rain’ just after ‘Just
Like Tom Thumb’s Blues’ (where the
singer is ‘lost in the rain in Juarez’) and
just before ‘If Not For You’ (where the
singer worries that ‘rain would gather
too’). The album opens with ‘Watching the
River Flow’ and ends with ‘Down in the
Flood’.
In 1974, Dylan issued a live album
called Before The Flood. (The flood in this
case may have been the expected flood of
‘official bootlegs’, such as Dylan, that
Columbia Records would release on the
market to punish Dylan for moving to the
Asylum label.) The same year, ‘Wedding
Song’ presented the flood as a symbol of
domestic turmoil:

Yes, ‘n’ how many seas must a white
dove sail
Before she sleeps in the sand?
‘Hard Rain’ is set in the time before the
flood, with the blue-eyed son warning that
he has seen enough disturbing things to
indicate that a great disturbance is on the
way. This recalls the lines from Matthew’s
Gospel, 24:38:
For in those days before the flood, they
were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage, until the day
that Noah entered the ark.

What’s lost is lost, we can’t regain what
went down in the flood.
In a 1976 interview, Dylan spoke about
rain as one of the many manifestations of
God:

Ginsberg noted, in No Direction Home,
the biblical aspects of the song:
14
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I can see God in a daisy. I can see God
at night in the wind and rain. I see
creation just about everywhere.24

Somewhere Mama’s weeping for her
blue-eyed boy,
She’s holding them little white shoes
and that little broken toy.
And he’s following a star,
The same one them three men followed
from the East.

When Dylan himself was ‘reborn’ in
February 1979, he willingly walked into
the hard rain:
And I, I don’t mind the pain,
Don’t mind the driving rain.
I know I will sustain
‘Cause I believe in you.

In the 1980s, all sorts of things were
falling from the skies in Dylan songs. He
sung about ‘when the night comes falling
from the sky’ and ‘long before the stars
were torn down’. In 1990, he was warning
that the next biblical catastrophe wouldn’t
be a flood, but a firestorm:

The hard rain was no longer nuclear
fallout or propaganda. It was ‘the flood
that set everybody free’.
The flood reappears in 2001 with ‘High
Water (For Charlie Patton)’. As Greil
Marcus pointed out, this high water could
refer to many different floods:

God knows there’s gonna be no more
water,
But fire next time.
In 1997’s ‘Trying to Get to Heaven’,
things were again unsettled in the clouds:

Once he told a story about a flood, then
began to sing it, without the piano: ‘You
have to hear a banjo now,’ he’d said.
What followed seemed more mystical
than real. It was the great 1927
Mississippi flood, it was Noah’s flood, it
was Iowa just last spring, it was the entire
last century as a giant mistake, crying out
for its own cleansing, asking to be washed
away before it was too late.25

The air is getting hotter,
There’s a rumbling in the skies.
I’ve been wading through the high
muddy water
With the heat rising in my eyes.
‘’Cross The Green Mountain’
presented another alarming combination
of fire and water:

Dylan would return to individual lines
in ‘Hard Rain’ in later songs. ‘Jokerman’
opens with a figure ‘standing on the water,
casting your bread’. Perhaps this is the
mythic performer, scattering his lyrics
among the masses. Perhaps it is Jesus
distributing the body of Christ. On a less
elevated level, perhaps it just refers to
someone feeding the ducks.26
‘Man of Peace’ recalls the mother-son
dialogue of ‘Hard Rain’:

I cross the green mountain, I sit by the
stream,
Heaven blazing in my head, I dreamt a
monstrous dream.
Something came up out of the sea,
Swept through the land of the rich and
the free.
In Dylan’s most recent song, ‘Tell Ol’
Bill’, the weather continues to be somewhat inclement:
15
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The river whispers in my ear.
I’ve hardly a penny to my name.
The heavens have never seemed so
near.
All my body glows with flame.

Davis: Ooooh!
Dylan: It’s a sign of the common man,
and I’m a common man.
Davis: I see! I see!
Dylan: So I wear a tie like this – just to
get involved.

The tempest struggles in the air
And to myself alone I sing.
It could sink me then and there.
I can hear the echoes ring.

Davis: Ummmmm. Do you wear that
tie when you write – when you’re
writing your songs?

The narrative hook of ‘Hard Rain’
comes from the much older Child ballad,
‘Lord Randall’:

Dylan: When I write? No, I usually
wear this after I get done – after I finish
something very good. To make myself
really feel good, I put on the tie, and
then I feel much better about it – and
usually I have a hit.

‘O where ha you been, Lord Randal,
my son?
And where ha you been, my handsome
young man?’
‘I ha been at the greenwood; mother,
mak my bed soon,
For I’m wearied wi hunting, and fain
wad lie down.’

Davis: Really? Oh really? Oh, that’s
great! What songs did you write…
Dylan: Oh, I wrote … uh … I wrote
…well, let’s see. Well, after I wrote
‘Hard Rain’s Gonna Fall’ I wasn’t sure
if it was any good. So I put on the tie
and I KNEW I had no problems from
there on in. And it was a hit!

All these elements (Child ballads, French
symbolism, Beat poetry, biblical tales and so
on) combine to create a song rich in
meaning and resonance. However, in a 1966
interview with Maura Davis, Dylan astutely
identified that one elusive element (the X
factor) that makes the song so special:

Davis: Gosh!
Dylan: Yeah! Pete Seeger recorded it,
yeah, and that was a hit.27

Davis: And the next thing I suppose
they would want to know – I mean after
I tell them this is … uh … just let me
ask one question. They’ll probably want
to know, even though it’s rude of me to
ask. WHY is that the most important
thing in the world, that tie?

The tie gave Dylan the courage to
bring the song on stage and share it with
his audience. The first live performance
was in September 1962 in the Gaslight. He
performed it again in the Gaslight in
October; this version recently was
included on the Live At The Gaslight 1962
Starbucks CD. The song was already well
known around Greenwich Village by this
time, and the audience can be heard

Dylan: Well. President Johnson used to
wear a tie like this – before he got to be
president.
16
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singing along to the chorus at the end of
the song.
Paul Williams says that the Gaslight
performance:

she later joined him on stage to sing ‘With
God on Our Side’. According to Bob Spitz,
the other audience members weren’t as
enthusiastic about the performance:

seems a celebration of the songs themselves as musical entities (not for what
their words say, but for how deep and
full of mystery words and music are, the
way they work together structurally,
rhythmically, and as conveyors of
feeling, mood, sense of place.)28

The reaction was only lukewarm
through his first few songs. ‘Hard Rain’
nearly put the audience to sleep.31
The song continued to turn up in
Dylan concerts in the early 60s, including
a performance on the Quest television
program (with Dylan singing in a log
cabin surrounded by lumberjacks!) on 1
February 1964. When Dylan performed in
New York’s Philharmonic Hall on 31
October 1964, he performed a jaunty
version of the song just before the intermission. This version is included on Bob
Dylan Live 1964. The song then disappeared from the sets in 1966.
On 1 August 1971, Dylan made a very
public return to the concert stage at two
benefit concerts for Bangladesh in
Madison Square Garden. Accompanied by
George Harrison, Ringo Starr and Leon
Russell, Dylan performed a short, but
blinding set at each show. Wearing a blue
denim jacket, strumming an acoustic
guitar and blowing enthusiastically into
the harmonica, he was in fine voice as he
zipped through ‘Hard Rain’, confidently
hitting the chorus’s high notes and driving
the psyched-up audience wild.
As Paul Williams has noted, this was
Dylan as most people imagined him:

People in the audience in 1962 knew
that they were hearing a major new
composition. Dave Van Ronk recalls:
I remember being confused and fascinated that night [that ‘Hard Rain’ was
performed in the Gaslight] because, on
the one hand, the song itself excited me,
and on the other, I was acutely aware
that it represented the beginning of an
artistic revolution.29
Dylan included the song in his set in
Carnegie Hall on 22 September 22 1962.
This was part of a hootenanny organised
by Pete Seeger. The song’s length caused
problems for the scheduled running order,
according to Seeger:
I had to announce to all the singers,
‘Folks, you’re gonna be limited to three
songs, no more. ‘Cause we each have ten
minutes apiece and no more.’ And Bob
raised his hand, and said, ‘What am I
supposed to do? One of my songs is ten
minutes long.’ 30

Most of all, Dylan’s voice on this
midsummer afternoon and evening has
a rare, penetrating beauty that is immediately noticeable to almost anyone who
hears it. This is, in a very real sense, the

On 18 May 1963, Dylan performed the
song at the Monterey Folk Festival. A
smitten Joan Baez was in the audience and
17
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Dylan a large part of his audience
dreams of hearing; this is the voice to fit
the stereotyped or mythic image of Bob
Dylan, guitar strumming poet laureate
of the 1960s. Dylan could fill halls
forever playing this set of songs with
these close-to-the-original arrangements, alone or with a few back-up
musicians, a fact that has always been
either terrifying or simply of no interest
to him; this is what the mass audience
and many of his avid fans most want
from him.32

[T]hat night [in Plymouth] each word
popped with crystal clarity. He spit
them out with a fierceness that
suggested that he had just written the
song. Not that it would have made a
goddam bit of difference – because the
audience was singing along with him!
To ‘Hard Rain’, of all things – not
exactly an effortless little singalong.33
According to the Ratso Sloman’s liner
notes for Bob Dylan Live 1975, Allen
Ginsberg was particularly taken by the
new version of ‘Hard Rain’:

‘Hard Rain’ was performed only once
during the 1974 ‘comeback tour’ with The
Band. On 4 February, he performed it
during an acoustic set in St Louis; the set
also included 1974’s only performance of
‘Desolation Row’.
1975 saw the song return to prominence in a very different guise during the
Rolling Thunder Revue. This was the time
when, according to the introduction blared
out before his concerts these days, Dylan
‘donned makeup in the ‘70s and disappeared into a haze of substance abuse’.
For the Rolling Thunder Revue, Dylan
converted the song into performance
theatre. Its uptempo hard rock arrangement gave the lyrics a new sense of
urgency. It sounded as if the hard rain was
going to start pounding before the concert
was over. Every line was dramatically
delivered by Dylan, his piercing blue eyes
blazing out from the white makeup.
The new arrangement was unveiled at
the opening concert in Plymouth on 30
October 1975. Bob Spitz captures the
moment:

As the band rolled through a rollicking
version of ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna
Fall’, Ginsberg sung along, stamping his
foot, slapping his thighs. ‘It’s more like
he’s actually pronouncing the words,’
the poet shouted to me. ‘The electricmade rhythm is exact to actual
American speech with no romantic
distortion. It syncopates even more.’
And as Dylan boogied across the stage,
bouncing on one foot, Ginsberg
marvelled, ‘This song has become a
dance of joy!’
In Renaldo and Clara, the performance
of the song (from Montreal, Leonard
Cohen’s home town) is preceded by a
pavement debate about the end of the
world. The song was now a dance of joy
before the flood.
In 1976, two versions of the song were
performed. On May 10, he opened his
concert in Corpus Christi with a solo
acoustic version of the song.
A more menacing electric version of
the song was also performed, mirroring
the tenser atmosphere of this tour. On
18
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May 23, the day before Dylan’s 35th
birthday, this version was performed as a
second encore at the concert in Fort
Collins. Appropriately enough, the rain
poured down during the concert.
That concert was filmed by Dylan and
formed the basis of the Hard Rain live
album (which, needless to say, didn’t
include this memorable version of ‘Hard
Rain’). A reshuffled version of the concert
was later broadcast on television.
Although ‘Hard Rain’ was the closing song
in the concert, it was chosen to open the
television version.
The television footage of this performance of ‘Hard Rain’ is riveting. The stage is in
utter chaos, with performers running (and
staggering) to and fro and getting electric
shocks in the process. The rain-soaked audience looks bemused and enthralled. Roger
McGuinn seems to be irredeemably stoned.
And Dylan, still possibly reeling from the
sudden appearance of his wife and children
in the tour entourage the previous day,
injects a disturbing amount of venom into
his performance.
It wasn’t a beautiful performance. It
wasn’t particularly melodic. It didn’t have
a catchy bounce. It didn’t get the audience
dancing. But it was one of the most unforgettable performances of the song.
Dylan continued to perform the song
over the years. It returned as a solo
acoustic number amid the glitzy
razzmatazz of the 1978 world tour. It was
performed as an electric number and an
acoustic number during the late 1980 leg
of the ‘born-again’ tours.
The 1984 European tour found Dylan
again reinventing his concert persona, with

a series of back-to-basics arrangements.
Touring with a smaller band, many (but by
no means all) electric songs lurched
between shambolic pub rock and soulless
stadium rock. And the acoustic songs
presented the weird sight of a solo troubadour looking lost as he faced massive
stadium audiences. ‘Hard Rain’ was one of
the many acoustic classics performed
during this short tour.
1985 saw ‘Hard Rain’ turning up in an
unexpected setting. On 25 July, Dylan
performed the song at a poetry festival in
Lenin stadium, Moscow.
In 1986 and 1987, Dylan toured the
world with Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers, performing fascinating
rearrangements of many classic and less
well-known songs. ‘Hard Rain’ was again a
frequent choice during the acoustic slots. A
particularly effective version was performed
on Independence Day 1986 in Buffalo. Later
in that concert, Petty asked members of the
audience if they were feeling independent,
neatly turning a national holiday into an
expression of personal liberation.
As the 1980s progressed, Dylan’s vocal
abilities and onstage behaviour became
increasingly erratic. His ability to
remember the complex lyrics to some of
his songs also diminished. As Bob Spitz
notes, Dylan simply had to find imaginative ways to cover up these memory lapses:
‘Hard Rain’ was one of those epic
configurations of words that Bob often
forgot in mid-course. He frequently
blew a line or two, rearranged the
words, or just plain made up new ones
as he cruised through the difficult
verses.34
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‘Hard Rain’ made its Never Ending
Tour debut on 13 June 1988, in Park City,
again in acoustic guise. Throughout the
Never Ending Tour, ‘Hard Rain’ would
serve as a reminder of the power of
Dylan’s songwriting abilities, even if the
audience at times seemed to have lost
interest and Dylan at times seemed to have
lost the will to perform the song.
By the early 1990s, going to a Dylan
concert did not guarantee exposure to timeless performance art. Andrew Muir sums up
the unpredictability of these concerts:

At Nara on 20-22 May 1994, over three
concerts, Dylan performed three of his
songs, including ‘Hard Rain’, backed by a
full orchestra. The 22 May performance
was widely televised and featured arguably
his greatest performance ever of one of his
greatest songs. The unusual musical
setting for the songs forced Dylan to focus
on his vocal abilities. Muir captures the joy
that many Dylan fans felt as they heard
Dylan’s reinvigorated voice soar above the
orchestra:
The Voice – which had seemed lost
forever – returned in all its full, expressive, raging glory.37

You might get a night of searing drama,
or you might be confronted with a series
of standard run-throughs by a limited,
cowed band and a singer who will
swallow his words, sing off mike, mumble
along – do anything but articulate.35

Many viewers, used to the media image
of Dylan as the ragged hobo, were probably surprised at how dapper he looked in
his black suit and purple shirt. Everything
combined to present an artist truly
reborn. Q journalist Danny Kelly memorably summed up the effect:

In May 1994, Dylan delivered a highprofile performance of ‘Hard Rain’ that
reasserted his position as one of the most
exciting performing artists currently
touring. In an interview with an Italian
journalist published in The Telegraph in
1993, Dylan hinted at a new musical
experiment:

[I]t’s like watching a creaking old
galleon, long becalmed, suddenly setting
full sail again, propelled by an irresistible
breeze. The only word for it is majestic.38
However, it might not have been so
majestic. It took arranger Michael Kamen
a long time to marry the orchestra’s sound
with Dylan’s unpredictable voice. In the
performances on 20 and 21 May, the
orchestra became a sonic hard rain,
completely drowning out Dylan’s singing.
And in rehearsals, Dylan proved himself as
capable as ever of flubbing his own lyrics.
As an eyewitness reported, Kamen must
have been wondering what on earth he’d
gotten involved in:

Q: What music do you listen to?
A: At the moment [June 1993], most of
the music I listen to is classical music.
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Brahms. I’m
thinking of doing something classical too.
Q: What do you mean? Arrangements
of old songs with an orchestra?
A: No. I’m working on brand new music
or a Philharmonic Orchestra. I don’t
know what will happen with that.36
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and performances, has found himself
back in a space of total risk and total
commitment that normally exists only
when recording a magnum opus like
‘Hard Rain’ for the first time. It is as
though no one has ever heard the song
before, and he cares mightily about
getting it across, cares more than his
conscious mind would ever want to
admit to itself.41

Michael Kamen looks flustered and
offers some advice. Kamen hesitates;
he’s somewhere between either wanting
to kiss Dylan’s feet or slap him hard
around the head. Actually, he looks just
about ready to run and catch the next
possible plane to London or LA. Word
has it that Kamen himself is responsible
for a joke that’s been going around for
the last couple of days. ‘Dylan’s been
taking singing lessons,’ it goes. ‘Now it’s
the orchestra that sounds out of tune.’ 39

Finding himself in a new performance
arena, Dylan had to play by new rules:

However, once Dylan and the orchestra
were finally in synch, the results were staggering. Knowing he was locked into a
musical arrangement, Dylan had to
suppress his onstage spontaneity and
concentrate instead on delivering within
the confines of what he was given. As
Andrew Muir pointed out, taking Dylan
away from his natural onstage environment forced him to draw on more
performance skills:

The singer’s relationship with the
instrumentation is different. Although
he almost certainly arranged or helped
arrange the music as performed, what is
unique, and very daring in terms of
Dylan’s artistic methodology, is that at
the moment of performance he is singing
to an arrangement that is essentially
fixed rather than fluid, an instrumental
performance that he cannot even
pretend will be influenced (except disastrously) by what he as singer and
guitarist does with the beat, the tempo,
or any other structural elements that
are the essence of the kind of music he
makes when he performs with a band.42

Somehow, the discipline of playing the
same songs each [of the three days] and
marrying his vision to these accomplished musicians – who would not
alter their playing just because he glared
at them – had brought out the best in
Dylan. For the first time in years he was
being stretched. It made an amazing
difference.40

If 1994 signalled a rebirth of Dylan’s
skills as a performing artist, 1995 saw him
raise these skills to their 1990s’ zenith. The
touring year opened in Prague with an
obviously ill Dylan delivering a memorable concert, singing on stage without a
guitar for most of the songs. The acoustic
sets in the tour were among the most
beautiful Dylan ever performed. ‘Hard
Rain’ got its moment in the sun in
Manchester on April 5 that year.

Paul Williams also believed that it was
this challenge to Dylan that caused him to
scale new heights:
Possibly the success of this particular
performance stems from the fact that
Dylan, in the course of these rehearsals
21
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Then in 1997, Dylan performed
another high-profile version of the song.
On 27 September, he appeared at the
World Eucharistic Congress in Bologna,
performing before the Pope and a huge
audience.
On 25 May 1997, Dylan had been
rushed to hospital suffering from histoplasmosis, a serious disease that resulted
in the cancellation of the 1997 summer
tour of Europe. Dylan resumed touring in
August, but he still looked very frail when
he took to the stage in Bologna. Although
he cut a very smart figure in his western
undertaker outfit, his face was alarmingly
puffed and pale.
Given the setting, the more religious
aspects of ‘Hard Rain’ leapt out during the
stately, if somewhat unexciting, performance. To hear Dylan singing about the
executioner’s face so soon after his own
brush with death was particularly moving.
Of course, the fact that histoplasmosis can
be caused by bat droppings added a surreal
spin to the song’s image of a hard rain.
The young crowd reacted enthusiastically to Dylan’s performance. The Pope,
on the other hand, seemed to be enduring,
rather than enjoying, the whole experience, as Andrew Muir pointed out:

walked up to shake hands with the Pope.
Dylan’s only explanation for why he
agreed to perform at the event was ‘You
don’t say no to the Vatican’.44 It was
reported that he was paid $350,000 for the
three-song performance.45 Many Dylan
fans were baffled by the whole event.
However, three days later, Time Out of
Mind was released and the fans had eleven
new Dylan songs to occupy their minds.
The new century brought more performances of the song. By now, Dylan’s vocal limitations were becoming more and more
apparent. He could still deliver in concert
(and in the studio), but the range of his
singing seemed to be diminishing each year.
October 2002 saw Dylan gradually move
from his centre-stage position with guitar to
a side-stage position behind keyboards.
The same year, Dylan introduced the
annoying vocal technique of ‘upsinging’
the end of some lines. In 2003, Dylan’s
voice often lapsed into a disturbing hoarse
growl, a style called the ‘wolfman’ by some
fans. Many songs were wrecked by Dylan’s
apparent inability to control his singing
voice. ‘Hard Rain’ was one casualty, as
Nick Hawthorne recalls:
Worst of all was when he decided to
combine the two [upsinging and
wolfman], which he did to ghastly effect
in ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’ in New
Orleans on April 25th [2003].
Eventually he abandoned attempting to
sing the song altogether, rapping out the
last verse in a manner devoid of musicality, though undeniably dramatic.
Bizarrely, this travesty of a performance
immediately became one of the most

During a very short pause before ‘A
Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’ a wideangle TV shot revealed a distinctly
unimpressed Pope on a raised dais.
Dylan’s performance appeared to have
sapped John Paul II’s will to live.43
Dylan also seemed to be ill at ease
throughout the performance. He stumbled and nearly fell down the steps as he
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celebrated versions of one of Dylan’s
earliest masterpieces. What became
clear only later was that it was the
precursor of a year littered with unlistenable, painful vocal performances.46

about the direction Dylan’s shows were
taking. However, the European tour at the
end of the year showed that Dylan could
still captivate his audience with committed
and powerful performances. The touring
year ended with a remarkable five-night
stand in Brixton Academy in London,
followed by two equally strong concerts in
Dublin’s Point Depot.
Dylan performed ‘Hard Rain’ on 23
November in Brixton Academy. The same
concert also featured ‘Shelter from the Storm’
and ‘High Water’. Perhaps the London
weather was disagreeing with Dylan.
This most recent performance of ‘Hard
Rain’ proves once again that there is no
point in writing Dylan off as a performing
artist yet. Just when his audience seems
ready to finally dismiss him, he suddenly
reminds everyone why they spent so much
time and money following his rollercoaster. Although Dylan’s voice in Brixton
is a far cry from previous glory days (1995?
1979? 1975? 1966?), this performance
shows just how engaged and spontaneous
a singer Dylan can be.
There is some upsinging at the start of
the song, but he soon seems to commit
himself to giving the song his full attention. The wolfman has been locked away
in his kennel for the night. Each line is
carefully delivered as Dylan explores its
textures and meaning. Some lines are sung
slowly, whereas other zip along. The words
ring out clearly and Dylan at times seems
excited by their power. In the last verse, his
voice gradually rises to a thrilling
crescendo, with the band and crowd gloriously responding to his singing and urging
him on to new heights.

However, all hope was not lost. In
November 2003, Dylan ended his tour with
three smaller-venue concerts in London.
One amazing aspect of these shows was the
set list, with Dylan pulling out the likes of
‘Jokerman’ and ‘Romance in Durango’. The
second amazing thing was the dramatic
improvement in Dylan’s voice. The
surprise of hearing ‘Romance In Durango’
was enhanced by the powerful singing
Dylan unleashed for the song.
Perhaps Dylan had discovered a secret
way to deliver strong, exciting vocal
performances. However, it was not to be.
2004 saw the return of the wolfman and
upsinging. Some concerts here and there
were terrific. The Bonnaroo concert delivered
an effective combination of interesting set list
and great singing. However, for the most
part, it was another disappointing year with
Dylan trying to sing with a voice that no
longer seemed capable of doing his bidding.
2005 has been a year of peaks and
troughs. The year got off to a very promising start in Seattle with Dylan in good
voice, fronting a new band lineup and
delivering new arrangements of many
songs. The first tour of the year ended with
a memorable series of concerts in New
York’s Beacon Theatre in April. Dylan gave
a very strong performance of ‘Hard Rain’
there on 28 April.
The summer saw a slide into the trough
again, with many fans voicing concerns
23
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The Brixton performance is not the
greatest ever performance of ‘Hard Rain’.
It’s probably not even the greatest
performance of recent years. However, it is
a wonderful reaffirmation of Dylan the
performing artist. The combination of
powerful lyrics and powerful delivery
shows why Dylan is in a league of his own
in concert. Hearing the 64-year-old Dylan
singing these lyrics that the 21-year-old
Dylan premiered in the Gaslight back in
September 1962 is an unforgettable
concert experience.
In concert over the years, Dylan has
reflected his songs from the concert stage
so all souls can see them. Sometimes the
songs shine clear and bright. Other times,
they are a muddied haze. Some concerts,
Dylan seems to walk on water. Other
concerts, he looks and sounds as if he is
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Romance Is Taking Over:
‘Black Diamond Bay’ and
Joseph Conrad

Judas!

by A. J. Iriarte

To Robin Witting, with thanks
It has been a matter of record for years that Dylan’s ‘Black Diamond Bay’, cowritten with Jacques Levy and included in Desire, was inspired by the great
English novelist of Polish birth, Joseph Conrad (1857-1924). No great shakes:
after all, a portrait of Conrad figured pretty conspicuously in the album’s back
cover collage, 1 and Allen Ginsberg’s wonderful liner notes explicitly recognized
the fact, quoting Dylan as his authority: ‘Black Diamond Bay’s also a short novel
in verse, old-fashioned Dylan surrealist mind-jump inventions line by line, except
D. says he’s reading Joseph Conrad storyteller (…)’. 2 Around the same time,
Ginsberg said as much to Nat Hentoff, who was writing up the first leg of the
Rolling Thunder Revue for Rolling Stone: ‘Like he’s been reading Joseph Conrad
recently. Victory in particular. I found out when we were talking about the narrative quality of some of the newer songs – “Hurricane” and “Joey” and “Isis”. Bob
related the way those songs developed to what he’d been learning about narrative
and characterization from Conrad. The way characterization and mood shape
narrative’. 3 However, Dylan’s own brief liner notes to Desire – more in the nature
of a prose poem actually – mention neither Conrad or ‘Black Diamond Bay’. 4 Yet
there also is direct evidence at hand from Dylan proving that he must have been
going through a particularly intense Conradian period at the time, in 1975 and
1976. Most significant perhaps is the brief ‘Conrad’ chapter of Sam Shepard’s
marvellous Rolling Thunder Logbook: ‘Have you ever read Conrad?’, inquires Dylan
of Shepard, and to his reply in the negative, he purposely retorts: ‘You should read
Conrad’. 5 This conversation must have taken place during the Fall of 1975; as late
as August, 1976, in an interview conducted to promote the Hard Rain TV film,
Dylan, questioned about his reading, mentioned Rimbaud and Melville, and
added: ‘I also like Joseph Conrad a lot’. 6
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Even if Ginsberg hadn’t mentioned
explicitly which of Conrad’s works Dylan
had in mind, if there was any one in
particular, it wouldn’t have taken attentive
readers too long to track down the one
that fitted the bill. Although hardly the
first title that would spring to a reader’s
mind were he asked to mention works by
Conrad, Victory, An Island Tale (1915), 7
now usually considered his last great
novel, was also his first real success and is
a relatively well-known book. Ever since
January of 1976, the puzzle’s pieces were
all neatly laid out on the table. And yet, in
all the intervening years, it would appear
that the few people who have spared a
moment’s thought on this question have
been mostly content to assume that ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ is a straight retelling, a
variant or a spin-off of the Conrad novel.
Parallels and similarities in plot between
Victory and Dylan and Levy’s lyric have
been sketched more or less forcibly, and
nobody has really bothered to look any
further. In fact, Ginsberg’s Rolling Stone
comment offered all the information
needed to understand what Dylan’s real
debt to Conrad consisted in: ‘The way
characterization and mood shape narrative’. In spite of this, for close on thirty
years there has been no accurate assessment of Conrad’s influence on Dylan’s
work.
The fact is that if not one of Dylan’s
most underrated works (many people
have tended to praise it, if only in passing),
Desire assuredly remains one of the less
analyzed, remembered, or reappraised
albums in his entire career. Whenever the
critics consider this particular period, it is

always Desire’s predecessor, Blood on the
Tracks, or the Rolling Thunder Revue
tours, that steal the show. Most of the time
routine, laziness, or sheer ignorance are
accountable for the rest, no doubt abetted
by Dylan having studiously refrained from
performing most of the album’s songs in
concert for years, with few and farbetween exceptions. 8 At the time of the
album’s release, most critical attention
centred essentially on ‘Hurricane’ and
‘Joey’, as is well known; ‘Black Diamond
Bay’ was rarely mentioned.
Time went by, with most of the major
biographies or analyses of Dylan’s work
paying but little attention to Desire, and
almost none at all to ‘Black Diamond Bay’,
so that for years, the Conrad connection
wasn’t really looked into. 9 Robert Shelton’s
perceptive comments on the album in his
Dylan biography did touch upon ‘Black
Diamond Bay’, but without any mention
of Conrad; 10 the same can be said of
Wilfrid Mellers’ essentially musicological
study of Dylan’s work.11 For years there
was but one monograph dedicated to the
album, the late John Bauldie’s interesting
yet slightly idiosyncratic Bob Dylan &
Desire,12 which avoids mentioning Conrad
when discussing the song; yet given
Bauldie’s mystical approach to his subject
this isn’t altogether surprising.
It would take over twenty years to see
the situation redressed. In 1996, Robert
Forryan published an important and
insightful article on ‘Black Diamond Bay’ in
Dignity, highlighting the Conradian influence on the song, and pioneering the search
for parallels between the two works.13
Subsequently, with the development of the
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Internet and its accessibility, the song was
touched upon every now and then in
different newsgroups, usually only to
reassert that there was some Conrad in it,
and that it had never been performed in
concert.14 Finally, in May, 2001 an extensive 1999 interview with Jacques Levy by
Derek Barker, with some introductory
notes by the interviewer, was published in
Isis.15 Barely a year later came Robin
Witting’s exhaustively researched book
Desire: Songs of Redemption, with an entire
section dedicated to the song, drawing on
Levy’s afore-mentioned statements and a
very careful scrutiny of Conrad’s novel.16
In more ways than one, Forryan’s
article may be seen as major breakthrough.
Not only does it proclaim loud and clear
‘that there is no question that Victory was
on Dylan’s mind, consciously or otherwise,
when he wrote “Black Diamond Bay”’,17
but it also attempts to trace the actual
influence of Conrad’s novel on the lyrics of
the song by identifying ‘connections’
between both works. What is particularly
interesting in Forryan’s approach is that he
does not restrict his search for ‘connections’ to similarities in characters, scenes or
setting – a restrictive analytical method at
best, as we shall see – but strives to find
thematical affinities between both works.18
The list of ‘connections’ included as an
appendix is pretty exhaustive; Barker and
Witting would later cover basically the
same ground, apparently unaware of
Forryan’s work.
There is much we have to be grateful to
Barker for: building on what had already
been discussed by Levy in previous interviews, the editor of Isis went on to cover a

lot of new ground and, particularly, got
the theatre director and lyricist to speak in
detail about ‘Black Diamond Bay’, something nobody had ever bothered to do
until then. Jacques Levy’s untimely demise
in 2004 now gives this interview a testamentary value so that it may be rightly
considered the ‘definitive’ account on his
collaboration with Dylan. Although it was
barely necessary at that point, particularly
after Forryan’s essay, Barker took the
trouble to confirm the Conrad connection
with Levy. This being settled, Barker (as
Forryan had already done and Witting
would later carry out in far more detail)
sets out to illustrate the parallels between
‘Black Diamond Bay’ and Conrad’s
Victory. However, he is so intent in tracing
actual song scenes and details back to the
novel that he altogether loses out of sight
other possible forms of influence: he does
not look into mood, characterization or
narrative at all, making his analysis rather
less interesting than Forryan’s.19 What
proves extremely revealing and useful in
this piece is Jacques Levy’s commentary.
On the other hand, while not always
easy to follow, Witting’s book is probably
the best study written so far on Desire’s
themes and sources. His scrutiny of the
novel is far more detailed than Forryan’s
and Barker’s and he strives to link Victory’s
main themes not only to ‘Black Diamond
Bay’ but also to the other songs on the
album; he also looks in passing at other
works of Conrad (e.g. ‘Heart of Darkness’)
when establishing parallels between the
song and Victory. 20 Last, but not least,
Witting examines other possible literary
influences on ‘Black Diamond Bay’, from
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the Bible to T. S. Eliot, an aspect we will
not be considering in detail in this article.
At this point, even at the risk of being
prolix, we must take some time to discuss
Victory, including an outline of its plot.
Written from October 1912 to May 1914,
the novel was published in England in
September 1915, when Conrad was 57 and
his creative powers were starting to ebb. It
is probably his last great full-length novel,
yet it remains controversial to this day.
Critics disagree about its real merits, with
many finding fault with the novel’s excessive melodrama, sentimental dialogue,
plot inconsistencies and one-dimensional
characters, while others praise the
complex psychology of the main characters, Heyst and Lena, and point out that,
with this book, Conrad had tried to write
a more simple novel, more to the market’s
taste. Ironically, following close on the
good reviews and sales of Chance: A Tale in
Two Parts (1914), Victory was the book
that finally turned Conrad into an internationally famous author, bringing him
the success and money that had been
eluding him for years.21
Set in the Malay Archipelago, probably
in the 1890s, Victory is the story of Axel
Heyst, a cynical and unsociable individual,
who has drifted for years in the Southeast
striving to remain detached from all
human affections. His aloofness and lack
of involvement in life are the result of his
upbringing by his father, a misanthropic
and nihilistic philosopher who believed
that human relations could only cause
pain. As the novel opens, Heyst has chosen
to live as a hermit in the remote island of
Samburan, the former main coaling

station of the bankrupt Tropical Belt Coal
Company he was briefly a manager of. On
one of his infrequent visits to Surabaya
(Java), while staying at the hotel all the
westerners of the area frequent, he is
struck by the sad predicament of a young
Englishwoman, Lena, a violinist in an itinerant all-women orchestra performing at
the hotel.22 Heyst helps her escape the
unwelcome attentions of hotelkeeper
Schomberg, who has developed an obnoxious infatuation for her, and carries her
away to his island refuge. Cowardly
Schomberg is left craving for revenge. His
opportunity finally arises when three
dangerous drifters arrive to Surabaya and,
preying on him, start using his hotel as
gambling den. In order to get rid of
misogynist Mr. Jones, a ‘fallen’ gentleman
for whom life is as an enduring game of
odds, his ‘secretary’ Martin Ricardo, a
former seaman and a gullible, sensual
murderer, and their ‘faithful slave’ Pedro,23
a primitive brute, Schomberg manages to
convince Ricardo that Heyst conceals a
considerable fortune on his island and
that it would be worth their while to raid
it. In Samburan, in the meantime, Lena
and Heyst have fallen in love and are living
in an earthly paradise of sorts. Lena,
however, cannot help feeling that she must
somehow prove herself worthy of Heyst’s
love. When the three desperadoes disembark on the island, Heyst knows instantly
that this is ‘a visitation of a particularly
offensive kind’, 24 and one that no good will
come out of. Mr. Jones is looking forward
to his ‘duel’ with another ‘gentleman’, but
Ricardo becomes besotted with Lena,
decides she is the woman he needs and
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starts pursuing his own plans. The
confrontation that finally ensues during a
raging tropical storm turns to nobody’s
advantage. Lena sacrifices herself for Heyst
and dies in his arms, content that she has
proved her love to her soul’s satisfaction
(the ‘victory’ of the title is hers). Mr. Jones
kills his partner Ricardo, whom he
suspects of having double-crossed him,
and odiously, for the girl’s sake. He then
drowns, perhaps voluntarily, while trying
to escape. Heyst, smitten by grief, realises
only too late what love and life mean: he
finally knows that woe is ‘to the man
whose heart has not learned while young
to hope, to love – and to put its trust in
life!’ 25 Unable to bear his loss, he sets fire to
the bungalow in which Lena has died, and
it becomes their joint pyre.
This rough summary of the novel’s
plot should enable the reader unfamiliar
with Conrad’s work to appreciate if – and
to what degree – Levy is in the right when
he assures Barker that ‘as far as “Black
Diamond Bay” is concerned, the title is
from Conrad, but nothing much else is’,
and further on, ‘…there is that connection
to that world for sure. Both Bob and I had
read Conrad… but the narrative in the
song is strictly original fiction, based on
nothing else’. 26 Add to this that Levy
appears to believe he wrote most of the
song’s lyrics.27 If his memory isn’t at fault
on this and he was in fact the main
contributor to the song’s lyrics (although I
suspect that Dylan did some rewriting),
the Conrad influence must have been
limited, indeed. Not only is it possible to
infer from his comments that the ‘thing’
with Conrad was mainly Dylan’s, but he

also explicitly states where the song’s
setting originated as far as he was
concerned: ‘I’ve never been to the South
Sea Islands. What was in my mind were a
number of the Caribbean islands that I
have been to, which are very similar. That
sort of Haitian, or Martinique kind of
semi-decadent Caribbean life, with rather
mysterious characters inhabiting a
Graham Greene novel: The Comedians
kind of novel. As a matter of fact, “Black
Diamond Bay” is set in that hotel’. 28 The
song’s setting does not really correspond
exactly to Greene’s novel either, but the
way Levy sees it, one cannot deny the fact
that there are more similarities between
‘Black Diamond Bay’ and The Comedians
than between the former and Victory.
Indeed, when Levy discusses his first ideas
for the song, he mentions how he pictured,
in a ‘slightly seedy hotel with a gambling
room (…) a number of people whose
background you didn’t know, but you
know that they are there for some, quote,
important reason’. 29 This is particularly not
applicable at all to any of Conrad’s characters, of whose origin and life story we are
given enough information in due course,
but may be held true of Greene’s ‘comedians’ who, like actors, only dissemble and
find themselves indeed at the Haiti hotel
with a purpose of their own, as well as of
the song’s many characters, of whose past
story or future intentions we never learn a
thing.
The song’s title, as Levy says,30 comes
from the name given to a bay in
Samburan, Heyst’s island refuge: ‘Then,
while steaming across the slight indentation which for a time was known officially
29
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as Black Diamond Bay, he made out with
his glass the white figure on the coaling
wharf. It could be no one but Heyst’; 31 ‘Till
Heyst and Morrison had landed in Black
Diamond Bay, and named it, that side of
Samburan had hardly ever heard the
sound of human speech’. 32 There are a few
other mentions in the book, sometimes
only as ‘Diamond Bay’. And at the very
beginning of the novel, the reader is
informed that: ‘There is, as every
schoolboy knows in this scientific age, a
very close relation between coal and
diamonds. It is the reason, I believe, why
some people allude to coal as “black
diamonds”’. 33 Yet it must be remarked
that, in contrast to Victory, this name, the
only textual loan from the novel, is not
incidental to the song’s narrative: at least,
we are not told why the bay of Dylan and
Levy’s song is so named.
The name connection aside, what song
and novel have in common are basically a
few character-types and quasi-archetypal
scenes and situations that in actual fact
belong to the common stock of adventure
literature and films.34 Therefore, to
attribute their presence in the song exclusively or essentially to Conrad’s novel is
clearly an exaggeration, and one that does
not help gain any real insight into the
song’s narrative or intentions. In this
sense, Barker’s assertion that although ‘by
no means parallel stories, a closer inspection of the two works would seem to
reveal more than just “a tip of the cap”’ 35
to Conrad is simply misleading, as we shall
see. Forryan, on the other hand, is careful
to note that ‘Black Diamond Bay’, in spite
of the apparent similarities, is not ‘a simple

borrowing from or a shortened version of
Victory. It is, though, heavily influenced by
Conrad (…) a brilliant reworking of
Conrad’s novel’, 36 which also is a patent
exaggeration, albeit one of a different
kind, and probably closer to the truth.
As a matter of fact, even those relevant
song elements that may be allegedly traced
back to Conrad’s novel present some
striking differences with it. Let us now
consider these in some detail. What have
we got exactly? A vaguely tropical island
setting, but in ‘Black Diamond Bay’ it is
one not specifically in the South Seas, as
Conrad’s; an active volcano, but in Conrad
the volcano is not, like in the song, on the
same island where the main action takes
place and moreover, there is no eruption,
and no island sinks in the sea; a hotel with
a gambling room, but in Victory, the
gambling is accidental, as may be deduced
from our summary, not an essential characteristic, and the hotel is not a touristic
resort as in the song; last but not least, the
novel’s main action does not take place at
the hotel, in Surabaya, but on the island of
Samburan. So in the end, what are we left
with that can be said to be really identical
in both works? A violent storm, white
suits, a veranda… That’s about it, hardly
what one would consider proof of a relevant influence.
If we consider the similarities between
the characters in both works, they turn out
to be even more superficial. Although, like
in the song, there are gamblers and a
woman on the run in Conrad’s novel, all
they share with the ‘equivalent’ characters
in Dylan and Levy’s song is this general
condition, but there are gamblers and
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gamblers, and also many reasons for
running away. Poor Lena has little in
common with the sophisticated woman
with ‘a necktie and a Panama hat’, who is
clearly running away from her past ‘scattered in the wild wind’, but probably not,
like Lena, from ‘the hopeless grip of
poverty all the time’. 37 Neither is it possible
to identify vicious sharpers like Mr. Jones
and Ricardo with the song’s ‘loser in the
gambling room’, far less with the calm
professional dealer in the hotel’s gambling
room. Likewise, Schomberg, the lecherous
hotel-owner cannot possibly be the source
for the exotic fez-wearing desk clerk of the
song. Most importantly, in Dylan’s song
there is not a single character who recalls,
even vaguely, the main protagonist of
Victory, Heyst, the Swede – incidentally,
one of Conrad’s most accomplished
creations.38 Finally, there are no leading or
supporting characters in Conrad’s novel
that may have served as inspiration for the
Greek, the soldier, the tiny man, or the
stranger on the balcony. Victory deals basically with three men and a woman on an
almost desert island, and how these people
interact, two by two, whereas ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ presents several parallel or
interweaving stories, an all-star cast with a
multitude of extras, on an island holiday
resort with legal gambling facilities. Only
the mood of impending doom and an acute
feeling of isolation are common to both
stories, and could be reasonably attributed
to the novel’s influence on the song.
In the course of the Barker interview,
Levy alludes several times to what in my
opinion may well be the actual explanation of the superficial similarities apparent

between the song and Conrad’s novel, all
the stock scenes and characters we have
mentioned, and this is, put simply, cinematographic inspiration: ‘When we
started to work on the song the sense that
I was feeling was like in the movies, where
they have all those jungle birds screeching
loudly and you just know that there is
some imminent danger. Well, there was
something of that, just that movieish feel
about the whole thing’. 39 This had already
been noticed and mentioned by Shelton in
his discussion of Desire. Dylan, he said,
‘deals here with manifold myths (…) of
life as a movie (“Romance in Durango”
and “Black Diamond Bay”)’, and further
on, ‘Ginsberg calls them “cameo novels”.
Dylan’s dramatic-cinematic vision was
never stronger’, and he details how to his
eyes most of the songs on the album share
this ‘cinematographic’ quality.40 We all
know how much Dylan loves the movies,
and how many of his songs are steeped in
them. No matter who the main author of
the lyrics may be, there is no doubt that
what they first recall to the listener’s mind,
specially if he be unaware of any ‘higher’ –
i.e., literary – associations, is any number
of adventure films with tropical settings,
sumptuous and decadent hotels, lonesome
strangers and mysterious women, exotic
desk clerks, ceiling fans, gambling rooms,
palm trees, verandas, horse-drawn taxis.
These are all generic images that can be
traced back to no particular movie, at least
to my knowledge, but which ‘belong’ in all
of them. Levy admits as much: ‘The desk
clerk, well, he’s straight out of a Sydney
Greenstreet movie, and that was the sense
of it, that was kinda what I was looking for.
31
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The men are dressed in these white suits,
not beautifully pressed white suits, these
are crumpled white suits, and it wouldn’t
be surprising to see Greenstreet or Peter
Lorre come around the corner at any
moment. That’s the sense of the place for
me’.41 Dylan would no doubt subscribe
these words; he has many times declared his
admiration for the same kind of movies,
and even for the very same actors.42
Ironically, Victory happens to be Conrad’s
most filmed novel, with no less than seven
movies based upon it, the first one shot as
early as 1919! Dylan may have seen the
most famous one, the 1940 version
directed by John Cromwell, starring
Fredric March and Betty Field, with
Cedric Hardwicke as Mr. Jones.43 It would
thus appear that the narrative resemblances between ‘Black Diamond Bay’ and
Victory are restricted to these minor
details, likely cinematographic in origin.
To be more precise, reading Conrad may
have brought these images to Dylan’s
mind, but their use in the song’s lyrics is
far more cinematographic than literary.
And that was clearly Levy’s approach, as
we have seen.
On another hand, Barker, Forryan, and
particularly Witting, have also pointed out
the existence of themes common to novel
and song.44 For Barker, both works ‘have
opaque homosexual overtones’. Yet in
‘Black Diamond Bay’ these overtones, far
from being opaque, are quite patent in the
soldier and the tiny man’s strange relationship: explicit mention is made of how
they ‘were crouched in the corner /
thinking of forbidden love’; and further
on, we are told ‘the tiny man bit the

soldier’s ear’. Incidentally, this had already
been noticed by Bauldie: ‘The soldier’s
turned to the tiny man – perhaps he
thought he’d force him to buy back the
ring – and is already “crouching” with
him, “thinking of forbidden love”. The love
that dare not speak its name. Who really
cares?’ 45 Forryan also boldly (and mistakenly) states that ‘it is clear that Mr. Jones
and his “secretary” Ricardo have a homosexual relationship’. 46 As far as Victory is
concerned, it cannot be denied that there
is a deep sexual ambiguity in Conrad’s Mr.
Jones. He is insistently described as a
woman hater, a person whose dislike of
the other sex is so intense that the mere
presence of women makes him physically
ill; 47 his close attachment to his ‘secretary’,
his partner and admirer Martin Ricardo,
may seem dubious to the reader, too.
However, it is crystal clear from Conrad’s
text that no matter what Jones’s sexual
inclinations may be, Ricardo, who is in
fact a violent womanizer, does not share
them, in spite of what Barker and Forryan
affect to believe. He attributes his mentor’s
mania to his gentleman’s upbringing and
higher knowledge of the ways of the
world, and while not sharing his ‘fad’ will
go so far as to admit that women are never
to be trusted.48 At any rate, even if Mr.
Jones’ trait of character may be suggestive
of a repressed homosexual inclination, it
does not follow necessarily that this was in
fact Conrad’s intention at all.
Furthermore, although Mr. Jones’
misogyny plays an important part in the
novel’s dénouement, it does more so in the
way of a narrative ploy, rather than as an
essential component of the story. Barker
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oversimplifies the novel’s complexity
when he boldly states ‘the tale is a deliberate compromise between [Conrad’s]
desire to write openly about homosexuality and his need to suppress the theme’. 49
If Victory does touch upon ‘forbidden
love’, it does so only in passing, and
Conrad’s main preoccupations are of an
entirely different nature. Last but not least,
even if this – admittedly possible – interpretation of Mr. Jones’ personality
happened to have been Dylan’s as well, and
it had somehow inspired the creation of
the characters of the soldier and the tiny
man in his song, their story is but one of
several in ‘Black Diamond Bay’, and a
secondary one at that, far less determinant
in the overall development of the story 50
than Mr. Jones’ mania in Conrad’s plot.51
For Levy at least, as Barker duly notes,
the song’s main theme is apathy. Levy
mentions ‘Black Diamond Bay’ was born
of an off-hand comment about the
morally censurable indifference most
people display in everyday life: ‘The
problem was not so much that people were
evil, but that they were apathetic. All this
was happening around them and they paid
almost no attention to it. When the sting
finally comes at the end of the song, when
the listener realises that the whole thing is
being seen through the eyes of someone
watching TV in LA, someone who simply
couldn’t care less (…) he simply doesn’t
pay much attention to it (…) the song
started from that idea, the idea of pure
apathy’. 52 The song’s last stanza certainly
brings this idea home with crystal clarity:
‘It seems there was an earthquake that /
Left nothin’ but a Panama hat / And a pair

of old Greek shoes. / Didn’t seem like
much was happenin’ / So I turned it off
and went to grab another beer. / Seems like
every time you turn around / There’s
another hard-luck story that you’re gonna
hear / And there’s really nothin’ anyone
can say / And I never did plan to go
anyway / To Black Diamond Bay’. For a
Dylan song, the least one can say is that its
‘moral’, far from being ambiguous, is
diaphanous. A superficial reading might
encourage the idea that Victory’s protagonist, Heyst, with his philosophy of not
getting involved and remaining detached
from all human concerns, is likewise an
apathetic being, but this would be a gross
misinterpretation, and one that Conrad’s
text does not vouch for in any way. Heyst
is a man who, because of his education,
has grown disenchanted with life without
having really lived. As a very young man,
we are told, he ‘learned to reflect, which is
a destructive process, a reckoning of the
cost’. 53 He consequently chose to remain
aloof, to drift and never get involved, as a
defence against life, to avoid suffering,
because he knows – and says so himself –
‘that he who forms a tie is lost. The germ
of corruption has entered into his soul’. 54
However, even if he doesn’t look for it, he
does not shun company, and cannot
restrain a Samaritan streak in his character, which makes him act against his
beliefs and help others in need. He is not
indifferent to other people’s suffering, as
the TV spectator of the song, and what the
novel shows is precisely that in spite of the
world’s evil, life is only worth living if one
hopes and loves. ‘Black Diamond Bay’, on
the contrary, shows that most people do
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not care in the least for others, quite the
opposite of the novel’s ‘moral’.
Following Ginsberg’s thesis, as
outlined in the album’s liner notes,
Witting has identified the idea that Victory
and Desire, if not explicitly ‘Black
Diamond Bay’, have in common: like most
of the songs on Desire, Conrad’s novel is a
tale of redemption. 55 Redemption through
love, for Heyst is saved by Lena’s sacrifice –
that constitutes her victory, to the cost of
her life, over Heyst’s detachment from life
and love, and over death itself. Ginsberg’s
notes, titled precisely ‘Songs of
Redemption’, link the songs explicitly to
the redemption of America.56 However,
they are perhaps less revealing than
Dylan’s cryptic allusion to Tolstoy in his
back cover poem: ‘Romance is taking over.
Tolstoy was right’. 57 According to Shelton,
this is a reference to Tolstoy’s 1899 novel
Resurrection, in which the Russian writer
‘advanced his belief in redemption
through love’. 58 Nekhlyudov, the novel’s
protagonist, is a fallen man. In a way, he is
like Heyst, yet not like him altogether, for
Heyst’s ‘fall’ from mankind is due to fear
and the instinct of self-preservation, and
he has done no harm, whereas
Nekhlyudov has willingly done wrong to
indulge his lust. However, in the end he
finds redemption in the love of a woman,
just like Heyst.59 Witting deals at length
with Tolstoy’s novel and its parallels in the
Desire songs, and we may as well refer the
reader to his book for additional details.61
But the essential difference between
Conrad and Tolstoy’s portrayals of
redemption through love lies therein, that
whereas for Tolstoy it opens the way to a

new life, a regeneration of the soul (thus
linking his novel even more strongly with
Desire through the all-important themes
of rebirth and renewal that dominate the
album: ‘Oh Sister’, ‘Isis’, etc.), for Conrad it
leads nowhere, for goodness and innocence do not survive their confrontation
with evil: Heyst learns his lesson the hard
way, there will be no second chance for
him. The novel’s last sentence is
‘Nothing!’. 6 1
Victory’s partially pessimistic conclusion, on the other hand, leads us by
devious ways back to ‘Black Diamond Bay’.
If we consider that, in spite of their
redemption through love, both Heyst and
Lena were doomed from the start, it is easy
to identify parallels with some of the
song’s characters. In effect, these are all
doomed, but there may have been a
possible redemption for some of them.
Certainly, the woman in the necktie and
the Panama hat is looking for something
or someone, probably for a fresh start, and
while the Greek she has set her eyes upon
appears to be the wrong choice (he, at any
rate, isn’t looking for a second chance), the
final scene on the island between the
woman and the mysterious stranger on
the balcony is highly suggestive of a
possible rebirth or renewal: ‘While she’s
out on the balcony, where a stranger tells
her / “My darling, je vous aime beaucoup”
/ She sheds a tear and then begins to pray’.
After all, time is relative, and the text offers
no conclusion. Anything may happen
before the final end: the island will surely
sink, but will she accept the stranger’s love
and thus find redemption as she exhales
her last breath on this earth? Furthermore,
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why not believe that the soldier and the
tiny man have also sought and found
redemption in the same way? The song
clearly says that ‘The tiny man bit the
soldier’s ear / As the floor caved in and the
boiler in the basement blew’, lines equally
suggestive of a matter duly resolved before
it was too late. One cannot but envy the
calm professional members of the hotel
staff, who have clearly seen it all already,
and face their fate deadpan. Thus, ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ appears thematically closer
to Victory than it seemed at first sight.
But we still have not examined if the
‘narrative quality’ of the song, to use
Ginsberg’s felicitous expression, reveals
Conrad’s influence at all. According to
Ginsberg, as mentioned previously, Dylan
had been learning ‘about narrative and
characterization from Conrad’ and
applying the results to his new songs.
Joseph Conrad is of course famous as a
greatly gifted storyteller and a master of
narrative construction, but the quaint
thing is that Victory is not, by far, one of his
best novels from that point of view either.
If Dylan had set his eyes as models on
other, earlier novels of Conrad, such as
Nostromo: A Tale of the Seaboard (1904), or
The Secret Agent: A Simple Tale (1907), to
mention but two, his comment to Ginsberg
would appear more to the point. In
Nostromo, for instance, we find a lengthy
story with a multitude of characters,
numerous incidents – past and present –
subtly interwoven in a fairly complex plot:
this is precisely what ‘Black Diamond Bay’
replicates on a minor scale. On the other
hand, Nostromo, like The Secret Agent, is
told by an omniscient narrator, and makes

no use of Conrad’s trademark narrator,
either an eyewitness to the story, or
someone who hears about it during a long
conversation: consider ‘Heart of Darkness’
(1899).63 But Victory oscillates atypically
between an anonymous first-person
narrator who listens in on and reports on
conversations overheard at Schomberg’s
hotel (he is only involved directly in these
conversations once or twice), and an
omniscient narrator privy to the thoughts
and private dialogues of the story’s characters. This mix is not customary in Conrad,
and is technically feeble, although the
novel’s narrative’s progression to its climax
is otherwise satisfactorily built, with the
scene shifting alternately between
Samburan and Surabaya, and frequent
digressions about the characters’ past. No
similar device is apparent at all in ‘Black
Diamond Bay’. The narrative device used
by Dylan and Levy in the song, by which
there is a sudden shift in perspective in the
final stanza and the events described are
seen from the outside by someone who is
not involved in the story, not even as a
casual onlooker on a hotel veranda, has
little in common with Conrad’s in Victory.
The song’s events are seen from the
outside, as if by an omniscient narrator:
the irony is that he may turn out to be
only an indifferent and uninterested TV
spectator. At any rate, even if we were to
assume that Conrad’s anonymous
narrator had somehow inspired the
song’s TV watcher, the mood is entirely
different. Conrad’s narrators are interested in the yarns they spin or listen to,
in sharp contrast to the LA TV news
spectator.
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If no information about Conrad’s
influence had been available, ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ would have probably been
seen only as a continuation of earlier
Dylan narrative efforts, such as ‘Lily,
Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts’. The
main difference with this song, perhaps
attributable to Levy’s collaboration, is that
the narrative progression, both temporally
and spatially, is more centred and slightly
easier to follow from beginning to end in
‘Black Diamond Bay’: this is also true of
most of the other narrative songs on
Desire. Additionally, none of the time
shifts present in ‘Tangled Up in Blue’, a far
more complex and rich song, are apparent
in ‘Black Diamond Bay’. As the story opens
in ‘Black Diamond Bay’, it is almost dawn,
‘the last ship sails and the moon fades
away’ (stanza 1); when the Greek asks the
desk clerk ‘for a rope and a pen that will
write’, it is already day (‘As the mornin’
light breaks open’) and a storm is closing
in (stanza 2); by the third stanza, the storm
has begun. It is already night again by the
end of the fourth stanza (‘As the sun went
down…’): many hours have passed, the
woman is getting ready to leave, but this
longer stretch of time is easily assumed by
the listener because there never is a direct
continuity between verses, except in the
case of stanzas 4 (‘She knocked upon it
anyway’) and 5 (‘I’ve got to talk to
someone quick!’). It is true one may
wonder what the Greek and the woman in
white have been up to all day long… In
stanza 5, the volcano erupts, the Greek
finally commits suicide; in stanza 6, the
island sinks ‘slowly’ as the loser finally
breaks the bank, giving the woman time

for her last scene on the balcony; the
dénouement of the soldier and the tiny
man’s story is split between these two
verses. The seventh and last stanza clearly
takes place at ‘another time and place’, and
the break in the narrative flow is clearly
indicated by the first line: ‘I was sittin’
home alone one night in LA’. Judging by
the song’s narrative rhythm, everything
takes place successively and very quickly,
but many other scenes and characters
could of course be interpolated in the
time-lapse between verses 3 and 4. In
Victory, by contrast, Conrad’s use of time
is far more rigorous, even if no specific
dates are ever mentioned, and flashbacks
(of which there are none in ‘Black
Diamond Bay’, contrasting with ‘Lily,
Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts’) are skilfully integrated in the narrative. What the
song’s flexibility in the use of time, its
smooth transitions, mostly remind one of
is a movie, though.
Foremost among literary critics’
reasons for not considering Victory a major
work of Conrad’s are the novel’s concessions to melodrama… and romance. It
would appear that with Victory (as with its
predecessor, Chance), Conrad tried to
cater to a larger audience, mostly feminine
in those days, and thus felt obliged to
include an important feminine character
and a love affair. 63 Be this as it may, there
is no doubt that romance plays an important role in the story, as it does in ‘Black
Diamond Bay’. To Witting, Dylan’s exclamation in his cover poem, ‘Romance is
taking over’, refers first and foremost to
Tolstoy’s Resurrection,64 but there is no
doubt in my mind that it may refer just as
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well to Conrad’s novel, and it certainly
applies to most of the Desire songs. But it
is higher romance, as we have seen, that
Dylan was striving for in Desire. In this
sense, Conrad’s novel happens to touch
upon a theme that was very present in
Dylan’s mind at the time he read it, and it
may have somehow leaked onto the song,
superficially colouring it (the general
setting, a few details, recreated with old
movies as real model). But the album as a
whole is, after all, as Shelton so aptly
described it, ‘a summation of themes that
have long absorbed [Dylan]: apocalypse,
personal or societal; identity; the hero’s
quest for love, knowledge, redemption,
liberation’. 65 Conrad wasn’t really necessary, not even as a catalyser.
As Witting puts it, after examining all
the possible meanings of the term,
‘romance is patent in all its forms on
Desire’. 66 Taken essentially in its senses of
adventure and love interest, probably most
of the album’s songs fit the description:
‘Black Diamond Bay’ certainly does,
together with ‘Isis’ and ‘Romance in
Durango’. And its kind of romance comes
closer to that offered by a good, old adventure movie than to Conrad’s Victory. In
spite of the superficial similarities we have
discussed, and of the common theme
running through both works, ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ is basically a B adventure
movie of the Forties, or perhaps one of
those catastrophe films so popular in the
Seventies, with a very different ‘moral’ to
Conrad’s novel (or to Tolstoy’s, for that). It
isn’t really necessary to go looking for
clues in Victory or anywhere else: the song
is not in code, it requires no interpretative

key. It stands on its own, and is a masterpiece of narrative in its own right.
Unfortunately, Desire remains an
album much neglected by scholars and
fans alike, and ‘Black Diamond Bay’ is one
of Dylan’s most forgotten songs. The
Conrad angle may have made life easier
for the critics, but without shedding any
real light on the matter. Recent proof is
offered by Oliver Trager’s entry on the
song in his otherwise reasonably welldocumented Dylan encyclopaedia, Keys To
The Rain: ‘“Black Diamond Bay” is one of
those relatively obscure Dylan songs that
his adherents love deconstructing. They
often point to the 1915 Joseph Conrad
novel Victory, in which there is a “black
diamond bay”, a coal port and depot on an
island in the Far East. Elements of the
novel (the hotel, a volcano, an enigmatic
woman) appear in the song, encouraging
interpreters to see it as an updated, if
very hallucinatory, retelling of the novel
and perhaps a dash of some other
Conrad as well’. 6 7 I can only hope that,
this article may have clarified to some
extent how ‘Black Diamond Bay’ draws
its subject matter and scenery from other
sources, not least Dylan’s (and Levy’s)
movie-conditioned vision of the South
Seas, thus making ‘Black Diamond Bay’
independent at last of Conrad’s novel,
and discouraging the kind of interpretation Trager mentions. I realise I may have
been guilty precisely of ‘deconstructing’
the song, which is something I believe
should be avoided whenever possible. Art
happens, and interpretations are free and
facile; I plead guilty, but feel somewhat
justified.
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At any rate, the real merit of ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ is not to be found in its
allegedly Conradian setting or lyrics,
interesting as these may be in their own
right, but in its beautiful, soulful lilting
melody, in its passionate vocal performance, an achievement in itself, particularly

forming part as it does of one of the most
musically inspired albums of Dylan’s
entire career, Desire, which will soon turn
thirty. It’s certainly been a while since the
last ship sailed and the moon faded away
from Black Diamond Bay.

Notes
1. The collage is by Carl Barile and the collage photos are by Ruth Bernal. No source is given for the Joseph
Conrad portrait (a drawing probably done after a photo), which I haven’t managed to trace. For a complete
discussion of the back cover, see Rod MacBeath, ‘Looking Up Dylan’s Sleeves (Part 3)’ in The Telegraph, issue
52, Winter 1995, pp. 39-42.
2. Allen Ginsberg, ‘Songs of Redemption’, dated November 10, 1975, York Harbor, Maine, as reproduced in the
album’s inner sleeve and the CD booklet.
3. Nat Hentoff,‘Is It Rolling Zeus?’, Rolling Stone, January 15, 1976, reproduced in Carl Benson (ed.), The Bob Dylan
Companion. Four Decades of Commentary (Schirmer Books, New York, 1998), see p. 148.
4. ‘Where do I begin…’, the untitled prose fragment reproduced in the lower centre of the collage on the
album’s rear sleeve, and on the first page of the CD booklet, is copyrighted to Ram’s Horn Music, 1975, but was
not included in Lyrics 1962-1985 (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1986) nor in its follow-up, Lyrics 1962-2001
(Simon & Schuster, New York, 2004).
5. Sam Shepard, Rolling Thunder Logbook, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1978, p. 78.
6 Interview / profile by Neil Hickey, published in TV Guide, September 11, 1976; reproduced in Benson, op. cit.,
see p. 152.
7. Readily available in several paperback editions, e.g., in Oxford University Press, edited by John Batchelor with
an introduction by Tony Tanner, or in Penguin Twentieth Century Classics.
8. The only Desire song to appear every now and then in concert is ‘Joey’, which incidentally was only premiered
in 1987. ‘One More Cup of Coffee’ has also showed up on occasion during the Never Ending Tour, but not since
1993, and most of the other album songs were last performed in 1976 or 1978 (in the case of ‘Oh Sister’). Of
course I am not forgetting (perish the thought), the solitary London, November 24, 2003 performance, after
twenty-seven years off the set lists, of ‘Romance in Durango’ that some fans made such a fuss about. More to the
point, Dylan has never performed ‘Black Diamond Bay’, at least that we know. Although a contemporary review
of the final Rolling Thunder Revue gig at Salt Lake City, on May 25, 1976, listed it among the songs performed,
the reporter probably confused it with ‘Romance in Durango’.
9. This is a fact, although this is hardly the place to consider it in detail. Suffice it to mention, for instance, that
although Michael Gray declares on p. 9 of his monumental Song And Dance Man III. The Art of Bob Dylan
(Cassell, London, 2000) that ‘Black Diamond Bay’ is one of the three stand-out songs on Desire, it then barely
warrants a few, mostly irrelevant, mentions in passing in the rest of the book. Desire as a whole does fare slightly
better, though. In Stephen Scobie’s Alias Bob Dylan Revisited (Red Deer Press, Calgary 2004), Desire turns up
quite a bit, and most of the songs on it are touched upon, except ‘Mozambique’ (a no-show)… and ‘Black
Diamond Bay’, which is mentioned but the once. Speaking of ambiguity in Dylan’s narrative songwriting,
Scobie says: ‘It is notoriously difficult to make out exactly what goes on in songs like “Black Diamond Bay” and
“Tweeter and the Monkey Man”’ (p. 156). Come, come, it isn’t that hard.
10. Robert Shelton, No Direction Home. The Life and Music of Bob Dylan (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth,
1987); see pp. 462-468.
11.Wilfrid Mellers, A Darker Shade of Pale. A Backdrop to Bob Dylan (Oxford University Press, New York, 1985).
Desire is commented in pp. 186-194, and ‘Black Diamond Bay’ is mentioned several times.
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12. John Bauldie, Bob Dylan & Desire, Wanted Man Study Series no. 2, Wanted Man, Bury, 1984. Bauldie is also
the author of a seminal article on Dylan and Levy, ‘Jacques Levy and the Desire Collaboration’, first published
in The Telegraph, issue 11, and collected in Michael Gray and John Bauldie (eds.), All Across the Telegraph. A Bob
Dylan Handbook (Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1987). It barely touches upon ‘Black Diamond Bay’, though.
13. Robert Forryan, ‘Seems Like I Been Down This Way Before’, in Dignity, issue 4, May 1996, pp. 23-29. I am
most obliged to Andy Muir for drawing my attention to Forryan’s highly suggestive article. Thanks also to Iñaki
Aguirrezábal for supplying a copy thereof at a very short notice.
14. I have of course been unable to track down and read each and every posting about the song in the numerous
websites and newsgroups in existence, but with the help of the usual search engines, I have at least been able to
check a fair sampling of these, and particularly in rec.music.dylan.
15. First published in Isis, issue 90, May 2001 (pp. 36-43) and later collected in Derek Barker (ed.), Isis. A Bob
Dylan Anthology, Helter Skelter Publishing, London, 2001 and 2004 (revised paperback edition). We will quote
from the 2004 edition.
16. Robin Witting, Desire: Songs of Redemption, Exploding Rooster Books, Scunthorpe, 2001.
17. Forryan, op. cit., p. 25. Forryan adds that ‘there is nothing original in my saying this – others have trodden
this path before me’, but omits mentioning any sources.
18 On the other hand, it must be said that Forryan’s essay can also prove very frustrating due to its lack of structure (it frequently wanders off) and the abundance of strictly personal appreciations. An important part of the
article is thus dedicated to the ‘affinities’ Forryan perceives between ‘Black Diamond Bay’ and a painting by John
Minton, ultimately for no better reason than ‘it reminds him’ of Dylan’s song.
19. Additionally, Barker’s brief outline of the novel’s plot (p. 177) would appear to indicate that he has misunderstood or misinterpreted a few things. See note 22.
20 Witting, op. cit., pp. 293-303.
21. See Chapter XII, pp. 495-513, and Chapter XIII, pp. 528-530, in Zdzislaw Najder, Joseph Conrad. Biographie,
Critérion, Paris, 1992 (French revised edition of biography originally published in English as Joseph Conrad. A
Chronicle in 1983).
22. Some readers (including Barker) appear to take for granted that Lena is a prostitute, but there is no proof
of this in the novel (oddly, Forryan appears to believe she is a ‘dancer’). Clearly, she is in no position to escape
the attentions of unwanted suitors, particularly as the orchestra members are ‘encouraged to favour the
members of the audience with their company’ during the interval, and make them order drinks (Victory, Part
II, Chapter I). However, this does not imply that they are supposed to sleep with them. Lena is well aware of her
position in life: ‘I know what sort of girl I am’, she tells Heyst (Victory, Part II, Chapter II), and probably sees as
inevitable to end up in somebody’s bed, albeit not willingly: ‘I told you I has been worried before by bad fellows.
It made me unhappy, disturbed – angry too’ (Victory, Part IV, Chapter III). She gladly accepts Heyst’s offer of
help precisely to escape Schomberg’s propositions and that sort of bleak future.
23. ‘Tombstone Blues’, not Conrad.
24. Victory, Part III, Chapter VIII.
25. Victory, Part IV, Chapter XIV.
26. Barker, op. cit., pp. 180 and 181.
27. See Barker, op. cit., p. 185: “DB: As far as “Black Diamond Bay” is concerned, did you write most of the lyrics?
/ JL: Well, I guess so, yeah...”
28. Barker, op. cit., p. 180. The Comedians is a 1966 novel by Graham Greene set in contemporary Haiti. It
denounced the exactions of Duvallier’s regime at a time nobody really knew much about it.
29. Barker, op. cit., p. 183. Levy’s emphasis.
30. Forryan was probably the first to mention this point in print: ‘the most obvious connection between the
novel and the song is Black Diamond Bay itself ’ (Forryan, op. cit., p. 25).
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31. Victory, Part I, Chapter IV.
32. Victory, Part III, Chapter I.
33. Victory, Part I, Chapter I.
34. As Witting humorously puts it, ‘To be fair, [Dylan] only plunders the book for the bric-a-brac of the song’;
Witting, op. cit., p. 291.
35. Barker, op. cit., p. 178.
36. Forryan, op. cit., p. 27 (the author’s emphasis).
37. Victory, Part II, Chapter II.
38. Forryan (op. cit., p. 24) quotes a passage from Victory (Part II, Chapter II) describing Heyst’s character and
outlook on life: ‘It was the very essence of his life to be a solitary achievement, accomplished not by hermit-like
withdrawal with its silence and immobility, but by a system of restless wandering, by the detachment of an
impermanent dweller amongst changing scenes. In this scheme he had perceived the means of passing through
life without suffering and almost without a single care in the world – invulnerable because elusive’. He then
boldly states that ‘it could have been written about Dylan’. Unfortunately, he never attempts to prove his point,
a moot yet fascinating one. Personally, I think he is mistaken in his appreciation, as I do not find anything
remotely dylanesque in Heyst as Conrad shows him: Heyst’s ‘restless wandering’ is geographical, not mental, so
the comparison with Dylan’s everchanging persona is forced and misleading, and Dylan’s ‘aloofness’ cannot be
described as a method to avoid life’s inevitable pains. It would have been interesting to see how Forryan argued
his point, though.
39. Barker, op. cit., p.183. My emphasis.
40. Shelton, op. cit., pp. 463 and 466.
41. Barker, op. cit., p. 184.
42. ‘Richard Widmark. Sydney Greenstreet. Peter Lorre. I like those voices. They really had distinctive voices in
the early talkie films’. Bob Dylan to Ron Rosembaum, in Playboy, March 1978, reprinted in Younger Than That
Now: The Collected Interviews with Bob Dylan (Thunder’s Mouth Press, New York, 2004), see p. 146.
43. The films based on Conrad’s novel so far (excluding TV movies) are Victory (USA, 1919), directed by
Maurice Tourneur (one of Lon Chaney’s first important roles, as Ricardo); Dans une île perdue (France, 1930),
directed by Alberto Cavalcanti; Dangerous Paradise (USA, 1930), directed by William A. Wellman; Tropennächte
(Germany, 1931), directed by Leo Mittler; Farornas paradis (Sweden, 1931), directed by Rune Carlsten; the
already mentioned Victory (USA, 1940), directed by John Cromwell; Victory (UK-France-Germany, 1995),
directed by Mark Peploe and starring Willem Dafoe, Irène Jacob and Sam Neill. For more information, the
reader is referred to www.imdb.com
44. According to Forryan, one of the major themes connecting the song and the novel is suicide: ‘suicide tragically links “Black Diamond Bay” to Victory’ (Forryan, op. cit., p. 26). I find this idea unconvincing, to tell the
truth. Heyst’s death is technically a suicide, no doubt, but in order to be able to establish an affinity with the
Greek’s suicide in the song, it would be necessary to know what drove the latter to hang himself. The reasons
for Heyst’s act, on the other hand, are very clear. Lacking more information, I very much fear that ‘suicide’ only
links both works just as much as ‘veranda’ does.
45. Bauldie, op. cit., p. 46.
46. Forryan, op. cit., p. 26.
47. Victory, see for instance Part II, Chapter IV and Chapter V; Part IV, Chapter XI.
48. ‘At bottom, he [Ricardo] felt a certain ambiguous respect for his governor’s exaggerated dislike of women,
as if that horror of feminine presence were a sort of depraved morality; but still morality, since he counted it
as an advantage. It prevented many undesirable complications. He did not pretend to understand it. He did not
even try to investigate this idiosyncrasy of his chief. All he knew was that he himself was differently inclined,
and it did not make him any happier or safer.’ (Victory, Part III, Chapter X).
49 Barker, op. cit., p. 177.
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50. Witting rightly treats it as a minor detail in the song. He actually appears to consider it as an induced situation, not a preexistent one: “the soldier turns to ‘forbidden love’ once she spurns him” (Witting, op. cit., p.
286).
51. Barker, op. cit., p. 178.
52. Barker, op. cit., p. 181. Clive Wilshin’s article ‘Charity Is Supposed to Cover Up a Multitude of Sins’, originally published in The Telegraph, issue 22, and collected in a revised version in Gray and Bauldie, op. cit., has a
different interpretation of the TV spectator image in ‘Black Diamond Bay’. He considers that indifference is
bred by the media, not a result of mankind’s apathy: ‘The scenes on our flatter, squarer screens both demonstrate and deny our sympathy (…) Cut off from the real situation, we tend ultimately to feel indifferent. / This
is brilliantly demonstrated by Dylan in the Desire album’s most underrated song, “Black Diamond Bay”’
(Futura paperback ed., London, 1988, p. 220). It is basically the same idea, with effect seen as cause and vice
versa, but he does have a point, though. Also interesting is Mellers’ comment that ‘Black Diamond Bay’ is ‘about
the illusion of the media’: ‘How do we disentangle what really happens to us from what we see and hear on television, or desultorily read in newspapers?’ (Mellers, op. cit., pp. 192 and 188).
53. Victory, Part II, Chapter III.
54. Victory, Part III, Chapter III.
55. ‘There is still that underlying quest for redemption through love, finally achieved in the final pages of the
book’ (Witting, op. cit., p. 291).
56. See note 2. For instance: ‘Dylan’s Redemption Songs! If he can do it, we can do it. America can do it (…)
Drunken aggressive beer bottles ’ll never redeem anybody – But clear conscious song can (…)’, or ‘ – a new age,
a new Dylan again redeemed, at ease – A little bit like America now, not paranoid anymore (…)’, and the notes’
concluding lines: ‘…we’re here in America at last, redeemed. O Generation, keep on working!’.
57. See note 4.
58. Shelton, op. cit., p. 465.
59. Interestingly, ‘Lena’ is the name Heyst gives the girl: she is actually called Alma, or Magdalen. St. Mary
Magdalene is of course the patron saint of penitents, a woman redeemed by Jesus Christ as mentioned in the
Gospels according to Luke and Mark (she is usually identified, perhaps mistakenly, with the anonymous sinner
in Luke 7: 37-50). In ‘Romance in Durango’, the narrator’s sweetheart is called ‘Magdalena’. See Witting, op. cit.,
pp. 270-273. Dylan once declared: ‘Lily St Cyr (the stripper), Dorothy Dandridge, Mary Magdalen, that’s my
definition of hot’ (to Scott Cohen, in Spin, December 1985, as reprinted in Younger Than That Now, op. cit., p.
220).
60. See Witting, op. cit., particularly pp. 17-21; 30-37 and 92-96, although there are many other references
throughout.
61. ‘And then, your Excellency, I went away.
There was nothing to be done there.’
‘Clearly’, assented the Excellency.
Davidson, thoughtful, seemed to weigh the
matter in his mind, and then murmured with
placid sadness: ‘Nothing!’
(Victory, Part IV, Chapter XIV).
62. Included in Youth: A Narrative and Two Other Stories (1902), although usually published on its own.
63. See Najder, op. cit., Chapter XII, particularly p. 508.
64. See Witting, op. cit., pp. 92-93.
65. Shelton, op. cit., p. 465.
66. Witting, op. cit., p. 55.
67. Oliver Trager, Keys To The Rain: The Definitive Bob Dylan Encyclopedia (Billboard Books, New York, 2004),
p. 44
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Sad Songs &
Murder Ballads

Judas!

Bob Dylan and the Everly Brothers

by Robert Forryan

‘They liked to sing pop-radio hits by two-part harmony teams, especially the Everly
Brothers “Bye Bye Love”’
– David Hajdu on Dylan and Baez warming up for concerts, 1963.
The young Bob Dylan must have liked and respected the Everly Brothers.
Otherwise why would he have recorded two of their songs for Self Portrait and rerecord one of those songs many years later in 1981? In one way it seems strange
that this genius savant of the Sixties should look back to the songs of an adolescent ‘pop’ duo who were really a 1950s act for post-war teenagers – the first
teenagers in the history of the world. But the Everlys’ roots were in the Kentucky
minefields and in country music; the same musical influences that contributed to
the evolution of the later Dylan. And being a man with an ear for quality music,
how could he not admire the Everly Brothers?
These thoughts were running through my mind in November 2005 when
many of the readers of this magazine were attending Bob Dylan concerts in
Britain and I was attending the last concert of the Everly Brothers’ own UK tour.
The Everlys gave a wonderful show which combined many of the elements that
make up a typical Dylan concert: a mix of their own songs, country and folk
songs, rockabilly, ballads. They displayed their roots as well as their musical
professionalism. And they are ageing too – Don was 68 at the time of the concert
and Phil, 66. Don’s voice was pure and strong and clear as a bell and their famed
harmonies as sweet as could be.
But this is a Bob Dylan magazine and, arguably, I should not be writing about
musicians who may seem alien to many readers. It is, however, legitimate to
discuss Dylan’s influences and the points at which his art intersects with other
artists – in this case the Everly Brothers. Their influence may be slight and their
singing style very different, but Dylan and the Everlys possess a shared American
musical heritage which seeps into his and their recordings and live performances
on all levels. I hope that what follows will offer something to anyone with a wide
interest in traditional music.
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In case, as seems likely, there are a
number of readers who are too young to
remember or know the Everlys I will begin
with a brief biography. The Everly
Brothers’ roots are in the coal mining
country of Kentucky where Don Everly
was born in 1937. Brother Phil was born in
Chicago in 1939, but only because they
came from a family of musicians and his
father, Ike, was playing country music in
honky tonks all over the ‘Windy City’. In
the following years Ike and the brothers’
mother, Margaret, played their music on
radio stations across the Midwest until
they settled in Shenandoah, Iowa where,
by 1950, ‘The Everly Family Show’ was a
popular weekly item on radio KMA. It was
on this show that the young Everlys began
to make a name for themselves in the early
1950s.
Ike Everly was an accomplished
guitarist and it was through him that the
boys came to the attention of Nashville
musician, Chet Atkins. Years later Atkins
recalled: ‘One thing that impressed me
when I met those kids was that they were
so intelligent. Don and Phil used proper
English and I just thought they were a cut
above… intellectually and educationwise.’ In 1957 Atkins recommended them
to Archie Bleyer, the head of Cadence
Records, as a result of which they came to
record their first hit, ‘Bye Bye Love’. This
song had been written by husband and
wife songwriters, Felice and Boudleaux
Bryant, with the intention of it being
recorded by Elvis Presley. The Bryants
were established country music writers,
but Nashville music publisher Wesley Rose
had insisted that they write ‘teenage songs’.

In the end, ‘Bye Bye Love’ was rejected by
Elvis’s management. Some 30 other artists
would do the same before Don and Phil
recorded ‘Bye Bye Love’ on 1st March
1957. It was an instant hit, spending four
weeks at number 2 in the Billboard chart
and reaching number 6 in the UK. To
anyone who was young in 1957 and aware
of popular songs, ‘Bye Bye Love’ will be
remembered as a classic of the era. That
opening guitar riff, the voices in harmony,
the upbeat rhythmic progression and
Don’s vocal solos, are all so familiar as to
make the actual playing of the record
superfluous. It is not possible to think that
Bob Dylan was unaware of the Everlys
from the very first.
Between 1957 and 1961 the Everly
Brothers had three or four big hits every
year. Many of these were written by Felice
and Boudleaux Bryant, whose songs
included: ‘Wake Up Little Susie’, ‘Bird Dog’,
‘All I Have To Do Is Dream’, ‘Love Hurts’
and ‘Take A Message To Mary’. They also
wrote ‘Raining In My Heart’ which was
recorded by Buddy Holly.
Other well known Everly Brothers hits
of the era included ‘When Will I Be
Loved?’, which was written by Phil Everly,
and ‘Let It Be Me’, of which more later.
They needed to be prolific, as Don Everly
recalled years later: ‘Recording companies
didn’t give you a chance in the fifties. You
churned out singles as fast as you could…
you were only as good as your last single’.
In 1960 they signed for the new
Warner Brothers record label and their
self-penned lament, ‘Cathy’s Clown’, was
Warner Brothers first record and is
numbered WB1. It was their biggest hit
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and topped the UK charts for 7 weeks in
the spring of 1960. The Everly Brothers
never reached such heights again and,
apart from the odd single, their chart
career ended in 1963.
But something happened in 1958
which is probably of more interest to
devotees of Bob Dylan. In August of that
year Don & Phil went into the studio to
record an album of traditional music –
folk and hillbilly classics – which was
released in December as Songs Our Daddy
Taught Us. In his book Are You Ready For
The Country, (I am eternally annoyed by
the title’s punctuation error!) Peter
Doggett writes about this old long-playing
record: ‘Songs Our Daddy Taught Us was
an unashamed throwback to the 1930s,
when Ike Everly was the hottest folk
guitarist in Kentucky. Indeed, ‘Kentucky’
was a key track, a sublime, almost spiritual
tribute to the state from which the Everly
stock had risen… Songs Our Daddy Taught
Us stands alone in fifties rock’n’roll. Jerry
Lee Lewis or Elvis Presley might have cut
an occasional Hank Williams tune, but
only the Everlys had the courage to strip
away the trappings of success and expose
their country roots to the mass audience’.
Don Everly said of the album: ‘It was as
good a thing as we’d ever done. It was true
and from the heart. That’s exactly where
we were in those days’.
For Dylan fans the main focus of
interest in Songs Our Daddy Taught Us is
that it contains the Everly Brothers’
versions of ‘Barbara Allen’ and ‘Roving
Gambler’. In fact, these were the first
versions of those songs I ever heard, some
five years before I discovered Bob Dylan.

Actually, that is not entirely true as my
mother used to sing a snatch of ‘Barbara
Allen’ when I was a child, but her words
don’t appear in either the Everlys’ or
Dylan’s performances:
‘Oh mother, mother, make my bed,
make it long and narrow,
Sweet William died for me today, and I
must die for him to-morrow’
‘Barbara Allen’ is almost certainly of
British origin. It is one of the Child Ballads
and was first printed in England in 1780,
though it dates back at least to the 17th
Century. I can imagine that your editor
believes that it is Scottish, but I think that
its genesis is lost in time. Whatever its
origins, it is a gorgeous song. There are,
and have been, many varied versions and
the multiplicity of lyrical variations truly
reflects the folk process. But they all share
a common melody and the fatal tale is
more or less the same in each re-telling.
Readers will be familiar with Bob Dylan’s
lovely rendering at the Gaslight Café in
1962 and with his stunning performances
of ‘Barbara Allen’ in the early days of the
Never Ending Tour.
The Everly Brothers’ 1958 recording is
somewhat different from Dylan’s, though
it shares the melody and the storyline.
Inevitably it differs in that it is sung in
two-part harmony. It is also much shorter
than Dylan’s own readings of the song.
One thing ‘Barbara Allen’ has in common
with a number of Dylan’s own ballads is
length. As Don Everly says, after the
brothers performed a few brief lines of
‘Barbara Allen’ at their Reunion Concert at
the Royal Albert Hall in 1983, ‘That song
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goes on and on and on’. But the Everly
Brothers don’t tend to do long. Whether
because they were brought up in the era of
the two and a half minute 45rpm single, or
for other reasons, their ‘Barbara Allen’ is a
minimalist interpretation by comparison
with Dylan, but it still pushes all the right
emotional buttons. And whereas in
Dylan’s case the red rose and the briar
grow from the lovers’ hearts, in the
Everlys’ they grow from their graves,
which seems colder somehow. I don’t
prefer the Everlys’ recording to Dylan’s –
they are simply different and there is a lot
to be said for difference.
‘Roving Gambler’ seems to have first
been performed by Bob Dylan as far back
as 1960. It is on a recording made in St
Paul, Minnesota, in May of that year – the
very month when the Everlys were riding
high in the charts with ‘Cathy’s Clown’.
Strange that Dylan in St Paul seems like
ancient history whereas ‘Cathy’s Clown’
was only yesterday. Dylan has sung
‘Roving Gambler’ many times since, and
his late 1990s interpretations and their
differences from the Everly Brothers
recording reward careful examination.
The liner notes to Songs Our Daddy
Taught Us state that ‘Roving Gambler’ ‘was
first sung in the taverns and wayside inns
of Henry the Eighth’s England’. In
contrasting the two versions, we may note
that Dylan’s delivery is somewhat faster
and more intense than the Everlys’ delicately reflective performance. However, to
a considerable extent the Everlys stay on
the same track as Dylan – many of the lines
are closely similar and the rhythms and
melodies are in tune with each other. The

crucial difference is that in the Everlys’
reading the gambler appears to settle down
with the girl. But with Dylan he shoots
another gambler down and ends up in
prison. Trust Dylan to opt for darkness.
There is a third song on Songs Our
Daddy Taught Us that the Everly Brothers
share with Bob Dylan. This is called ‘Who’s
Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little Feet?’ – and
Dylan rewrote and represented it as
‘Kingsport Town’, which can be found on
Volume One of The Bootleg Series. In his
notes to the latter album, John Bauldie
comments that ‘Kingsport Town’, ‘has its
origins in Woody Guthrie’s “Who’s Going
To Shoe Your Pretty Little Feet?” (itself
based on a very old ballad) – a song which
Dylan used to sing back in Dinkytown’.
Clinton Heylin (The Recording
Sessions) describes ‘Kingsport Town’ as ‘an
obvious rewrite of “Who’s Gonna Shoe
Your Horse?” ’. On Songs Our Daddy
Taught Us it is described as ‘Traditional,
arranged by Everly and Everly’.
Michael Gray (Song & Dance Man III)
claims that ‘Who’s Gonna Shoe Your
Pretty Little Feet?’ is the ‘same song’ as
‘Kingsport Town’. It clearly is not. It is
obvious from listening to ‘Kingsport
Town’ that Dylan has adapted it from
‘Who’s Gonna Shoe…’ ñ the tune is
exactly the same – but the lyrical variations are huge. It would be hard to think of
two songs perceived by so many to be
similar that diverge so far from each other.
The only lyrical likeness is in the use of
lines that begin ‘Who’s gonna…’, but the
Everlys have nothing to touch Dylan’s
‘Who’s gonna kiss your Memphis mouth?’.
Nonetheless, it is not a song that Dylan
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claims as his own and it does not appear in
Lyrics. ‘Kingsport Town’ is openly sexual;
‘Who’s Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little
Feet?’ – as presented by Don and Phil – is
sung as a nursery rhyme to a little girl.
The fact that Dylan has recorded or
performed three out of the twelve songs
on Songs Our Daddy Taught Us does not
prove that he was familiar with that LP,
nor does it necessarily show that he
admired the Everly Brothers, though he
must have. But it does demonstrate that
he and the brothers shared a musical
heritage and a taste for traditional
songs.
Another song, which Dylan recorded
on the Good As I Been To You album,
could as easily have appeared on Songs
Our Daddy Taught Us. In fact, the Everly
Brothers had themselves recorded ‘Step
It Up And Go’ in 1962 for their Instant
Party LP, though by then their careers
were in something of a decline. The
move to Warner Brothers – despite the
sheer magnificence of ‘Cathy’s Clown’ –
coincided with a change in the Everlys
‘fabulous style’, and their music began
to sound more ‘pop’ and less authentic.
Though nothing could be more
authentic than ‘Step It Up And Go’ which
had been recorded by Blind Boy Fuller in
1940. Michael Gray writes that ‘Step It Up
And Go’ became a song that ‘every selfrespecting hillbilly blues guitarist had to
be able to play… the Everly Brothers
recorded ‘Step It Up And Go’ and to look
at their slim interweaving within the story
is to see a representation of how this music
passes to and fro… Ike Everly would have
been their source.’

The Everlys’ interpretation is lighter
and ‘poppier’ than Dylan’s – his bears a
unique authenticity that sounds like he
recorded the song in 1940. The way Dylan
sings is like nothing the Everly Brothers
could have aspired to. But why should
they? And, for once, their version has the
best lines:
She may be old, ninety years, but she
ain’t too old to shift the gears
Jumped in the river and started to
drown, thought about my woman and I
turned around
Phil Everly said: ‘It’s a song dad used to
play all the time. I don’t know where it’s
from, it’s real old. There’s probably a
hundred versions of it. Dad used to do it
live.
♦♦♦♦♦♦
Grounded though they were in traditional folk and country music, it was the
way the Everlys transcended their roots
to create their own unique sound that
enabled them to reach out to a new,
previously unknown, teenage audience
in the 1950s. ‘Bye Bye Love’ was an original sound – like nothing anyone had
heard before 1957. They have since been
likened to The Louvin Brothers and the
Delmore Brothers, but they were really
just the Everly Brothers and that was
enough.
It is untenable to think that Bob Dylan
was not moved by their music or that they
had no influence upon his own development, albeit slight perhaps. Not only did
Joan and Bob warm up by singing Everly
Brothers’ songs in those heady folk days of
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1963, but Scaduto records that when Bob
and his friends visited Joan’s place at
Carmel in the spring of 1964, they sat
around listening to ‘old Everly Brothers
records’.
The Everly Brothers’ influence on
Dylan was ascribed early in the liner notes
to that first Bob Dylan album, where
‘Highway 51 Blues’ is noted as being ‘of a
type sung by the Everly Brothers’. Perhaps
it is this that has led commentators astray.
In No Direction Home, Robert Shelton
claims that the Everly Brothers did
‘Highway 51 Blues’ ‘as rockabilly’, but to
my knowledge no one has found their
version. I think this is probably because it
doesn’t exist and I think the confusion
arises because the introductory guitar riff
that Dylan uses on ‘Highway 51’ is a Don
Everly riff. He lifted it straight off the
Everlys’ second hit, ‘Wake Up Little Susie’.
When I first heard Bob Dylan I was thrilled
to hear this, to know that he must have
admired the artists I had loved since
adolescence.
And if anyone still doubts Bob
Dylan’s affection for the music of the
Everly Brothers, let he or she reflect upon
his 1966 tour and a scene which is
portrayed in Eat The Document. Amidst
all the storm and frenzy of that tour you
see a shot of rail track, and over the film
can be heard the still, small voice of calm
as Bob sings

The Everly Brothers were special. In
Song & Dance Man III, Michael Gray
writes: ‘At a time when most people
“found a sound” by accident, they developed one deliberately and intelligently,
bridging what gap there was between pop
and modern country music. And at a time
when pop’s understanding of music was
near retarded, the Everlys were consistently alert and curious. They handled
their own arrangements and they had
taste’.
Dylan himself, like a number of other
commentators, noticed their importance
to the Beatles: ‘They used all the music
we’d been listening to – everything from
Little Richard to the Everly Brothers’.
Chuck Berry – who ought to know as
much as most – said: ‘I don’t think Elvis
Presley was as good as the Everly Brothers,
and I don’t think the Beatles were either’
And so we come to Self Portrait. The
two Everly Brothers songs on that album
are, of course, ‘Take A Message To Mary’
and ‘Let It Be Me’. The first was written,
like so many of the Everlys’ early songs, by
Felice and Boudleaux Bryant and recorded
by the Everly Brothers and released in
March 1959 as the B side of ‘Poor Jenny’.
‘Let It Be Me’ is an adaptation of a French
‘chanson’ written by Gilbert Becaud and it
appeared in December 1959 on a late
Cadence single.
‘Take A Message To Mary’ has been
classified by a friend as a ‘murder ballad’.
The Everly Brothers have a penchant for
such songs. Though it isn’t, it sounds like a
traditional folk song – the kind of thing
Dylan would sing in the middle acoustic
section of his 1988/89 concerts and which

I’ve been made blue, I’ve been lied to…
from the Everly Brothers’ immortal hit,
‘When Will I Be Loved?’. An understandable plea in view of what he faced on stage
each night at that time.
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were collected on the Golden Vanity
bootleg. It feels like something out of the
American Old West, with its line ‘Please
don’t mention the stagecoach, or the shot
from a careless gun’. The Everlys
harmonise the melodic lines with a classic
purity and I knew their version a decade
before Self Portrait came along. Until I
heard Dylan’s version I would never have
thought it could be anything other than a
two-part harmony, but it is. And the line
‘you can say she’d better not wait for me’
fits into a Dylan ambience perfectly. In
horse racing terms that line is by ‘Don’t
Think Twice’ out of ‘It Ain’t Me Babe’.
One of the more perceptive responses
to the Self Portrait appearance of these two
songs came from Graham Taylor in a 1974
article entitled ‘Trapeze King of Rock and
Role’, which is reprinted in The Bob Dylan
Companion. Taylor wrote: ‘“Let It Be Me”,
one Everly Brothers song, is given a quiet,
respectful treatment that is similar to the
original; “Take A Message To Mary”,
another Everly hit, is transformed by a
wholly fresh treatment which, by
returning it – as Bill Damon has shown –
to the Code of the West, also makes it
older. One performance takes us back to
the original, reminding us of the roots of
our culture; the other extends the song
through time, making it both new and
mythical’.
Dylan’s mythologizing of ‘Take A
Message To Mary’ is so successful that in
his book Troubadour, my friend Andrew
Muir is deceived into referring to the
Bryants’ composition as a ‘traditional
song’. Well, in Dylan’s interpretation, it
sure sounds like one.

The origins of ‘Let It Be Me’ make it
one of the more original Everly choices.
The song’s composer, Gilbert Becaud, was
born in Toulon, France, in 1927. Becaud
was a member of the Resistance during the
war and afterwards began writing and
recording his own songs. During the 1950s
and 1960s he was a leading ‘chansonnier’,
and in 1958 his ‘Le Jour ou il Pluie
Viendra’ was an English hit for Jane
Morgan as ‘The Day The Rains Came
Down’. But it was in 1955 that he wrote ‘Je
T’Appartiens’ which was translated as ‘Let
It Be Me’ and was first recorded as such by
Jill Corey in 1957.
Clinton Heylin describes ‘Let It Be Me’
on Self Portrait as a ‘lovely tribute to the
Everly Brothers’, and so it is. So taken with
the song was Bob Dylan that he returned
to the studio in March 1981 to record it
again. I have never heard this recording
but Heylin writes that it was ‘performed
sensitively by Dylan and the band’. A
month later he re-cut ‘Let It Be Me’ and
this is the version that appeared on the B
side of the ‘Heart of Mine’ single. Dylan
must have had ‘Let It Be Me’ on his mind
at this time as he performed it live on 23rd
June 1981 at Colombe, France, and twice
in Canada in the autumn of that year. I
have never heard any of these live
performances, but Gray says that Dylan
contrives to make it sound as if he is
singing to Christ rather than to a girl. .
Indeed, Dylan seems to have been in an
Everlys mood in 1981 as Heylin notes that
on 5th July he tried out ‘Bye Bye Love’
during the sound check at the NEC,
Birmingham, but it never made it to a live
performance.
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‘Let It Be Me’ is one of the most beautiful songs I know and the Everly Brothers’
1960 recording has never been bettered –
by them or by Bob Dylan or by anyone else.
They achieve a harmonic perfection in that
studio version which exceeds even their
highest standards and brings a dampness
to the corners of my puritanically nonsentimental eyes. It is like a precious,
perfectly-cut diamond. And yet both
Dylan versions are affecting, heartfelt
performances, and I wonder what it was
that moved him to re-record the song in
1981? To twice record a song he did not
write at a distance of some eleven years
must say something about how much that
song means to Dylan. Food for thought for
those who say they only like Dylan songs.
There is a third song on Self Portrait
that has a kind of Everlys’ connection.
‘Take Me As I Am (Or Let Me Go) was
written by Boudleaux Bryant, which in
itself would be
connection

enough. Phil Everly said that after the
brothers quit Cadence Records and
temporarily lost the Bryants’ songwriting
input they suffered from their absence: ‘I
was trying to write a song a week, it’s not
very much but it was a start. I had a theory
that you had to write a hundred songs
before you got one hit. I learned that from
watching Boudleaux, though his hit rate
was much better than average’. Felice and
Boudleaux Bryant were an interesting
couple and their songwriting was intrinsic
to who the Everly Brothers became. Felice
said that she had dreamed of Boudleaux
when she was eight years old, and so when
she met him there were no doubts. Hardly
surprising, then, that they wrote country
songs. Phil Everly again: ‘Boudleaux would
design songs that gave Donald a chance to
come up with some of his great riffs. He
and his wife were brilliant people. All the
writing I ever did was really copied from
them… I spent a lifetime calling
Boudleaux up about whatever I was
thinking. He always told you the truth and
he always told it you in a way that you
could understand it and live it and use it…
he was brilliant personally and artistically’.
Michael Gray claims that the Everlys did
eventually record ‘Take Me As I Am’, but,
again, I have never heard their version.
I suppose that aspects of Self Portrait
are where Dylan comes closest to the
Everly Brothers, just as Songs Our
Daddy Taught Us is where they come
nearest to him. At one point Michael
Gray argues that ‘Dylan would not
have been revisiting Nashville if the
Everly Brothers had not brought it
to all of us a decade earlier’; though
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he later recants this opinion in a footnote.
Robert Shelton quoted Dylan’s own
response to the widespread criticism of
Self Portrait: ‘If the album had come from
Presley or the Everly Brothers who veered
toward the middle of the road, it wouldn’t
have shocked so many’.

his brother of 66 could persuasively
perform this young man’s song of young,
idealised love. Just thinking about that
makes it unbelievable. But they did and it
was simply wonderful. The song has a
special place in the history of the brothers
because of the circumstances of its
performance at the Royal Albert Hall
(another Dylan connection) in 1983. This
was the famous Reunion Concert after a
professional and personal separation of
ten years. Here they are, back on a stage for
the first time and as they begin to sing the
opening lyric of this, the final song of the
evening: ‘I bless the day I found you…’,
they look at each other. I guess they
couldn’t help it, but, as Roy Kelly intimated
in different words, a whole world – a world
of blood and mystery was reflected in the
way they looked and in the words of the
song. It became something else altogether.
I think Dylan always knew the power of
‘Let It Be Me’.
Nigel Hinton, long-time Dylan
commentator and contributor to The
Telegraph also saw the Everly Brothers last
year. He said, ‘what the Everlys are doing is
becoming more and more relevant as I get
older and change. I always loved them but
their exquisite harmonies – the result of
love and effort – now touch different
things than they did back when they and I
were teenagers. They touch the part of me
that is moved by kindnesses and consideration and hope and holding hands in the
darkness down here on this strange, bewildering planet.’
And what could be better than that?

♦♦♦♦♦♦
The Everly Brothers share with Dylan a
reverence for live performance, though
their concerts appear more rehearsed,
more consciously deliberate. They don’t
tour endlessly like Dylan, but then, they
don’t have his huge body of work to represent each night. However, their concerts
are not just ‘greatest hits’ packages – they
revisit their roots and each show consists
of country, folk, rock’n’roll and hits.
Through their live music, the Everlys
unconsciously made another Dylan
connection. In the early 1970s they
employed Warren Zevon as musical
director and instrumentalist for their
tours. Zevon became a fan: ‘There were
some great nights. A lot of gooseflesh, a lot
of pride. We may have played the songs a
thousand times before, but they’re good
songs and Phil and Don – no matter how
they felt offstage – would always go out
and perform with passion. If anything, I
learned that when you go out on a stage,
you give your all even if you have been
doing it for 15 years and are sick of giving
your all’.
To be present in the theatre and hear
the Everly Brothers sing ‘Let It Be Me’ on
28th November 2005 is now one of the
memories of my musical life. It shouldn’t
have been possible that a man of 68 and
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Desire:
Bob Dylan’s
Introduction to
Tackiness
by Lucas Stensland
While John Wesley Harding and Nashville Skyline were surely not the types of
albums Bob Dylan’s audience wanted from him in the late 1960s, Highway 61
Revisited and Another Side of Bob Dylan, mid-60s classics, were not albums his
core followers had wanted in their respective times either. These canonical albums
are each a unique achievement in which the vicissitude of Dylan’s personae
further evinced him as a wily musician who could consistently create the sound of
the day. To wit: at that time, Dylan was always one step ahead.
Alas this tendency ostensibly ended with 1975’s sublime Blood on the Tracks.
This album has often been lumped into the distasteful singer-songwriter milieu of
the 1970s, though Dylan’s palpable certainty, ironclad vision and a musicality that
was as historic as it was modern, helped elevate it into the LP pantheon. In Dylan’s
voice on Blood on the Tracks one cannot discern any compromise.
The same cannot be said for his follow-up album, Desire.
Not so say that Desire did not produce Dylan triumphs.‘Isis,’‘Abandoned Love’
(outtake found on Biograph) and ‘Black Diamond Bay’ carry the exemplary traits
we associate with the artist, such as strong turns of phrase, an avoidance of didacticism, elliptical storytelling, strong vocals, and humor. Unfortunately the album
is also fraught with something new to Dylan: passionate hokum. ‘Oh, Sister,’
‘Mozambique,’ ‘One More Cup of Coffee,’ etc. are songs that could have come at
different points in time from the likes of Kris Kristofferson, James Taylor or Sting:
that’s right, tacky musical emblems.
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The thought of somebody calling
‘Mozambique’ or ‘Oh, Sister’ Dylan-esque
is baffling. But it isn’t just specific songs
that usher Dylan into tackiness: it’s the
entire tenor of the Desire album. And in
the instance of this album my comparison
to the above-cited tacky singer-songwriters really isn’t that far off base. How
do we define these artists as tacky?
Admittedly this is a bit sticky. It would be
easy to just shrug off the question and
state, ‘Well, they just are.’ And without
getting too distracted with definitions, I
will offer one small element that separates
these artists from dignified artistry: at
least in their popular solo careers, they
have reliably given their audience what is
expected. Since artists are typically not
satisfied repeating themselves, one can
perhaps assume that these safe repetitions
are partly encouraged by financial success
and the vanity of public persona. (But
even repetition cannot assure continual
success, e.g. Kristofferson.) And as a
contrast to these tendencies, before Desire
Dylan had offered his audience misleading
(Brining It All Back Home), complex
(Highway 61 Revisited), challenging
(Blonde on Blonde), conceptual (Self
Portrait) and indulgent (New Morning)
albums that were seemingly as satisfying
to Dylan as they were to his admirers, at
least eventually.
But if one were to put a gun to Dylan’s
head and demand a commercial success,
something made-to-order, something that
would be consistent with his public image
(however slippery that is), it would probably sound like Desire, thus Bob Dylan’s
introduction to tackiness.

Of course Desire was not Dylan’s first
foray into tackiness. He had a minor hit in
1971 with ‘George Jackson,’ a song that has
mysteriously escaped all greatest hit packages and reissues (save an obscure
Australian one). One must assume that if
Dylan wanted this song to be more available, it would be. Just looking at its lyrics
causes a little seat-shifting embarrassment: ‘Authorities, they hated him because
he was just too real.’ For a minute in Bob
Dylan’s career he sounded like a very bad
Dylan impersonator. Dylan’s motive on
‘George Jackson,’ like on Desire, sounds as
much like careerism and avariciousness
than it does like political commitment or
artistic development. In fact, Dylan could
have been cognizant of this, as one could
take Desire’s title for a perverse acknowledgement of his motives.
In Desire Dylan certainly ponies up the
goods. He placates almost every stereotypical Dylan fan type. The liberals who think
of Dylan as some sort of leader got
‘Hurricane,’ an innocent-black-man-inprison song that evidences Hurricane’s
lack of support even amongst blacks; only
empathetic and socially concerned Bob
Dylan fans can truly understand
Hurricane’s plight, no matter how fictive
the song actually is. The album also
includes a romanticization of the violentoutlaw-as-hero song in the form of ‘Joey.’
In fact, Dylan’s folk audience gets loads of
narrative songs on the album, and they are
often played in sexy rock style – but on
acoustic instruments! This album aims to
please all right. It even has celebrity appearances by Eric Clapton, Emmylou Harris and
Allen Ginsberg (who wrote liner notes).
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With the album’s histrionic mysticism,
sing-along melodies, liberal ethnic tendencies, tarot card and nature album art,
complete with a Ginsberg doodling, it’s
almost as if Dylan actively wanted to
supplement his audience’s pot smoking.
(I’m surprised the album didn’t come with
a supply of incense.) Desire makes Dylan
seem for the first time sadly passé.
The sound of Desire is very attuned to
three hallmarks of the 1970s: the growing
popularity of ‘exotic’ multiculturalism;
revisionist Hollywood westerns; and
themes of separation and divorce.
If the 1960s were the decade of free
love and coming together, then surely the
1970s was its less exciting result. An
Unmarried Woman, Kramer vs. Kramer,
The Feminine Mystique, etc. were works
that emphasized that either life could be
fulfilling for singles or that women need
not depend on men for security and identity. Dylan’s separation-anxiety anthem
‘Sara’ is so personal and confessional that
it made his entire obsession with privacy
and disguise seem painfully false and trite.
Unlike the other cited separation works,
however, ‘Sara’ posits that Dylan will never
survive a divorce, and he begs her to stay
by flaunting happy memories, their children and, most embarrassingly and arrogantly, how he wrote ‘Sad Eyed Lady of the
Lowlands’ for her. The song to which he
refers is far from a greatest hit, though it is
famously the lengthy love ballad that ends
Blonde on Blonde, an album considered as
much his masterwork as any other. ‘Sara’ is
another song about Dylan’s wife that ends
an album. In more than one way Dylan is
trying to connect the two songs. Without a

doubt, ‘Sara’ is the most literally autobiographical song in his oeuvre.
That is of course if one takes the song at
face value. As seen in some of the other
name-titled songs recorded for the album
(e.g. ‘Hurricane,’ ‘Catfish’ and ‘Joey’), ‘Sara’
may contain as much fiction as fact. Then
again some of its lyrics (e.g. ‘I can still see
them playin’ with their pails in the sand,
They run to the water their buckets to fill…’)
are too boring not to be true. In this instance
saying personal things comes across as
artless. It’s when seemingly personal things
are expressed with, say, humanity, cultural
knowledge and sociological undercurrents
that make them beautiful.
Just compare it to ‘Sugar Baby,’another
Dylan song about a kind of divorce. ‘Sugar
Baby’s’ characters are in poverty, probably
in the south. They know the Bible and
drink alcohol. They seem like real people,
though their material hardships are never
the text of the song, but their lives are in
and around the song if you’re listening. It
has a richness that is instructive to understanding the crassness of ‘Sara,’ which
poses as Dylan’s personal musical diary,
but we don’t really know who Dylan the
man is, and his song about his wife doesn’t
even inform us about her. This typical
lyric says nothing about who she is or why
he loves her: ‘Sweet virgin angel, sweet love
of my life.’ And frankly it comes across as a
little creepy, not to mention that he’s
trying to woo his wife with his highly fractured memory of her. Listening to ‘Sara’ is
a cold experience, and if to heighten
enjoyment of the song someone has to
point out, ‘Sara is his actual wife,’ then that
only further exemplifies the song’s failings.
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Is he celebrating another culture or is celebrating his tenuous ability at interpreting
their music? Or is he just getting the
underrated Pat Garrett & Billy the Kid
soundtrack out of his system? In the end
Desire’s multiculturalism feels like Dylan
showing off, not exploration, like the
Masked and Anonymous soundtrack in
which other cultures explored Dylan’s
greatness instead of the other way around.
His lyrics frequently condescend to the
cultures and appropriate clichés: why
must her father be an outlaw, why must
they be illiterate, why must she only love
interpreting the stars, and must he begin
his Spanish ballad with ‘hot chili peppers
in the blistering sun’? Desire is often a
gringo’s guide to Mexico.
The front cover of the album looks
like a still from one of those anti-westerns that were the rage in 1970s
Hollywood. With his wooly coat, cowboy
hat and unshaved face,
Dylan looks like he’s been
visiting the set of Missouri
Breaks. Songs like ‘Isis’ and
‘Abandoned Love’ have a
filmic quality; furthering
the comparison to the brief
experimental phase in
Hollywood, these songs
stress
character
and
emotion over story. This
would later come to full
fruition in ‘Brownsville
Girl.’ This 1970s hallmark
is without a doubt the
album’s greatest strength
and arguably the only one
of the three 1970s trait to

The album’s multiculturalism is not
only in the album’s overt examples, ‘One
More Cup of Coffee’ and ‘Romance in
Durango,’ but also in the album’s overall
Hispanic/generic gypsy sound. Dylan’s
treatment often falls into that category of
liberal bigotry. This is the type of bigotry
that claims all blacks are cool, Japanese
humble and Native Americans wise and
magical. These types of liberals are more
comfortable constructing unreal and
romantic images of these minorities to
love instead of seeing them truthfully. In
‘One More Cup of Coffee’ he sings that his
lover’s ‘heart is like an ocean, mysterious
and dark.’ This is a long way from ‘To
Ramona,’ in which Dylan seemed more
willing to see and understand the woman
in question rather than dwell on some
exoticism.
Dylan’s attention to Hispanic culture is
uncomfortably ambiguous on the album.
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might actually be overrated. Albums like
Street-Legal and World Gone Wrong are
incredibly underrated because they refuse
to meet expectation and rely on new forms
of expression – respectively, an experimental rock sound focusing on middleaged anxiety, and traditional American
folk music that comments on modern
culture. So then what is Desire about?
Dylan posing as a gypsy with bourgeois
liberal ideals who doesn’t want his wife to
leave him and in between he has some
stories for us?
Smug music lovers say things like
‘people who like James Taylor don’t
really understand what is good about
music.’ I admit to finding annoyance
with these kinds of remarks, though I
am also apt to agree with that specific
sentiment. I bring this up because I
think something similar can be said in
our present discussion. People who
claim Desire to be their favorite Bob
Dylan album, well, must not understand
what’s so good about Dylan.

which Dylan would again return. (He
would of course continue writing songs
about separation but never specifically
divorce and/or about a wife.)
Desire is one of the few Dylan albums
to sound like its respective tours, and
perhaps this is why Dylan rarely turned to
these songs in later years, as it would feel
like re-performing the Rolling Thunder
Review. Or perhaps it is because he never
felt that close to the material; performing
‘Hurricane’ or ‘Sara’ in 1998 would have
seemed unfathomable and ridiculous
because those ‘based on a true story’ songs
are now dead. Those songs don’t speak a
universal truth. They are thin and narrow
and were only ephemerally pleasing.
‘Hurricane’ is a pusillanimous ‘The
Lonesome Death of Hattie Carroll.’ And
‘Sara’ is all effort and no heart.
Desire is a big, important sounding
Bob Dylan album, and it’s also frustrating.
I often think of the album as an older sister
to his later Time Out of Mind because they
are anomalies in Dylan’s career: they

Bobby dazzler

I was fascinated by the recent Arena two-parter on Bob Dylan.
I’m too young to have been influenced by any of his music but
I appreciate it now. It’s said that he was a brilliant poet, but not
much of a singer, so I wondered what Simon Cowell would
have made of him in The X Factor?
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Pat Garrett
&
Billy The Kid
by Stephen Scobie
In my book Alias Bob Dylan Revisited, I devote a whole chapter to Sam
Peckinpah’s 1973 film Pat Garrett & Billy the Kid. In that chapter, I write in detail
about Bob Dylan’s contribution to the film, both as composer of the soundtrack
music, and as the actor playing Alias. Here, I’d like to discuss a recent development in the complicated history of the film’s text.
There are now three different versions of Pat Garrett & Billy the Kid. #1 is the
original theatrical version, released by MGM in 1973. As is widely known, this
version was taken out of Peckinpah’s control by the studio, and re-edited (with
the reluctant help of Peckinpah’s own team). Peckinpah himself disowned it. #2,
which came out from Turner Classics in 1988, is the so-called ‘Director’s Cut,’ the
version which Peckinpah would have submitted to MGM (but which then would
have been subject to further refinement). Reportedly, Peckinpah himself kept a
copy of this version, and it’s the one he would show to friends who wanted to see
his film. This version has been available on VHS, but not on DVD; it’s the version
I used when writing my chapter. Now we have #3, the ‘2005 Special Edition,’ put
together by Paul Seydor and Nick Redman, long-time Peckinpah scholars. #3 is
supposedly based on notes and recollections by Peckinpah himself. It is issued on
a new DVD double-disc set, which also includes #2, so viewers can compare and
take their choice.
What follows is my comparison between #2 and #3 – I have no access to a copy
of #1. It isn’t by any means a complete list of differences, just the ones that particularly struck me.
In general #3 is much tighter than #2. It trims a lot of scenes down, omitting
lines of dialogue. For a viewer (like me) who is very familiar with #2, these omissions are rather jarring. I am very aware of the missing lines (which include some
of my favourites), and at times the edits over the gaps seem to me very awkward.
In some cases (such as the death of Black Harris), the deletion of the final line
takes away the whole point of the scene.
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In #2, Billy shoots Olinger twice. #3
omits the second shot, which may be
gratuitous – but its gratuitousness is surely
part of Billy’s character.
#3 finally includes the scene between
Garrett and his wife, which appeared
neither in #1 nor in #2 (despite the fact
that #2 has a credit for the actress playing
Mrs Garrett). It’s not a great scene, but it is
useful for developing Garrett’s character,
especially since the wife is Mexican.
However, it contains a couple of lines of
dialogue which directly contradict what
has happened in the previous scene, which
may be why it has been omitted in
previous versions. It is wonderful to see it,
finally, but in the last resort its omission
did not hurt the film.
#2 has a shot of Billy filing off his leg
irons. In #3, they just disappear.
The scene of Black Harris’s death
hinges on whether or not he knows where
Billy is hiding. He says he knows, and that
he’ll tell it to Garrett after he has shot him:
‘It’ll be the last thing you
hear,’ he promises.
Instead, Garrett shoots
Harris, and, dying, he
looks up at Garrett and
says sarcastically, ‘Paris,
France.’ This line, which
seems to me the whole
point of the scene, is
unaccountably omitted
from #3.
One of the continuing controversies over
Pat Garrett & Billy the
Kid has been the use of
Dylan’s ‘Knockin’ on

The whole opening/credits sequence
has been drastically re-edited. In #2, the
sequence was interrupted by freeze-frame
shots for the credits; in #3, the sequence
runs through without interruption, and
the credits are a self-contained unit. Both
versions have their merits. #3 is certainly
more fluid, but I kinda miss those freezeframes.
#3 omits the whole scene of Bell
leaving the saloon, which I think is necessary to establish Bell’s character for his
later prominence.
After the credits, we come to the scene
where Garrett traps Billy and friends at the
cabin at Tivan Aroyos. #2 begins this
sequence with shots of Garrett outside,
establishing the trap before we even see
Billy; #3 begins with shots of Billy inside.
No doubt in my mind that #2 is superior.
#3 omits the scene of the dying Charlie
B o w d r e
attempting to
play poker.
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Garrett knows, but not how Poe knows. I
think the film needs both scenes, and that
neither #2 nor #3 is satisfactory on this
point. (I think both scenes are in #1, but I
can’t check. If so, it would be the only
point on which #1 is to be preferred!)
#3 drastically curtails the scene
between Garrett and Will the coffin-maker
(played by Peckinpah himself), reducing it
to a meaningless couple of lines, and
entirely omitting Peckinpah calling
Garrett a ‘chickenshit son of a bitch.’
#3 omits the line in which Garrett tells
Poe ‘What you want and what you get are
two different things.’
At the end of the film, as Garrett rides
off, #2 fades back into the initial sequence,
the frame narrative of Garrett’s own assassination by Poe, many years later. #3 does
not go back to the frame, but simply
brings up the final credits over the shot of
Garrett’s receding horse – so in #3, it’s not
really a ‘frame’ at all.
As these comments show, in most cases
I still prefer #2 to #3. #3 is fascinating
(especially for the Mrs Garrett scene), but
it loses too much. It may just be that I am
so familiar with #2 that I can’t see it with
sufficient critical distance to be prepared
to cut some of my favourite lines.
Someone who sees the film for the first
time in version #3 might well then find #2
flabby and redundant. But whichever way
you look at it, it’s still a great film. And the
DVD set, with both versions in full, is a
great buy.

Heaven’s Door’ in the scene of Sheriff
Baker’s death. Peckinpah’s regular
composer, Jerry Fielding, who despised
Dylan, argued that the words were superfluous, that all that needed to be said was
already there in the visuals; and Peckinpah
seems to have agreed with him. But the
producers of #1, who had paid good
money for a Bob Dylan soundtrack, put
the vocal in, words and all. #2 took the
words out, using only the “ooh ooh”
backing. #3 puts the words back in,
though only the first verse. For once, and
on this occasion only, I agree with
Fielding. I think the words are superfluous
– and in any case, all Dylan fans will hear
them in their heads as they watch this
scene.
Lemuel’s long speech offering Garrett
a ‘wumman’ has been trimmed of some of
its more obscene bits in #3, resulting in a
very awkward edit.
The scene of Garrett exchanging shots
with a man on a raft has been shifted in #3
to an earlier point in the film.
Now here is a nice puzzle. Both Garrett
and Poe get the information that Billy is
still holed up in Fort Sumner. Garrett gets
it by slapping around a prostitute called
Ruthie Lee; Poe gets it by beating up some
men in a bunkhouse. The Ruthie Lee scene
is present in #1, omitted in #2, restored in
#3. But #3 entirely omits the Poe scene
(on, I think, the rationale that it is the only
scene in the whole film in which neither
Pat nor Billy appears. Its omission also
means that we lose all trace of Elisha Cook
Jr, which is a great shame). So in #2, we
know how Poe knows, but not how
Garrett knows; in #3, we know how
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Hi Andrew
Enclosed is cheque for my years renewal of Judas!, as usual it is keeping up the excellent
standard of articles and as I have said before it is the natural successor to The Telegraph
and continues to plough a unique furrow.
I was interested in your comments in this months issue during the article on ‘Bob Dylan
and Traditional Scottish Music’ about the wonderful late lamented Sandy Denny. She has
always been in my opinion the greatest female singer these isles have produced and your
comments about her singing ‘a version so heartbreakingly beautiful that it stops time;
even breathing seems almost immoral when you play it’ just so sums up exactly how I feel
about so many of her performances. However dedicated as I am I have never heard her
version of ‘Wild Mountain Thyme’ where can it be found?
Moving on I was astonished by some of the comments of Andrew Davies in your letters
page. Obviously everyone has different opinions of any of Bob’s work, and even though
I have a friend who thinks Masked and Anonymous is rubbish I really don’t find it that
bad. Certainly it is an improvement on Hearts of Fire in my humble opinion which I
really found little in it to make me go back and watch it again.
But what I really take Andrew to task on is his dismissal of Chronicles Vol. One as rubbish.
I am no great literary critic but I find Bob’s book a beautiful lyrical read especially in relation to his arrival and time in New York in the early 60’s. He is able to put the reader into
those times in a beautiful and lucid way which is surely a sign of a great work. I don’t
what Andrew was expecting but Bob’s book exceeded all my expectations. I can only
assume that our dear Mr. Davies has a standard most authors cannot achieve.
Perhaps it is a indication of the books richness is that I have read it completely through
four times and dipped into it frequently since its publication and I look forward to
Volume Two with great anticipation.
Rob Bostock
Leicester
P.S. If you have the time please let me know where I can find Sandy’s version of ‘Wild
Mountain Thyme’ as I would love to hear it.
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Dear Andrew
There was much to enjoy in Judas! 16 – from Alan Davis on ‘Exhibiting Dylan’, where it
was good to see our man getting recognition alongside other great artists, (and thanks
for the acknowledgement Alan, most thoughtful) to the letter from 11 year old Ryan
McGready. How interesting it was to read his comments on ten Dylan classics – I felt
quite hopeful afterwards.
Robert Forryan’s ‘Songs From Another World’ was wonderfully evocative; in searching
for the appropriate phrase he created some memorable images, but I would disagree with
his description of Bob’s current stage dress code as ‘comfortable scruffiness.’ With shiny
boots and shirt collars sparkling to match his hat trim, he looks very fine and dandy to
me. (Robert’s article was reprinted from the back pages of Homer, the slut and therefore he
was referring to the stage dress of that time, not currently – ed.)
As far as I am concerned, Andrew Davies can leave the comfort of his Siberian cave
without fear – I also thought Masked And Anonymous was awful. It made me want to hide
behind the sofa – you can’t use the off button on Bob, can you? Everyone looked as if they
were in a bad audition and each scene was so staged it make your jaw ache. Even a writer
of genius couldn’t salvage anything from this mess, but it could have been so different,
surely Bob can have anything he wants exactly how he wants it – or could that be the
problem?
Andrew also claims that Tarantula and most of the album sleeve notes are ‘unreadable
rubbish’. Personally, I find some – Bringing It All Back Home for instance – very readable,
although they may be rubbish for all I know. But I must protest when he puts Chronicles
in the same category. Surely this is Bob at his most acceptable and entertaining? And to
write it off as ‘rubbish’ without telling us why is just plain cruel.
Finally, I feel that I cannot let summer ’06 pass without mentioning that it is forty years
since the release of Blonde on Blonde. I’m not big on anniversaries but this is an album
so staggering that I’ll make an exception.
By 1965 we were used to the idea that each of Bob’s records would be groundbreaking
but this was something else. I can clearly remember the elation of hearing it for the first
time: ‘Rainy Day Women #12 & 35’, ‘Visions of Johanna’, ‘Stuck Inside of Mobile’,
‘Leopard Skin Pill Box Hat’, ‘Just Like a Woman’, ‘4th Time Around’ – it was almost too
much. Most of the blues references were lost on me and I didn’t appreciate the sexual
innuendo of say, ‘Temporary Like Achilles’ (it took you, Andrew, to open my eyes to that
in Troubadour, talk about ‘never be the same again’!) In fact, I didn’t understand much
of it at all, but no matter – I was just glad to have it, to listen in wonder to Bob at his
genius best and reflect on how great it was to be around when this was happening.
Forty years on, older and little wiser, I think a small celebration would not be out of
place, so in the spirit of the album’s first track, lets raise a glass to Blonde on Blonde.
Sheila Clarke
Chester
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Dear Andy
I would like to reply to a comment in Jim LaClair’s letter in Judas! #16. Jim is probably
both right and wrong in what he says about the title of Dylan's ‘Cover Down, Break
Through’. He is wrong in believing that this is not the ‘correct’ title of the song, because
in point of fact, it is. By which I mean that it is the title under which the song was duly
registered at the US Federal Copyright Office on May 23rd, 1980. Please refer to p. 17 of
Tim Dunn’s priceless and never enough praised The Bob Dylan Copyright Files. The
song was briefly known for a while among fans as ‘Cover Down’, and it is included with
this shortened title in a list, probably in Dylan’s hand, of songs rehearsed at Rundown
for the Fall 1980 tour (and reproduced on p. 148 of Clinton Heylin’s Behind Closed
Doors sessionography).
But if Jim is wrong in assuming the song’s title is not correct, he is most probably right
when he states that what Dylan actually sings in the refrain sounds rather more like
‘Cover down, pray through’, which would imply that the official title must be the result
of a transcription error by Dylan’s staff. As far as we know, there is no studio version of
‘Cover Down, Break Through’, so it stands to reason that the song’s lyrics must have been
transcribed for copyright purposes from a live recording (and my guess is that they probably used the Toronto Massey Hall April 19 or 20, 1980 tapes). The words of the song
changed from show to show, as was the case with other unreleased songs of the Gospel
period (such as ‘City of Gold’), but the refrain remained consistently the same. This
wouldn’t be the first nor the last instance of mistranscription we are confronted with.
To rely on ‘aural evidence’ like Jim LaClair does is always rather hazardous, to say the
least, as no two people will ever hear the same thing in a Dylan recording (particularly a
live one), but in this case I think we can look for additional proof in the source texts for
the song. ‘Cover Down, Break Through’ happens to derive mainly from Ephesians, Chap.
6. The armour imagery used in the song’s second verse is taken directly from there.
Compare the lyrics (We all need protection / By the armour of the Lord / The sword of
God is sharper / Than any double-sided sword / He’s the helmet of salvation / The breastplate of righteousness / Genesis to Revelation / Repent and confess) with Ephesians, 6:
11,13-14, 16-17 (both the Revised Standard and the King James versions will do). Well,
once you’ve donned the entire suit of armour and faith, Ephesians 6:18 adds: ‘Pray at all
times in the Spirit, with all prayers and supplication…’ Otherwise, ‘pray through’. I’ve
always heard ‘Cover down, pray through’ myself, and I believe the biblical evidence
clinches the case in our favour.
However, in my opinion, there is a very serious risk involved in basing any commentary
or theory about Dylan on what the listener believes he hears him sing. Of course, at times,
we have to rely on transcriptions of some sort, no official lyrics being available. Yet we all
know many instances, including works of a high scholarly nature, where commentary is
based on subjective transcriptions when there is no need: Michael Gray, for one, occa63
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sionally relies on these (mistakenly in my opinion), and the anecdote about the ‘Love
Sick’ lyrics which opens Bjorn Waller’s article in Judas! # 16 offers an excellent example
of the pitfalls I was alluding to. It is of course much to be regretted that we have no valid
edition of Dylan’s lyrics (the man simply doesn’t care), not to forget the added difficulty
of his constant rewrites and improvisations in performance, but insofar as possible one
must always work with the official sources available, no matter of how little merit, and
whenever obvious errors are corrected by the interpreter, explicit mention should be
made thereof. Interpretations may be free, but not when based on obvious mishearings.
Personal transcriptions are simply unscientific, even when they are correct, as I believe is
the case with ‘Cover Down, Break Through’… to give it its official name.
And oh yes, another great issue, of course. Keep on keeping on, etc.
Antonio J. Iriarte
Madrid

Paris 2002
Duncan Hume
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A Dip
In
The Pool

Judas!

The Dylan Pool is, along with RMD, the leading Internet Dylan discussion forum.
A now defunct feature of the Pool was the Song Oracle, which each day would throw
up a song written or performed by Dylan for general discussion.
There were many talented writers on these threads, but most would probably rate
Jonathan Shimkin, a Judas! contributor, as among the very best. Another frequent
and much-admired Oracle writer was Judas! stalwart Nick Hawthorne, and Peter
Vincent, who previously contributed to the magazine on the editorial side, also
featured regularly.
For this special Desire edition, we thought it would be fun to cull out the writings
of these three on the album’s songs. We emphasise that many other people wrote very
well on the Oracle, Jonathan, Nick and Peter were picked purely because of their
Judas! links. Their contributions have been edited slightly, but only to correct the
grammatical and spelling mistakes and unclear expression inevitable in a message
board context, and remove extraneous asides. What is actually said about the songs
is unchanged from what was written in the heat of the moment.
The unedited messages, plus, as already mentioned more than once, much else
very well worth reading, can be found in the Song Oracle Archives at
http://pool.dylantree.com/pool_oracle.php. You can view the songs in chronological
order as they came up, by album, or, by clicking on ‘Song’ at the head of the table, in
alphabetical order.
The ‘conversation’ between our chosen three does not exactly start off with a bang,
only Peter seeming much interested in ‘Hurricane’ (though characteristically
contentious in what he says), but matters quickly warm up as we journey further into
the album…
65
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Hurricane

no guitar. His hands are free to complete
the performance, waving either side of
him or pressed together, or gripping the
harp he blows so effectively.

PV: It’s always amazed me how little
people are impressed by this song. It is so
dramatic, intense, stirring, cinematic. I’m
always gripped by the story and performance and great and memorable tune.
There really is nothing else exactly like it in
the canon. The fact that things probably
didn’t happen that way is neither here nor
there, it’s a story they’re telling, doesn’t
have to be true to facts, just true to life.

That is what the performance is about,
drama. The dialogue passages are inspired
in this performance. No time for more at
the moment, but you get the idea!

NH: On Desire, this song is one of
several great songs, but it never shone for
me in the way ‘Black Diamond Bay’ does.
But live in 1975 ‘Isis’ became one of
Dylan’s greatest works.

JS:
Coming back to the Desire version
of ‘Isis’, after listening to it only in its live
incarnations for a while, it sounded kind
of slow and poky at first – missing the fire
and drama. But the more I listened, the
more drawn in I was to Bob’s vocal – every
line is so richly rendered and full of subtle
gradations of tone: listen to the way he
sings the ‘her’ in ‘hold on to her very long’
– with that slight rolling vibrato on the ‘r’,
or the way he sings ‘ice’ or ‘word’ or the
two appreciably distinct ‘chopped’s! And
it’s not just the felicitous delivery of individual words; whole phrases, that read, in
print, rather mundanely, take on extraordinary color with his inspired phrasing
and enunciation: ‘I knew right away he
was not ordinary’; ‘She was there, in the
meadow, where the creek used to rise…’

The total drama of those performances is
second to none in Dylan’s career. The
video of Dylan performing the song,
complete with white face paint and wild
hat that seems like it is alive, is
mesmerising. The wild-eyed look, the
energy and vitality of the performance
grips you for every second. He performs
the song in the truest sense, he acts it out.
Like a one-act play, a mini-drama. All
boosted of course by the fact that he has

As excited as I am by the RTR performances of ‘Isis’, I must say there’s a range of
vocal nuance in the studio version which
gives it equal, if distinct, footing for me.
The whole song sounds like he’s sculpting
out of air and breath, palpating language
as a material thing, alive to the physical
feel of each syllable, vowel and consonant.
It’s a stunning studio performance; must
have been something in the air that night
– same night that ‘Sara’ was recorded.

I’m talking about the Desire version, of
course, which Bob was disappointed in
after he’d done it. The version with
Emmylou which Bob loved but had to pull
due to potential libel problems is absolute
pants if you ask me, none of the drama
and bite of the released version but just a
pretty-sounding but interminable yawn.
Lots of good live versions, but really
nothing that touches Desire.
Isis
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about marriage? It would be a song about
divorce.

PV: (responding to a different contributor) …I want to take mild issue with the
latest point above, that the song definitely
does not have a happy ending.

Mozambique
PV: Musically and lyrically it just
sounds like a riff to me, either Bob just
started playing something and Jacques
threw this together off the top of his head,
or vice versa. A bit of polishing and
cleaning up and there’s your song. I’m not
saying that’s what happened, just
that that’s what it
sounds
like.

‘She told me that one day we would
meet up again,
And things would be different the next
time we wed.’
‘She said, “You look different.” I said,
“Well, I guess.”’
Very briefly, the argument would be that
the narrator’s immaturity caused the original break-up but that the mystical and
serene Isis kept and expressed her faith in
him and prophesied his return. After
undergoing a mystical journey, a kind
of rite of passage or initiation ceremony, he returned to her grown and
changed.
‘She said, “You gonna stay?” I said,
“If you want me to, YES.”’
She is offering him a welcome and at
the same time asking ‘Are you
ready? Have you grown
enough?’ To be effusive
is not in the serenity of
her nature, but her
welcome
is
warm
enough, calm and
accepting, to draw an
ecstatic response. If
the intention of the
song was that their
reunion should be as
quickly shattered as
their first time
together, why would
Dylan call it a song
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full of allure; love the playful obviousness
of the rhymes. What’s not to love? Yes, it’s
a ‘tourist brochure’ – but even tourist
brochures seduce with their promise of a
lost paradise regained, and it’s the
yearning for even the ‘illusion’ of a paradise that makes the song affecting.

Not long before the song was written a
more than decade-long struggle for independence had come to an end in
Mozambique, and not long afterwards a
more than two decades long civil war
began. When you think of all the miserable suffering the country had endured
and was to endure, the song seems like a
mockery, but in fact it’s an (almost) true
depiction of one aspect of it.

It takes another turn when Bob does it on
the Hard Rain video – comes across with a
grain of bitterness in it, as if to say ‘Who
could actually believe in this romantic
palaver?’ It turns, that is, from a paean to
illusion to a song about disillusionment!
Maybe it’s just the way he looks as he sings
it, but it’s suddenly not so goofy
anymore…

I had a number of South African friends in
those days, and they had all been to
Mozambique many times and regarded it
as a peaceful holiday paradise. All the time
the war for independence was going on,
but the fighting was in the north, well
away from the beaches the South Africans
loved. I remember one telling me that you
could leave anything you liked on the
beach, if a native passed by and saw it they
would sit down to guard it, terrified that it
might be stolen by someone else and they
having been in the vicinity would be
implicated. That’s how harshly the
Portuguese colonial government punished
theft, and is why I said ‘almost’.

One More Cup of Coffee
PV: Lovely song, it really is a perfect
jewel. Not the only one of those on Desire,
but it stands out as being one of two
written by Bob solo, so we don’t have to
wonder whose inspiration a particular
phrase is. It also stands out among the
performances of Bob’s career for its use of
appoggiatura, which the dictionary calls ‘a
grace note which delays the next note of
the melody’ and which I would describe,
less gracefully, as a quavering extension of
the musical line. The only other examples
I can think of offhand are ‘To Ramona’
and the Isle of Wight ‘Wild Mountain
Thyme’.

‘And you see why it’s so unique to be
Among the lovely people living free
Upon the beach of sunny
Mozambique.’
JS:
I’ve always liked this song - found it
both slightly goofy and affecting. Love the
triple harmonies of the three very distinct
voices: Bob’s, Emmylou’s, and Scarlet’s
violin; love the little vocal embellishments
Emmylou lays down between the verses;
love the way Bob extends the first syllable
of the word ‘Mozambique’, as if it’s the
word even more than the place that’s so

In his sleeve notes to Desire, when
speaking of this song Allen Ginsberg refers
to ‘voice lifts in Hebraic cantillation never
before heard in US song, ancient blood
singing’. I don’t think it’s cantillation
strictly speaking, as that means to rhyth68
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It’s like the setting for a short story or
novel, except that we never do get the story
itself. An unforgettable setting, though,
lucidly and limpidly woven in words and
music, and a great piece of both writing
and performance. For my taste, though, it
hasn’t often worked in live performance
since Rolling Thunder, an exception being
the one-off arrangement at the Supper
Club – maybe if he was to do it acoustically again?

mically chant or intone (dictionary again),
but it’s still a wonderful observation.
Nor is this the only song on Desire to
betray Hebraic influence. ‘And is our
purpose not the same on this earth, to love
and follow His direction’ is in many ways
the essence of Judaism; obedience to God’s
law is what is required, for its own sake
rather than in hope of any eternal reward,
as opposed to the Christian idea of
redemption through faith.

NH: I think it’s rubbish. A pathetic
attempt at making some ‘exotic’ sounding
music, with the pastiche melody thrown
like a rotting quilt over the badly put
together lyric. Every time I hear it, it makes
me squirm with…

It’s tempting to wonder whether the Sister
and the unnamed woman of ‘One More
Cup of Coffee’ are in some ways the same
person, or different aspects of the same
person – though, as opposed to ‘We grew
up together from the cradle to the grave’,
the singer in ‘One More Cup of Coffee’ is
very much the outsider looking in on this
remarkable family, kind of like ‘On The
Road Again’ with a supernatural, numinous element replacing the jokes.

Oh, hang on… I was talking about
‘Something’s Burning Baby’, been in my
head after I heard it accidentally and I just
can’t shift the bugger…
Right, what do we have here then, ‘One
More Cup of Coffee’…well it’s lateish and
I’ve had a stressful day but I need to say
something on this really as ten posts really
is not good enough folks.

In three verses Dylan establishes the
woman’s great beauty and that she is alienated from human affections, serving a
higher purpose; that her father is a
dangerous man of remarkable gifts, and a
ruler in his own sphere; that the women of
the family, including this one, have the
divine power of foreseeing the future; and
that she has something of a divine nature
too, albeit that of a pagan goddess (shades
of Isis). Her ‘pleasure knows no limits’; her
voice is ‘like a meadowlark’, adding to the
vision of beauty in the first verse; her heart
is ‘like an ocean, mysterious and dark’. The
same ocean that ends at the shore in ‘Oh
Sister’?

I will speak about the album version, as I
agree that versions after the RTR never
really did the song justice. I would add to
that by saying it was never a big favourite
of mine on the RTR either, although there
are some exceptional performances of it. I
think they got this one spot on in the
studio. And that is because it really fits.
The whole album has that air of the exotic,
of the dramatic, of the mysterious. It is, to
me anyway, a very sensual album, very
sexual, full of dark beauty. Songs such as
69
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The image is there, planted in our minds
right there. The woman is beautiful, we
know she is! The back, the hair (very erotic
areas on a woman), eyes like jewels, sweet
breath. This woman sounds like an angel.

'Isis', 'Romance in Durango', the brilliant
and underrated 'Black Diamond Bay', the
dark 'Oh Sister', the brilliant 'Joey' (I never
understood the general apathy towards or
even dislike of 'Joey'). When it comes to
personal preference I prefer Street-Legal as
an album, but Desire is well constructed,
brilliantly played musically, and I only
don't play it that often because the songs,
by and large, are surpassed by their live
versions ('Isis', 'Mozambique', 'Romance',
'Oh Sister').

But our singer senses no actual affection,
stone maybe underneath the beauty.
Where are her loyalties? Not to him, but to
the stars…
The images of fate, the stars, fortune are a
premonition of what was to be explored
on Street-Legal, the tarot etc.

But I digress, as I always do… ‘One More
Cup of Coffee’ is perfect on the album.
The song speaks of beauty and of jewels,
and this song is just that, a dark, sensual,
mysterious jewel. I think Bob does drama
and sensuality very well, and it was all
over this period of his career. It is in
Blood on the Tracks, in Desire, on the RTR
and in Renaldo and Clara. It was the peak
of Dylan’s career, the peak of his
creativity, the peak of his writing. The
peak of his singing. The peak. Simple as
that.

Oh shit, I’m being called now! I was just
getting into this. Well I’ve gone on too
long anyhow. The second verse adds to the
mystery. The third sees the ‘sister’ theme of
the album awaken again, and more is
added about the woman, voice of a meadowlark, and a heart that is wonderfully
described as: ‘Like an ocean, mysterious
and dark’. That sums up the song. Dark
and deep like an ocean. With beauty and a
sensuality all of its own.
And I don’t even drink bloody coffee.
Oh, Sister

I love that RTR violin sound and it makes
this song exotic, places it in context. The
song opens and we are transported, where
are we? Sounds flamenco-like, is it South
America? Dylan’s voice is warbling with
trills, it sounds exotic and mysterious. I
want to hear more!

PV: I’ve always liked this song, with its
sinuous melody and spooky lyric. I like the
Judaic feel and the combination of earthly
and spiritual affection. I like ‘time is an
ocean but it ends at the shore/you may not
see me tomorrow’. Just to be contrary, I
don’t much like the Hard Rain version,
though. (Note: the latter had been much
praised by earlier contributors.)

What opening lines, eh? ‘Your breath is
sweet, your eyes are like two jewels in the
sky’: unforgettable. Beautifully written.
Erotic, dare I say it? And there is more of
that: ‘Your back is straight, your hair is
smooth on the pillow where you lie’.

JS:
The song’s always moved me as
the plea of someone who has declared his
hand in love and is dangling in the
70
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Listen to ‘Joey’ with a focus on the line-byline enunciation and phrasing of lines like:

excruciating uncertainty of not knowing
how it’s going to turn out. He’s poised
between acceptance and rejection, and
saying all he can to insure the former, i.e.,
God’s on my side in this… It’s kind of
parallel to ‘Sad Eyed Lady’ – ‘Should I
leave them by your gate / or, Sad-eyed
lady, should I wait?’ – but cast in mythological terms, rather than personal ones.
If you’ve ever been there, as a ‘brother’ or
‘sister’ or a ‘niece’ or ‘nephew’, the song is
speaking directly to you – an arrow
aimed right at the overlap of doubt and
hope – and right on target.

‘Well,’ he answered, ‘just because…’
‘No one ever knew for sure where they
were really at…’
‘Let Con Edison take the blame!’
‘…the life – he left – behind…’
‘’He ain’t dead, he’s just asleep.’ ‘
‘…one last goodbye to the son that he
could not save.’
– or particular words, like: ‘rivals,’
‘preserve,’ ‘suffered terrible defeats…’ The
song becomes an amazing canvas, with
these phrases slathered about like some
particularly thick AbEx brush strokes that
just happen to add up to a portrait that is
more the occasion for the paint than an
attempt to do realistic ‘justice’ to the
features of a given face. It’s a rich, sensually
sonorous soundscape on Desire – Bob’s
voice beautifully augmented by the violin,
Emmylou’s backing vocal, accordion,
etc… and I now find the pacing pitched
just right. The song still has my least
favorite Dylan rhyme of all time in it – the
New York/fork connection – but I’m
reconciled to all the rest of it, and value it
more highly now than I have in the past.

Joey
JS:
A contentious one, for sure, for two
main reasons – the moral factor, and what
we might call the ‘turgidity’ factor.
The first sees the song as a pernicious
valorization of Joey Gallo, which assumes
that Bob either is the narrator of the story,
or is endorsing the narrator’s viewpoint. I
don’t see that either assumption is
warranted, especially in the context of
Desire and its theatrical play with narrative
voice and modes of story-telling.
The second objection - the song is ‘too
slow,’ ‘boring’, etc… – is the more serious.
I’ve held it myself, over the years, but
recent listenings have won me over (the
remastering job helped), because I’ve
come to see how the pacing serves the
vocal, and the vocal is a wondrous thing
on ‘Joey’ – rich, sensuous, with the drawnout delivery that brings to mind the decelerated tempi of 1995, that were also
explorations of vocal textures unique to
that type of arrangement.

PV: (Who, like Nick, either wasn’t moved
to say anything about ‘Joey’, or maybe just
wasn’t around, so here’s his thoughts on
‘Pretty Boy Floyd’ instead; they do relate.)
One of Dylan’s finest solo studio performances of more recent years (not very recent
of course, getting on for 15 years old now),
even when set alongside all the wonders of
Good As I Been To You and World Gone
Wrong. The driving, relentlessly rhythmic
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guitar and powerful, keening voice
perfectly convey the story of the man
unjustly driven from his home and family
who hid in the wooded hills of Oklahoma,
emerging to deal out his own particular
band of justice by taking the money
extorted from the poor of
Oklahoma by rich bankers
and giving it back to
those poverty-stricken
families…

of language’, though certainly Floyd was
responsible for the slayings of a number
of law enforcement officers who were
attempting to apprehend him or
prevent him committing
crimes; most notoriously, the ‘Kansas
City Massacre’, in
which four FBI
agents were killed
as Floyd and
o t h e r s
attempted to
free a Mafia
killer from
custody.

Pretty Boy Floyd
was a murderer
and a thief, a
drifter who
lived
a
squalid
a n d
violent
life.
H i s
wife

Floyd always
denied having
any hand in
this, but the FBI
evidence seems
reasonably
convincing to
me, certainly more so than the
word of such a man.
Anything to his
favour? Well,
although
Floyd lived
in
and
committed
crimes
in
a
number of states,
he did indeed
spend a period on
the run in backwoods Oklahoma,
and it is true that
at that time he

divorced him while
he was in jail
for armed
robbery,
then
left
her
second husband to live with
Floyd on the run, sharing
him with another woman
who had left her own
husband for him. The historical record does not recount
any deputy sheriff being
killed for using ‘vulgar words
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shared some of the proceeds of his bank
robberies with local poor families. There
appears to be no basis for the ‘here’s a
Christmas dinner’ story, and as for ‘others
tell you ‘bout a stranger that come to beg a
meal, and underneath the napkin left a
thousand dollar bill’, this comes from the
true story of Floyd’s last meal.

Love the Catholic wedding followed by a
nod to pre-Columbian religion. Music and
lyrics mesh together perfectly, and it’s
great both live and in the studio. Reading
about the big band sessions with Eric
Clapton they sound like they ought to
have been a mess, but this definitely isn’t.
JS:
Funny to listen to the Desire version
after listening to this mainly on Live ‘75 in
recent months – it sounds like ‘Durango’
on barbiturates! The ‘on the run’ narrative
thread is just one part of a mix (i.e., it
doesn’t call for unraveling) that sounds
less like a story than a fantasia – all those
Mexicali elements thrown into a kaleidoscope and given several twists and turns to
produce a fragmented pattern. Not that
different a strategy from ‘Tom Thumb’s
Blues,’ really – just a much looser weave. It
coheres less around a mood than an idea,
which gives it a thinner texture.
Emmylou’s harmony adds a lot to the
album version; the dynamics that were
introduced in the live versions give the
song an energy boost that makes it leap,
like an electron, to a higher level of spin. I
always liked the way that on Desire it
segues into ‘Black Diamond Bay’ – kind of
like a double-feature at your neighborhood theater…

Being pursued on foot through a forested
area of Ohio, he begged a meal at a farmhouse. Though suspicious, the lady of the
house allowed him to wash and cooked
him a meal, for which he thanked her and
paid – one dollar. Later in the day he was
shot down and killed by police while
running for shelter in the woods.
Pretty Boy Floyd was viewed by many as a
romantic figure in his day, which didn’t
stop him from actually being a vicious
and murderous hoodlum. Woody Guthrie
left out all the bad parts (most of his life
story, in fact), exaggerated the good parts
and invented some more. Does that make
it a bad song? Not at all, it’s a great story
made even better by the brilliance of
Dylan’s performance. Just remember that
like the assorted ‘Billy’s, like ‘Hurricane’,
like ‘Joey’, it’s a story, not history.
Romance in Durango

NH: The Song of the Day is back –
HURRAH! And it is that great dramatic
evocative song ‘Romance in Durango’ –
HURRAH! However, I have just got in
from Brussels and am exhausted – BOO!

PV: ‘My head is vibrating, I feel a sharp
pain’: been a few mornings where that line
has resonated. Seriously, Desire is brimful
of travelogues and story-songs, and this is
one of the best. Nothing too serious about
it, it’s a straightforward story told through
hints and freeze-frame incidents, full of
the heat and colour and dust of everyone’s
image of Mexico.

I wrote about this in the Live 75 review I
did for Judas!, so if anyone has that they
can dig it out and see what I said. Of
course that was writing specifically about
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the live version, which is in my opinion
superior to the studio take which is a
different beast, but a beast I still enjoy. I
just think the live versions took the song to
its pinnacle and fulfilled its potential.

the front desk; Marcel Dalio in the casino,
etc… The ‘story’ is not of any one of them,
but of the weave – how they intersect (on
the staircase, in the lobby), of the sheer
simultaneity of their being all in the same
place at the same time, under the auspices
of a Grand Destiny: the eruption that
sinks the island (‘It happens every day,’
says the cynical desk clerk).

From the great opening line ‘Hot chili
peppers in the blistering sun’ onwards the
song is pure drama, and as heard on Live
75 is among the best examples in Dylan’s
history of him really acting, performing a
song on stage as a performance. This is
written like a play, with asides and scene
setting. I love ‘Oh can it be that I am
slain?’, wonderful line. I love the way the
music builds to the release of the chorus,
starting and stopping as many Rolling
Thunder songs did to great dramatic
effect. And then the whole thing ends on
the most dramatic note, as the players all
chorus:

You can feel Dylan and Levy’s delight in
keeping all these balls in the air, juggling
the details and fitting them into the deft
versification; the weave of the harmonies –
Bob’s and Emmylou’s voices; the interplay
of harp and the violin, particularly – reflect
and augment the structure of the song. At
the end of the day, the storyteller wearies of
his creation and pulls the plug on this little
diamond of a world he has cut and faceted
with such care; he moves on to the next
thing (‘another beer’) and is left with only
a few bits of flotsam and jetsam (hat and
shoes) from his fictional world, a couple of
signs that might just as well have been the
starting points for the whole construction
(‘ok, who wears the hat? who fills the
shoes?’). It all fades away, but we’ve been
witness to an act as old as the oldest ballad
ever sung by Bob and as fresh as Desire
itself – the transmission of tales…

‘We may not make it through the night.’
The song crashes to a mighty conclusion,
our actors leaving us on the edge of our
seats, and the song exits stage left. Played
with ‘Isis’ in ‘75 it made a lethal combination of dramatic brilliance. As I say, this is
a truncated version of what I said in Judas!
But I meant every word.
Black Diamond Bay

PV: (Again, Nick and Peter either had
nothing to say on this song or weren’t
around. Here’s Peter on ‘Lily, Rosemary and
the Jack of Hearts’, though; again, it does
relate.)

JS:
A celebration of the fabulist’s art
and the sheer joy of constructing stories.
There are at least five here: the tragic
heroine; the suicidal Greek; the desk clerk;
the soldier and the tiny man; the loser &
dealer in the casino. This could be MGM
in the 30’s, or Warner Bros. in the 40’s –
Garbo in the Panama Hat; Lewis Stone
offering dour commentary from behind

Michael Gray suggests that Lord Buckley’s
‘The Ballad of Dan McGroo’ may have
been an influence on ‘Lily, Rosemary’. I
would say that it very likely was.1
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Buckley’s words were themselves a version
of Robert Service’s ‘The Shooting of Dan
McGrew’.2

These stories indicate ‘Sara’s’ strengths and
liabilities: the song makes its appeal on the
grounds of personal revelation, but
whether it actually ‘reveals’ more about
Bob, or even about Bob and Sara, than, say,
‘Isis’ (a much finer song) is questionable. It
only states more, grounding itself in placenames and bits of history that are, to some
degree, verifiable – ‘Oh, yes, Lily Pond
Lane, we know where that is…’ Its
sincerity is measured by its factuality, but
its factuality tells us less than what Dylan’s
imagination does when it transforms
those facts into the sheerest fantasy, into
‘made-up’ stories. This is what
Christopher Ricks is on about when he
writes: ‘Sara is a song that asked of Dylan
not that he be himself (a true thing to be)
but that he be autobiographically himself
(which is less true to his genius and how it
sees truths).’

But if this was Dylan’s starting point, he
extended and embellished the tale most
richly. He did such a wonderful job, in fact,
that for one of very few times in his career
he tried to write ‘another one’, in the shape
of ‘Black Diamond Bay’. That song has its
own pleasures but is considerably inferior
to its template, in my opinion, and
perhaps he and Jacques Levy shouldn’t
have bothered. In particular ‘Black
Diamond Bay’ can seem to drag and go on
a little, while with ‘Lily, Rosemary’ you are
always completely caught up in the story.
This would not have been the case had
Dylan stuck to the unutterably dull and
dreary New York rendition, though,
proving that performance is every bit as
important as composition. Thank God for
Minneapolis.

It’s a good, if minor, song, marred by some
ungainly writing, redeemed by the cantillating power that Bob pours into the
simple two syllables that give it its title –
‘Sa - ra.’ ‘Just a name, really…’

Sara
JS:
As Heylin has it, Sara accompanied
Dylan to the studio on the evening it was
recorded: ‘Dylan turned to his wife and
said, ‘This is for you,’ before breaking into
‘Sara…’

And this time we will let Jonathan have the
last word.

Allen Ginsberg captures some of the autobiographical frisson of hearing ‘Sara’ in his
‘Desire’ liner notes, where he rather breathlessly writes: ‘Who woulda thought he’d say
it, so everybody’d finally know him…’

1. http://www.columbia.edu/~tdk3/mcgroo.html
2. http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/Bluffs/8336/
robertservice/shooting.html
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2001 Sky full of fire,
pain pourin’ down

by Andrew Muir

So, I was in a semi-divorced state from the tour after finishing Razor’s Edge
(first edition). I was concentrating on another book and on the studio albums.
However, despite being somewhat distracted – and feeling a bit of a distance from
the tour might be a good thing anyway after focussing on it for so long – the
continuing technological advances and penetration of the internet made keeping
up to date and receiving recent recordings easier than ever. In fact, you’d have had
to work hard not to keep up to date in 2001. What a complete turnaround from
twenty years earlier.
The same band that ended 2000 kicked off the new year with thirteen dates in
Japan. A new balance of electric and acoustic songs was settled on after the first
three dates. Dylan now opened with four acoustic, followed by four electric songs,
then three more electric before a set format of encores with a mixture of four electric and three acoustic songs. The term acoustic had become somewhat meaningless by now, the old solo acoustic Dylan was long gone. String based band or
semi-band backing had taken over and electric instruments were now heard in
what we still – for convenience’s sake – refer to as the ‘acoustic’ slots. The openers
were all cover songs as they would be throughout the year.
Naturally, I kept in touch with the general developments and especially the
oddities (such as one-offs of ‘Chimes of Freedom’ and ‘In The Garden’) as the tour
followed on through Australia and on to the US. The N.E.T. craving for novelty
will never leave any of us I guess. I noted, too, that – in my limited experience –
by the US spring tour Dylan was in stronger voice and the shows were more
upbeat.
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Perhaps this was only due to the shows
I heard. More likely, I suspect, it was due to
the thrill he got from being awarded an
Oscar for ‘Things Have Changed’. Having
already won the Golden Globe award in
January for this nearly ever-present live
song, the 25th of March ceremony found
Dylan in a Sydney TV studio performing
the song to be broadcast at the awards
ceremony. It was fun to see, especially as it
allowed the hard-working touring band
exposure to such a vast audience.
By the US spring tour, the format had
changed to three acoustic and three electric songs followed by three acoustic and
three electric again and then the encores.
In the 14 shows 62 songs were played,
indeed the three US tours of the year
featured an impressive variation of song
selection; particularly as the last leg of the
year found the set list radically altered due
to Dylan heavily featuring songs from his
new album, “Love And Theft”. However, I
run ahead of myself.
Before then there was the summer tour
of Europe. As we knew by then that Dylan
had recorded a new album there were
excited thoughts of previews of the new
songs. Had I known then how brilliant the
songs in question were, I suspect the anticipation would have been too much to bear.
As it happens, we didn’t hear the prerelease tapes of the new album until the
tour was over, and the sane view that there
was no way Dylan would play any of these
songs prevailed. Dylan’s interview
comments made clear that he was paranoid (justifiably, it has to be admitted)
about bootleggers putting the new songs
out before his record company.

How tragic, though, that inspirational
new works were kept under wraps. How
strange that must be for the artist –
bursting to share his new visions but being
forced to trot out the same old things
instead.
So, summer was not in the end an
auspicious time for my own 2001 N.E.T
live experience. Still there was, as ever,
much of interest. On the 28th of June in
Langesund, Norway, the opening song
was ‘Humming Bird’. This debut song
was, in 1958, the biggest hit for Johnny
and Jack. The teenage Dylan would have
heard this duo playing the song whilst in
Minnesota. In 2001 the near sixty-yearold Dylan had taken another musical
track of theirs (‘Uncle John’s Bongos’) as
the backing of the opening song to “Love
And Theft”, ‘Tweedle Dee & Tweedle
Dum’. Not that we knew that then, nor
that the “Love And Theft” title’s quotation
marks were to mean so much. With the
benefit of hindsight, Johnny and Jack
were much in Bob Dylan’s mind that May
and June.
May had also seen Dylan’s sixtieth
birthday and the newspapers and magazines went to town again like they had for
his fiftieth; one was left worried for the
Amazon forest as career retrospective after
career retrospective appeared and, naturally, all this proved good advertising for
the upcoming dates.
There were only to be two UK dates
that summer, but they seemed so
appealing; Stirling Castle, with all the
background of Scottish history adding
glamour to the location, and Liverpool,
home of the Beatles, with so much musical
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18. I Shall Be Released (acoustic)
19. Highway 61 Revisited
20. Blowin’ in the Wind (acoustic)

history intertwined with Dylan. This was
the heartland of the UK; real people, real
humour, real love of music, both traditional and popular.
In Liverpool for the ‘Summer Pops’
festival at the home of the Beatles,
eighteen of Dylan’s twenty-one songs were
from the 1960s. The first thing somebody
said to me at the end of the show was: ‘I
didn’t come here to hear a Sixties show’.
Ah well, it’s very hard to please everyone
all the time, it might be worth imagining
the enforced absence of “Love And Theft”
material may have contributed to this.
Dylan was wearing a polka dot cravat,
bringing back memories of his shirt when
he ‘went electric’ in 1965 and the heyday of
that holy triumvirate of Beatles, Stones
and Dylan.

21. Rainy Day Women #12 & 35
Heralding the apocalypse as only
Dylan can, he lit into ‘This Wheel’s on
Fire’ abetted with some fearsome blasts on
his harmonica. It augured well but was not
really built upon, though I seemed to
enjoy Liverpool more than most I spoke to
afterwards. Perhaps my expectations were
not as high as theirs, or maybe it was due
to factors nothing to do with the show
itself (the importance of which were about
to be shown in spades the following night
at Stirling).
As Dylan was due to hit the stage, I still
had not heard from Joe McShane and
other friends whom I had been due to
meet earlier, other than that they had
passed on a message that they were ‘stuck
in a horrendous traffic jam’ due to some
motorway pile-up. While I plead guilty to
being as keen as the next man on schadenfreude, the idea of them missing a Dylan
show is going too far, even for me. So, the
empty seats either side of me were causing
me some discomfort when – glory be – Joe
arrived out of breath just as Bob Dylan
began the show, not quite so out of breath.
The feel-good factor this generated
allowed me to enjoy the show more than
others I spoke to, who at best were calling
it a ‘standard show’.
Everyone agreed that the night’s highlight came at the end of ‘Things Have
Changed’. As the song had progressed so had
Dylan’s engagement with it; lines became
stronger, words became clearer as he sang

July 12, 2001
King’s Dock, Liverpool, England
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Oh Babe, It Ain’t No Lie (acoustic)
To Ramona (acoustic)
Desolation Row (acoustic)
Maggie’s Farm
Just Like a Woman
This Wheel’s on Fire
Visions of Johanna (acoustic)
Fourth Time Around (acoustic)
Boots of Spanish Leather (acoustic)
Stuck Inside of Mobile with the
Memphis Blues Again
11. Positively 4th Street
12. Cold Irons Bound
13. Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat
14.
15.
16.
17.

Things Have Changed
Like a Rolling Stone
Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door (acoustic)
All Along the Watchtower
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the second half into the microphone with
verve and gusto. The song ended to a
thunderous ovation as Dylan moved to the
back of the stage, near the amps, as he
often does to locate a mischievously hiding
harmonica, something else he needs, or
just to scratch his head, gather his
thoughts and come back with a new song.
This time he came back with something
else too, he clambered up and brought his
Oscar down from on top of the amp. Half
shy and yet fiercely proud, knees bent, like
a little boy with a new toy he held it aloft
to the cheers from the front rows of the
audience.
Another thing that makes me think
reasonably fondly of Liverpool was the
show that followed at Stirling Castle. Even
having checked in advance that it was the
Castle car park rather than the Castle
grounds itself, the show sounded very
romantic.
Reality, however, was another matter;
the car park had the stage at one end and a
not particularly imposing partial view of a
small bit of its castle at the other end. You
looked down on the stage with the castle
mostly obscured behind you. It was all
rather moot in any case as the sheets of
rain de rigueur for an open air Dylan
concert in the UK were out in force. They
were putting on a spectacular show of
drenching one and all and keeping us all
terrified of what seemed the imminent
occurrence of a torrent of water from the
stage roof hitting Dylan’s electric guitar as
he got more and more into the electric
songs.
Other occurrences conspired to make
this miserable occasion hard to bear, far

less enjoy. Arriving at around the time that
normally affords a good view, instead we
found ourselves joining a very, very long
queue that doubled back on itself but still
stretched for miles. So long indeed did it
stretch that after hours of queuing we had
to sprint to make the opening song. The
reason for this torturously slow process
was that everyone was being checked for
alcohol. This was done by large numbers
of police, none of your security staff stuff
here. Football matches between Rangers
and Celtic could hardly command more
man (and dog) power than this, as police
and police dogs ensured this event would
be as ‘dry’ as an event can be when the
clouds above are unloading on the assembled hordes. I haven’t even mentioned the
so-called acoustics yet, but I am sure you
have got the idea by now: this was a
washout in every sense.
The delay caused by the queue left me
standing at the back of a car park with lots
of people who had never seen Dylan
before. People who were wondering when
he was going to come on stage and play a
song they knew – or rather, recognised –
or wondering when this strange fellow
would get off the stage and the man who
sang on The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan or
Blonde on Blonde or Blood on the Tracks
would come on instead. This was definitely a show that I’d have to get to know
from a recording.
The town of Stirling itself, however,
put on a fine performance, with various
hostelries offering Dylan-named drinks
and cover bands and generally ensuring a
good time was had by all after the show. I
was at a very well run event myself, the
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highlight of the night being a rather
marvellous rendition of ‘Romance in
Durango’ by veteran Scottish singer-songwriter Sandy Watson. ‘Oh, to hear Bob
Dylan playing it and playing it well’, we all
laughed, never imagining that ‘Romance in
Durango’ was to feature later on in the
N.E.T. after all. Poor Sandy has now to
settle for having performed only the second
best version of it for this millennium.
The leg ended in Taormina, with a
pyrotechnic display to make the most
outlandish stage-show rockers eat their
hearts out as Dylan’s show went ahead
with the Etna volcano erupting in the
background. There were other fireworks
that summer though, also in Italy, but in
these cases it was Dylan who was erupting.
While in Rome, Dylan gave an interview purportedly to promote “Love And
Theft”, though you’d be forgiven for
thinking that the real reason was to launch
an ill-founded attack on the very people
that had made the N.E.T. possible – his
loyal fans.
Variously reported in a number of
paraphrasings and mis-translations, (I
quote what Dylan actually said – from the
circulating recording of the interview)
Dylan talked about N.E.T. fans, shedding
insight into his sometimes bored or angry
behaviour on stage through much of the
new millennium (at least until the last legs
of each year).
In response to a question about whom
he felt he was relating to when he was on
stage, Dylan said:

to quite a few shows and they are gonna
be there anyway, like what they hear
one way or another, so we are not trying
to reach them. We are trying to reach
the people in the back who might not
have been there ever before.
Q: So you don’t think about the people
who follow each and every show?
D: No we don’t think about those people
because they are always there, we think
about the people we have never seen.
If we think back to Rotterdam in 1998
the audience at the back wanted to hear
old songs and protest anthems; this is
exactly the kind of expectation Dylan has
so often spoken out against. On the other
hand it is an expectation he has fulfilled
night after night, year after year – if often
seemingly against his wishes.
Or cast your mind back to my chapter
on 1994 and the Roseland shows. Here the
back of the audience were not there to
hear the ‘old anthems from their
spokesman’ or, indeed, anything else. Here
they were out to socialise with their
friends. If Dylan was really playing to the
back of the crowd at those shows, then he
was playing to people who had not the
slightest interest in what he was doing
(other than that he was a bit too loud at
times, almost interrupting their conversations) and wouldn’t have cared what he’d
played or how he played it.
Another point on the audience split
between front and back would be one of
age. The front by now tended to be a
mixture of young and old; the back virtually all from the older camp. Something

D: I usually play to the people in the
back. I disregard the people in the front
because usually these people have come
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that Dylan again seems not to understand
given his comments in reply to La
Repubblica’s question: ‘It seems like your
audience is growing. Are there many
young people at your concerts along with
your old fans?’

and interacting with a boisterous front few
rows that his shows take off – although
clearly he would like these to be different
faces each night. Perhaps because –
completely contrary to what he says in the
interview – the front row people are actually the most demanding and acute section
of the audience and more likely to know
when Dylan is on an ‘off night’.1
The other, quite serious problem,
occurs when Dylan decides to punish the
dedicated fans by muscling them out of
their rightful positions. By the time of his
2000 tour of Europe his pre-emptive
strikes against his most faithful fans
plumbed ridiculous depths when he
ordered the front stage to be cleared of
those who had queued to get those prime
positions – they were to be replaced by
others chosen by the security guards. The
injustice of this was breathtaking.2 There
were letters in the mainstream press from
people who had been moved on after
queuing up for the only concert they could
get to. I remember one from a single mother
in Glasgow who had saved up for ages to go
to the show and pay for a babysitter and was
determined to get near in her one chance to
see Dylan up close. After going through all
the expense and effort to get to the front she
was chased away and replaced by someone
else. One does not need to stretch one’s
imagination to guess the age and type of
people that were selected for the front by the
security guards.
Of course this only worked where there
was standing room in front of the stage,
they haven’t yet actually taken people out
of seats and resettled them in some far
away part of an auditorium. How much

I don’t think there are many old fans.
The fact is that people of my age die, or
change their lives. At a certain point in
your life new problems arise. Family,
children, priorities change, entertainment becomes less important.
His point is a general, and sad, truth;
but the very people he was playing to at
the back of this hall were his older fans,
who probably don’t go to many shows in a
whole year far less more than one by the
same person. These people want to hear
Dylan play all the old ‘hits’.
I should add that all these comments
are generalisations; some fans at the back
(or front) will be the opposite of what I
write, but we are forced to deal in generalities here. Also, there is absolutely no way
that Dylan was playing to the people at the
back in Stirling, he is completely deluded if
he thought he was reaching them.
Meanwhile the hard-core fans he was
about to further decry were whooping it
up in front of the stage. It is a pity, too, that
the remarkable growth of younger fans
attending Dylan’s concerts was misinterpreted and confused with other – misunderstood – crowd tendencies.
An even greater pity is the detrimental
effect his relationship with the front rows
has on his shows. It should be pointed out
that Dylan’s actions often are counter to
what he is saying; it is only by playing to
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this restriction in replacing the front rows
with hand-picked people ‘irritated’ Dylan
was made clear by his demeanour on
taking the stage at Sheffield 2000 and
looking at the front rows.
However this sorry state of affairs
obviously did not come about just on a
whim. Dylan no doubt feels he has to
disregard the front rows to prevent his
performance art from stagnating. There is
something disturbing about the same
rows of people each night, year after year.
It even started to depress me as an
attendee, far less the performer. There was
something off-putting about meeting the
same people show after show in almost
regimented seating pattern it made each
show seem part of a rock revival type
yearly event. On the other hand, the most
important thing is Dylan’s music and
performance. Those shows in Edinburgh
1995 and Sheffield 2000 were poor in relation to the shows surrounding them. If
this was due to Dylan’s disgruntlement at
seeing the same old faces, perhaps we have
to put up with the injustice and accept it as
an inevitable outcome of this situation.
Yet there is an unpleasant taint of
hypocrisy about all this. This recent
antipathy or it now appears, mere indifference to those at the front has come mainly
with Dylan’s star on the rise. There was a
time when he both needed and courted
these very followers.
I remember back to the 1991
Hammersmith shows which we have been
told ‘were giving Dylan too much money
for him to turn down’ that went ahead
despite his illness, the lack of a rehearsed
band and other problems we are not

supposed to comment on, according to
Dylan in yet another interview (in the
Rolling Stone). It was the regular fans who
go to every show and who try to get down
to the front as often as possible, who filled
the hall on the eight nights.3 Only these,
now to be disregarded people would have
kept going that year and refused to let the
experience of those lamentable gigs be
the final leg of a tour that seemed to have
lost all meaning. Most people at
Hammersmith were at the previous United
Kingdom shows. I wasn’t, though I did, like
many other foot soldiers, continue on after
Hammersmith to Holland.
Undeterred, two years later the same
people filled the same though now
renamed – venue for another residency.
My fanzine and information line were in
full swing by that time so I was heavily
involved in getting people tickets, the
demand from the same people never
wavered nor the desperation to get nearer
the stage, even one or two rows were
crucial to them (and me). Of course you
can think that risible to an extent and
Dylan can now afford to do so – but back
then it was those people who kept the halls
full enough for the tours to keep coming
back. Over and above that if you weren’t
near the front you couldn’t see Dylan at
all, the stage being so poorly lit. If Dylan
was playing to the back of the audience in
those days, it was an audio only show. His
remark makes him seem oblivious to the
important visual nature of his performances; everyone who has seen him from
close up for the first time remarks upon
how it transforms the experience of seeing
him play.
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The worst thing about Dylan’s current
attitude to those who ‘usually have come
to quite a few shows’, is that he seems to
have forgotten that, back at the beginning
of the N.E.T.’s extraordinary peregrinations, he spoke of how he knew he needed
to hit the road and yearned to have a travelling group of fans like those that
followed the Dead. Be careful what you
wish for, you just might get it.
Around the time of the Rome interview there had been events that brought all
of this to a head. A few days after the
events detailed in the last end-note, Paolo
Vites was again in attendance. Here’s what
he remembers about the events at the
Brescia show:

security decided they could do nothing
to send those people away. Those in the
seated area were standing on their seats
while everyone was standing in front of
the stage. It was quite a mess. It was at
this point Bob Dylan started the most
vicious and angry ‘Positively 4th Street’
I have ever heard (except for the original, of course) spitting the words of the
song in a rage, clearly to the audience,
or at least to part of them.
Perhaps this explains why Dylan seems
to have very contradictory thoughts on his
N.E.T. fans, while at one point in the interview claiming that:
Oh, I don’t really feel like I have any
hardcore fans, you know, I just don’t.
There’s some people who do, I really just
don’t. We have a few people who see an
abundance of my shows, but we don’t
think of them as hardcore fans.

…before the Dylan show started, people
from the unreserved section of the audience (the show was in a big, long, but
not very large open square) were trying
to remain standing in front of the stage,
in front of the numbered seats. There
were protests by the people who
purchased the seats. The security came
and made those people go back. When
Bob Dylan came on stage, there was a
big rush from the people in the standing
only audience. A riot started in front of
the stage between those people, the
seated people and the security people.
Bob Dylan was obviously aware of what
was happening at his feet, because he
was acting in a very nervous way, going
back and forth during the songs. He
clearly let his arms down, stopped
playing and kept looking backstage as if
he were searching for someone, the local
promoter or the police. At one point, the

In the time between the group interview and the private one given to The
Times, Dylan has changed his mind about
having ‘hardcore’ fans. Talking of bootlegs,
he says:
And have been bought up by so called
hardcore fans of mine (a sneering tone
here), whoever they might be those folks
out there who are obsessed with finding
every scrap of paper I’ve ever written
on, every single outtake.
These so-called connoisseurs of Bob
Dylan music … I don’t feel they know a
thing, or have any inkling of who I am
and what I’m about. I know they think
they do, and yet it’s ludicrous, its
humorous, and sad. That such people
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have spent so much of their time
thinking about who? Me? Get a life,
please. It’s not something any one
person should do about another. You’re
not serving your own life well. You’re
wasting your life.’ (The Times)

In any case, Rome’s sour approach to
fans was offset by the generosity of genius
that spilled forth from the wonderful new
album “Love And Theft”. Despite having
the usual dosage of Armageddon, woman
troubles and other blues, the over-riding
feelings were ones of warmth, humour
and generosity; so much more lifeenhancing than the tone of parts of Time
Out of Mind. Dylan sounds alive; enjoying
life, seeing through and laughing at the
absurdity of it all, while still giving the
serious side its fair due. The rest of the
world (that is those listeners who do not
get advanced tapes of new albums) would
have to wait to find out about that though;
the despised connoisseurs on the other
hand spent August marvelling at its manylayered delights.
Naturally this meant that the US
summer tour passed by in an excited blur
of awaiting new album songs. Dylan tour
chronicler Glen Dundas, who had started
his N.E.T. attendances the same year as
myself, summed up the mood of some of
us when he wrote about attending the
opening show of this leg:

No doubt there is validity to his main
point, many of us do spend an unhealthy
amount of time thinking about him. We
are not unaware of that ourselves however
and you can’t help but feel like retorting –
albeit with a deal more grace – that he has
just emphatically proved that he does not
‘have any inkling of who’ his fans are nor
‘what they are about’. The effects of this
misunderstanding were to continue to be
felt as the N.E.T. progressed, but were
mainly absent from what was to be a
successful and fulfilling concluding tour,
showcasing songs from his new album
amidst the terror and horror of an America
feeling threatened and vulnerable in a way
it had not since around the time the young
Dylan wrote ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’.
Also it is worth remembering that
Dylan’s generosity to such fans has been
demonstrated previously in this book (to
me in 1993 and to Lambchop in 1995 for
two examples). In addition, he has played
shows he knows to be full of the front row
travellers he’s just so scorned and seemingly sometimes, at least, gives special sets
to reward his faithful following. As
someone has said before, there’s so many
sides to Bob he’s round, and as he himself
has remarked, his moods change so
quickly that the next time you ask the
same question you may well get a
completely different answer from him.

This was one of the very few times I’ve sat
in the audience and wondered why in the
name of hell I’m doing this. Somewhat
typically for a tour opener, Dylan was
going through the motions (maybe he
wonders why in the hell he’s starting
another round of this incessant touring),
the sound system sucked, the set list
(except for ‘I Threw It All Away’) was
typically mundane, and I couldn’t help
but wonder how the people at the far
reaches of the grandstand (across the
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racing track from the stage) could
possibly see Dylan at all…the long drive
back home on Sunday left me with
doubts on the advisability of spending
that much time and money on something
that just maybe had lost its flavour.4

Reviewer after reviewer mentioned
songs such as ‘Masters of War’, ‘John
Brown’ and a whole host of ‘civil rights
protest songs’ as being Dylan’s none-toosubtle responses to the American Right’s
reaction both abroad and at home in the
wake of the terrorist attack. In fact, these
songs had featured in the set-lists for years
though they certainly seemed to be taking
on a new significance for many at these
shows. Not that it was only what passes for
left-wing views in America that latched on
to them, the vicious lines glorying in
others’ deaths in ‘Masters of War’ were
sometimes cheered with a disturbing
relish and Dylan photographer Duncan
Hume who came back from a November
show reporting that crowds who cheered
Dylan were doing so with a mix of ‘thanks
Bobby’ and ‘God Bless America’. A
complex number of emotions and
responses were clearly in play, recalling the
contradictory responses Neil Young
evoked in his 1991 tour at the time of the
1991 war under UN auspices to expel an
invader from Kuwait, with his yellowribbon-adorned
microphone
and
powerful version of ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’.
What did the songs signify for Dylan in
this time of turmoil? He wasn’t saying, his
on-stage comments were restricted to a
moving moment at Madison Square
Garden on November the 19th. Stephen
Scobie recalled that special night in an interview with myself for Judas! magazine 5 :

Still, at the end of this leg, we were all
looking forward to the official release and
the introduction of the new songs with an
anticipation that cannot be over-stated.
Their importance seemed paramount and
beyond question. Then, on the day of the
album’s release, 11th September 2001, the
world changed.
No amount of disaster movie viewing
could help prepare you for the pain,
suffering and horror broadcast worldwide
that evil day. The scale of the atrocity was
beyond comprehension, the knowledge
that this would change the world immediate, though at first you felt it was about
to end, not just change.
Somehow the world did keep going; and
commentator after commentator noted
eerily apt lines from Dylan’s new album.
These were all written well before the
attack on the Twin Towers but seemed
uncannily to evoke that fateful day. Music
may seem a trivial thing to talk about at
such a time, but it is not; rather it brings
strength to many. The last Dylan tour leg
of the year in the US assumed vital importance, not just for Dylan diehards waiting
on live “Love And Theft”, but also for
mainstream rock fans with any liking for
Dylan. It was a time when people with
Voices were needed, and no-one’s voice
resonated deeper or carried more weight
than Dylan’s.

I was at the November 19th show in
Madison Square Garden in New York
which was the first time that Dylan had
played New York after September 11th.
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As a concert it was a fairly standard set
list, but there was an atmosphere in
Madison Square Garden which was just
incredible. There are good bootlegs of
the concert but I don’t think they can
capture the kind of feeling in the audience of welcoming Dylan to New York
two months after September 11th, and
there were two moments especially
when this became very clear. He started
singing ‘Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues’
and it was as if the entire audience just
drew in its breath until the final line,
going back to New York City, and when
it got to that final line there was just
this huge cheer that moved all over
through the audience, it clearly at that
moment had very, very special meaning
for everyone in there. Then there was
this weird very strange moment when
he got to the band introductions, he said
this wonderful dignified and beautifully
restrained line, he said most of the songs
we’ve played tonight were recorded in
New York City, so nobody has to ask me
what I think about this town, and that
was all he said, and again you could
sort of feel the huge wave going round
the audience.

Lonesome Day Blues
High Water (for Charlie Patton)
Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right
Tangled Up in Blue
John Brown
Summer Days
Sugar Baby
Drifter’s Escape
Rainy Day Women # 12 & 35

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Things Have Changed
Like a Rolling Stone
Forever Young
Honest With Me
Blowin’ in the Wind

22. All Along the Watchtower
Many other attendees reported similar
feelings. While accepting it is not the same
as ‘being there’, the show was superbly
recorded and much of the atmosphere
does come across. ‘Forever Young’ sounds
like a benediction on the self-healing residents of the suffering city. ‘A Hard Rain’s
A-Gonna Fall’ and, especially, ‘Blowin’ in
the Wind’ with its line ‘…and too many
people have died’ have a special feel to
them; a feeling that you can sense is being
supplied almost as much by the audience
as the performers. ‘Searching For A
Soldier’s Grave’ and Fred Rose’s song
‘Waiting For The Light To Shine’ cannot
help but do the same, and the carefully
controlled lighting effect all added to the
ambience.
Dylan’s vocals were strong and
affecting throughout the show, even on
what had earlier in the year seemed tired
old run-outs (‘It Ain’t Me, Babe’ and ‘Just
Like a Woman’, say). Almost inevitably,
given the attention paid to this particular

19 November 2001
Madison Square Garden Arena,
New York City, New York
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Wait For The Light To Shine
It Ain’t Me, Babe
A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall
Searching For A Soldier’s Grave
Tweedle Dee & Tweedle Dum
Just Like a Woman
Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues
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show, it attracted a backlash from some
Dylan fans. Fans who had not been at that
particular show, or ones who had been to
it and to others that they liked equally, or
more, began downplaying Madison
Square Garden in comparison with other
shows from around the same time.
Without agreeing with this retrograde,
comparative denigration of Madison
Square Garden, I can understand why it
happened. There were many other fine
shows, some of them at surprisingly large
venues for someone who has toured so
often in the same places. The attraction of
a peerless artist still able to produce a
masterpiece like “Love And Theft”, still out
there, on the road, at this of all times was
palpable. Dylan’s 35-show, 689-song stint
– nearly always with a moving Christian
cover to open – was a popular and critical
success.
Before the world was knocked out of
kilter, I had been anticipating the introduction of “Love And Theft” material and
had confidently predicted in my first
review of that album that the material
would be able to go straight into his show
and provide the spine of a set-list. So it
proved, from the opening night, which was
October 5th in Spokane, Washington,
Dylan merged in the new songs. The four
debutees there were: ‘Honest With Me’,
‘Sugar Baby’, ‘Summer Days’ and ‘Tweedle
Dee & Tweedle Dum’. The next night in
Seattle brought ‘Moonlight’ and as the
tour progressed all bar ‘Bye And Bye’
appeared.6
At first I was so excited by the new
songs that I made a CD of those live songs
only and played and replayed that. Unlike

Time Out of Mind, however, it didn’t really
work. The studio album sounded so good
in this case and it seemed that – fine
though many of the performances were –
Bob’s aging vocals could now inspire more
magic in the studio than live with these
songs.
In fact that ‘seeming’ was only partly to
do with Dylan, the songs were immediately integrated into the set lists as I had
forecast, and were best heard there in situ
rather than as an album substitute. Show
after show I was listening to in full again as
the joy of playing the new material spilled
over and rejuvenated old warhorses. The
shows flowed with purpose, crackled with
energy. Audience anticipation of and
regard for the new songs was impressive
and a song like ‘Sugar Baby’ was met with
a reverential hush as Dylan, in a throwback
to the old acoustic days, stood in front of
the band bathed in light with them in
darkness, just Bob in the spotlight singing
to the audience.
I say reverential silence but this song
was often ruined by male whooping and
hollering after the lines about women
bringing trouble. It sounded more like a
reaction of a crowd to ice hockey players
clashing violently than anything else, a sad
thing to hear in the midst of Dylan’s
intense concentration on singing this
sublime and complex work.
Still, it was mainly listened to in
hushed tones and a hush descended also
for the tender ‘Moonlight’. Reworked
arrangements of ‘High Water’ (the song
signalled by the appearance of a banjo
onstage) and ‘Lonesome Day Blues’ added
to the heady mix, with the tour de force
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being blistering rave-ups of that homage
to the Rockabilly era ‘Summer Days’,
where nightly Dylan and the Sextondriven band ‘raised a glass to toast the
King.’
The band, who seemed to be revelling
in this leg as much as the audience and
Dylan himself, should be commended for
their intuitive flexibility as Dylan moved
from country to bluegrass to folk to rock
as the inspiration took him. Sometimes

the change was from song to song, other
nights a particular genre took on the
overall tone; all the while Charlie Sexton
funnelled Dylan’s intent into the arrangements with Larry and Tony anchoring
every move without skipping a beat. It
really was a considerable step-up from the
rest of the year but if we Europeans were
feeling jealous of the US audiences at that
time – and we were – it was nothing to
what we would feel a year later.

Notes
1. Rock journalist Paolo Vites, recalls: ‘What happened in Montreux was that, as is usual for years now, this guy
was in front of Bob Dylan, right under his microphone. The small venue and the small stage made it possible
for him and Bob Dylan to be in eye contact throughout the show. Actually, this man, as he had been doing for
a long time, was showing his disgust for what he thought was a poor performance. While the people around
him were clearly acting like an average audience, yelling and cheering for the performer, he was standing,
moving his head and visibly making facial expressions disapproving of Bob Dylan. At one moment, Bob Dylan
was obviously annoyed by the man and went almost down the stage to express his anger. ‘Fuck you,’ said Bob.
“I don’t want to see you I don’t wanna see ya anymore at MY shows”.’
2. I often wonder at the legality too but since I was never in a position of being moved I never got to test it out.
3. It was because of the same people buying tickets for every show that they kept adding dates. There were 3
sets of ticket sales, 3 sets of overnight queuing in freezing temperatures.
4 Judas! issue 1 April 2002.
5. Unpublished at the time of writing.
6. Glen Dundas, in Judas! issue 1 also recounts that: ‘From Oregon, too, came the wire services’ story of Dylan,
because of the added security now enforced at many venues, being denied admission to the theatre because the
guard there didn’t recognize him. The stories painted a picture of a spiteful Dylan then demanding the guard’s
dismissal. The tale seemed apocryphal, and I later talked with someone who witnessed the incident and who
described a playful Bob who joked through the entire seven seconds it took for the scene to unfold. The security person, a female, had just then been stationed at the entrance, and as Dylan did not have a backstage pass,
she tried to block his passage. When asked if a nearby roadie could identify him, he smiled, saying “No, but my
drummer could’. Simply moving on, he then remarked that the guard would probably ‘do a good job at the
front door searching people”.’
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